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Abstract

The main objective of this work was the development of a mathematical model for light 

propagation in a scattering medium, to be applied to a near infrared image (NIRI) 

reconstruction system. The model calculates the photon density within the medium, and 

the photon current through its surface by solving the diffusion equation numerically with 

the finite element method (FEM). Its main advantage, compared to other photon 

transport models, lies in the combination of speed and the abihty to handle complex 

geometries and inhomogeneous absorption and scattering properties.

The model includes mesh generators, FEM solvers, and processing and analysing 

tools. The solvers allow for the simulation of various boundary conditions and different 

data acquisition techniques, such as steady-state, time-of-flight and intensity modulated 

systems.

The image reconstruction algorithm generates a spatially resolved map of the 

absorption and scattering parameters within the tissue from a set of measurements 

obtained at the boundary, where the measurement type may be one or several moments 

of the temporal point spread function, obtained by a time-of-fhght system, or the phase 

shift and modulation depth obtained by a frequency domain system. The reconstruction 

iteratively minimises an error function which describes the difference between the true 

data and the ones generated with the FEM model for a given parameter distribution. 

Both 2D and 3D versions of the model haven been developed, although due to the high 

demand in computing resources only 2D reconstructions have been performed to date.

Apart from the incorporation into the reconstruction algorithm, the FEM model 

on its own is also valuable to investigate the dependence of boundary measurements 

upon the optical properties of the medium, and the quantification of perturbations caused 

by scattering and absorbing inhomogeneities. Its ability to simulate the light distribution 

in highly complex geometries such as a human head makes it a useful tool for 

quantifying the measurements of near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) systems.
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Glossary of notation

Vectors are indicated by arrows, e.g. x.

A unit vector in direction s is denoted by e .̂

Matrices are given in bold typeface, e.g. M.

Scalar functions of vectors are in italics, e.g. f{x)

Operators are in bold, with arguments in square brackets, e.g. Z\f{x)]

Units of length are in millimetres, if not specified otherwise, and units of absorption, 

scattering and diffusion coefficients are in m m'\
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c ,

n i t )

A

¥

Boundary source position (i=l..S)

Boundary measurement position (/=!..M)

Time-dependent boundary flux through a surface element at ^ 

Modulation depth of the response signal of an intensity modulated source 

Phase shift of the response signal

Chapter 3

absorption cross section 

Ĝ  scattering cross section

Gi total cross section

|Lig absorption coefficient

scattering coefficient 

|if total attenuation coefficient

/(? ,  ? ,)  Phase function for scattering from direction ? ,  into direction ?

/  mean cosine of /

| i /  reduced scattering coefficient |i  ̂ = (1“/)!^^
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K 'M-ldiffusion coefficient k = [3(|i^ + |i/)]

Chapter 4
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I(r, t, e )  

0 (r, t)

7(r, t)

Bounded domain in R“ with boundary 9(1

Energy radiance or specific intensity at r in direction ê  at time t 

Fluence rate or photon density at r e d  at time t 

Photon current at r e d  at time t

Chapter 5

D

P
p(i)

N;

number of elements in a mesh

number of nodes in a mesh

number of nodes associated with element i

node i

T.- element i, where Ux. = d
f - i  *

m, (O

T(Ç)

e H \d )  trial functions for weak formulation 

shape function associated with node i

continuous and piecewise polynomial (here always: linear) approximation 

of 0

vector of nodal solutions of the photon density 

Mellin transform: = jfT{t)dt

integrated intensity at Ç e 9d : E(Ç) = E[r(Ç,^)] = m̂ (0

time-weighted intensity at Ç g 9d : T(Ç) = T[F(Ç,0] =

Chapter 6

h
Apii)

mesh parameter, maximum element extension

maximum node number difference in element i

maximum node number difference in any element of the mesh
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Chapter 7

{M} Set of measurements: {M} e where S: number of source positions,

N: number of measurement positions, R: number of measurement types 

{p} Set of parameters: {p} e where X: number of sampling points, V:

number of parameters
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

1.1 Clinical motivation for optical methods

Clinical optical monitoring is the collective term for all diagnostic techniques which use 

visible or near infrared hght as the probing medium to obtain information about the 

interior of a patient’s body. Optical methods have received much attention in recent 

years since it was found that they offer a way to directly measure physiologically 

relevant tissue parameters. Optical methods measure the optical properties of the 

transilluminated tissue, such as the absorption and scattering parameters. These depend 

on the tissue type, but also on the tissue oxygenation state. An important application is 

therefore the monitoring of temporal changes in the oxygen level of body organs, 

especially the brain.

The two main fields of optical monitoring are spectroscopy and imaging. In 

spectroscopy, one seeks to obtain the mean optical parameters over a large part of the 

body, like the brain or forearm. This is done by measuring the hght transmission 

between two fixed positions on the surface of the body region of interest. The separation 

of the two points is large to transiUuminate a large portion of the tissue. Specific 

applications for optical spectroscopy which have been investigated in the past are the 

monitoring of cerebral oxygenation levels in newborn infants [Brazy85, Wyatt86, 

Edwards88] and adults [Ferrari86], and muscle oxygenation in normals [Hampson88] 

and pathological subjects [Cheatle91]. Particularly in preterm infants the diagnosis of 

abnormal cerebral oxygenation levels at an early stage could reduce the rates of 

mortality and permanent brain damage.

In imaging, the objective is to obtain a spatially resolved mapping of the optical 

properties of the tissue region under investigation. This is done by performing a series 

of transillumination measurements between different surface locations. The set of data 

has then to be apphed to a reconstruction scheme to create the image. Data acquisition 

methods include scanning systems, where the input and detection points are located 

opposite each other on a slab of tissue, and moved over the surface in discrete steps, and
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tomographic systems, where measurements are taken for each combination of a set of 

source and measurement positions. Scanning is mainly used in breast imaging studies, 

while tomographic methods are considered for brain imaging.

Optical imaging is in a far less advanced stage than spectroscopy, mainly due to 

three reasons:

• Data acquisition systems which allow a quick and accurate collection of 

transmission data are very difficult to design. One problem is the high accuracy 

and stability required for the positioning of light input and collection sites on the 

tissue surface, another is the low signal strength and resulting high noise level 

for measurements with a large separation of input and output position.

• Body tissue is highly scattering for visible and near infrared (NIR) hght, and 

light propagation is diffuse. Therefore the measurements on the tissue surface 

depend on the internal optical parameters in a non-linear way. The image 

reconstruction is iU-posed in the sense that a small change in the measurements 

may correspond to a large change in the solution, i.e. the internal parameters to 

be reconstructed. Therefore the reconstruction will be highly sensitive to noise 

and measurement errors.

• Reconstruction techniques developed to date are relatively slow and, depending 

on the number of measurements and the resolution of the images, may take up 

to several hours, which is not acceptable in most clinical applications.

If these problems can be overcome, optical imaging potentially has many advantages 

compared to other medical imaging methods. It can directly and continuously localise 

body oxygenation via the local optical properties of the tissue. It works without ionizing 

radiation and does not harm the patient in any way. An optical imaging system should 

be inexpensive and portable in comparison to systems as X-ray computed tomography 

(CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and therefore could be used at the bedside 

in intensive care units.

1.2 Requirements for an optical tomographic system

The aim in optical tomographic imaging is to obtain a spatially resolved map of the
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absorption and possibly the scattering properties within a part of the body, from a set 

of boundary measurements of visible or NIR Hght. This is referred to as the inverse 

problem. (In contrast, the forward problem is the calculation of boundary data from the 

given distribution of optical parameters.) The forward and inverse problems will be 

defined in more detail in chapter 7. Each single data value corresponds to the response 

signal at one point of the tissue surface, caused by a source signal delivered at some

other point on the surface. For S input locations Ci» C%» » C  ^  measurement

locations the complete data set is a vector of length S-M of all possible

input and output positions.

The type of measurements that can be obtained depends on the nature of the 

input signal. If the input signal is a continuous light source, then the output signal is 

stationary (assuming no temporal variation in the optical properties of the observed 

tissue), and the measurement will be the time-independent boundary flux. If the input 

signal is an ultrashort light pulse, then the response signal has a temporal distribution. 

The possible measurement types in this case include the integrated intensity, the mean 

time of flight or the logarithmic decay of the signal, and others. If the input signal is a 

radio frequency intensity modulated source, then the phase shift and the modulation 

depth of the response signal can be measured. The various data acquisition techniques 

will be discussed in more detail in the next section. The most common measurement 

types for different data acquisition systems are listed in chapter 7.

On the instrumentation side, an optical tomographic system thus requires a source 

generation device, an interface to deliver the light to a small point of the tissue surface, 

another interface to pick up the response signal at another surface point, and a detector 

to quantify the response signal. In practice the light source will be a NIR laser capable 

of producing either ultrashort laser pulses (time domain system), or an intensity 

modulated signal (frequency domain signal). The light is transferred from the laser to 

the tissue and from the tissue to the detector by fibre-optics. The detector will be highly 

time-resolving for a time-domain system (usually a synchroscan streak camera), or a 

device to compare phase shifts for a frequency domain system.

The second component of the imaging system is the reconstruction procedure. 

The main problem of the reconstruction from boundary measurements is caused by the
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high light scattering characteristic of biological tissue in the optical and NIR range. In 

contrast to X-ray computed tomography (CT) where radiation is assumed to have 

travelled along the straight line between the source and detector, the detected light in 

optical imaging has a distribution of pathways within the tissue, and the optical 

pathlength is usually several times the geometric distance between the input and output 

location. One way to overcome this problem is to use ultrashort input pulses in 

combination with a time-gated detector, which allows only the first part of the 

temporally distributed hght to contribute to the detection signal. This reduces the 

effective mean deviation of photon pathways from the direct line of sight, so that 

projection images similar to CT may be obtained. This technique is common in optical 

breast scanning. The disadvantage of time-gating, however, is the reduction of signal 

strength and signal-to-noise ratio, which rules this technique out for large objects like 

the head which suffer from low signal strengths due to high attenuation.

In this thesis, a more general approach will be used, which takes into account the 

diffuse propagation of light in tissue. A forward model (hght propagation model) based 

on the diffusion approximation (DA) has been developed. This model is of importance 

in its own right, as will be shown. It allows to study quantitatively the perturbations of 

measurement data as a result of inhomogeneities within the tissue, or the effect of 

surface layers on the data. Its main use, however, is in the image reconstruction.

1.3 Optical transillimiination techniques

In this section some of the most common NIR data acquisition systems used for 

spectroscopic and imaging data collection are introduced.

1.3.1 Transmission intensity measurement

In 1977, F.F. Jobsis performed transiUumination experiments on cat brains and 

demonstrated that tissue attenuation in the infrared range from 700 to 1000 nm is 

sufficiently small to allow optical measurements across several centimetres of tissue, and
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that changes in attenuation can be related to changes in tissue oxygenation [Johsis77]. 

Since then, clinical monitoring devices have been developed which can measure 

spectroscopic attenuation variations at the bedside (NIRO lOOO/NIRO 500, Hamamatsu 

Photonics). These systems consist of monochromatic light sources (laser diodes) at 

several different wavelengths. The light is delivered to the patient via an optical fibre 

(optode). The light emitted at a point on the surface several centimetres distant is 

collected by a similar fibre, and measured by a detector (usually a photomultiplier tube - 

PMT). This technique allows one to measure changes in the concentration of tissue 

chromophores such as haemoglobin and cytochrome aa  ̂ [Wyatt90].

Absolute concentrations of chromophores cannot he quantified by a stationary 

system, because the attenuation is related both to light loss due to scattering and to the 

optical pathlength of the transmitted light, which is considerably longer than the 

geometric optode spacing, again due to multiple scattering. Quantitation of changes in 

chromophore concentration can however he made if we know the photon pathlength 

distribution, which can he obtained by time-of-fhght systems. The optical pathlength is 

covered introduced more fully in section 3.4.

1.3.2 Time of flight systems

In time-of-flight systems, the light source is replaced by a pulsed source capable of 

producing light pulses of a duration in the order of 1 ps. In tissue a light pulse of 1 ps 

represents a pathlength resolution of 0.2 mm, assuming a tissue refractive index of 1.4. 

A light detector with a high temporal resolution is then used to monitor the light flux 

exiting the tissue. A typical detector is a synchroscan streak camera which is 

synchronised with the pulsed source laser. This typically has a temporal resolutions of 

a few ps, but the resolution of the system is given by the convolution of the signal 

response functions of the source and detector. Figure 1.1 shows a typical setup for a 

time-of-flight system. All experimental data presented in this thesis have been obtained 

by this system.
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I.3.3 Temporal point spread function

The response signal at some point on the sample surface, caused by an ultra short input 

pulse on another point on the surface, is referred to a temporal point spread function  

(TPSF), in analogy to the common (spatial) point spread function. The TPSF measured

at a point Ç on the surface of the object is given by the time-dependent energy fluence

rate through the surface in ^ which we denote F(^, t) (A definition of F will be given 

in chapter 4). Due to multiple scattering within biological tissue, the TPSF is delayed 

and broadened compared to the reference signal. The shape of the TPSF depends on the 

scattering and absolution properties of the transilluminated tissue. As an example, 

Figure 1.2 shows TPSFs measured on a cylindrical phantom of absorbing and scattering 

plastic (radius 27 mm) at an angular separation of the input and detection location of

II.25°, 56.25° and 101.25°. Figure 1.3 shows TPSFs calculated by using a light 

transport model (the finite element model, described in chapter 5) to simulate the
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Figure 1.1: Experimental system for time resolved measurements on phantoms and tissue 
samples
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measurement across a homogeneous cylinder of 25 mm radius. The two curves 

correspond to different absoiption properties of the cylinder. (For comparison, the time 

for unscattered light to traverse 

travel across 50 mm of the 

medium would be 233 ps, 

assuming a refractive index of 

/7=1.4.)

For imaging purposes it 

is generally impractical to use 

the complete TPSF to describe 

the tissue characteristics because 

the volume of data would be too 

high. In addition, the shape of 

the TPSF is always the same, so 

the data is highly redundant.

Instead some derived scalar 

quantities are used. These may 

be for example the integrated 

flux intensity, the mean time of 

flight, higher moments such as 

the standard deviation, skew or 

kurtosis, or the exponential 

decay of the TPSF in the limit 

of long time. A list of the most 

commonly used measurement 

types is given in Chapter 7.
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Figure 1.2: Experimental temporal point spread 
functions from phantom measurements at different 
optode spacings.
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technique has been proposed to improve the spatial resolution particularly for breast 

transillumination [Hebden91], and experimental studies have been performed by several 

authors [Benaron93, Zaccanti93]. By applying a cutoff time to the TPSF curve, only the 

first photons of the temporal distribution are taken into account. These have the shortest 

pathlengths and therefore the least deviation from the straight line of sight between the 

source and detection points on the tissue surface. These ’early photons’, which have 

undergone only small direction changes due to a low number of scattering events or 

small scattering angles, are sometimes referred to as ballistic or snake photons [Das93].

On a simple scanning device, using the hght intensity transmitted across a slab 

phantom with embedded inhomogeneities, and achieving the spatial information by 

translating the sample in discrete steps perpendicular to the optical axis of the source- 

detector pair, it has been shown that time-gating can improve the image resolution 

[Hebden91, Hebden93]. A problem is the decline of the signal-to-noise ratio, as the 

intensity of the detected light drops when a time window is applied. It is therefore 

necessary to optimise the size of the time window with respect to both gain in spatial 

information and increase of noise.

1.3.5 Intensity modulated systems

An alternative system for obtaining time-of-flight information utilises frequency domain 

measurements [Chance90, Weng91, Duncan93, Arridge92a, Kaschke93, Sevick94]. 

Radio frequency (RF) intensity modulated light is used as the hght source, and the phase 

shift and modulation depth of the detected signal is measured. The information from a 

picosecond laser and from an RF modulated source are related to each other by Fourier 

transformation. A time domain system with a temporal resolution of 10 ps is equivalent 

to a frequency system with a bandwidth from 0 to 100 GHz.

If the modulated input wave is given by:

f) -  r„(C) (1 +

where Aq is the modulation depth, and cô  the modulation frequency, then the output
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signal is the convolution of f^''’ with the impulse response function of the tissue, denoted 

by g(C Ç,

Note that g(Ç, Ç, t - t ')  is equivalent to the TPSF introduced for time-domain systems 

(assuming an infinitely short input pulse). With (1.1) and (1.2) we get

Û - rjg(C t  (-t')dt' + r A e ' “-'/« (C . t  ( 1 3 )

The first term represents an attenuated D.C. component, the second one a component 

modulated with the frequency cô  of the input signal. The modulation depth of the output

signal is given by A = mod g(C C and the phase shift by \|/ = arg |(Ç, Ç, Cû̂ ),

where g is the Fourier transform of g.

1.4 Objectives

This thesis is mainly concerned with the development of a light propagation model in 

densely scattering media which can be used both to investigate the effect of 

inhomogeneities on boundary measurements and as a forward model in an iterative 

perturbation image reconstruction algorithm. The model has to be both fast and flexible, 

i.e. it has to manage complex geometries and inhomogeneous parameter distributions. 

To achieve this a numerical finite element approximation of the diffusion equation is 

used, which is considerably faster than discrete photon simulations (Monte Carlo) and 

is not limited to simple geometries and homogeneous cases as are analytical solutions 

of the diffusion equation. The model has been implemented for various 2D geometries, 

and preliminary results for some 3D geometries have also been obtained. The model 

consists of mesh generating tools which allow the construction and interactive
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modification of finite element meshes, and forward solvers, which calculate various 

types of measurement data for a given mesh with a given distribution of optical 

parameters. This includes the simulation of both time domain and frequency domain 

systems. The model is validated by comparing its results with analytical solutions, and 

with an independent Monte Carlo model. Comparisons with experimental time-of-flight 

data obtained on a tissue-equivalent phantom have been performed.

The model is used to investigate the perturbations on boundary measurements 

caused by absorbing and scattering objects, and to quantify these with respect to the 

object strength, size and location. This should give an indication of the feasibility of the 

perturbation approach in the reconstruction scheme, and of the possibility to distinguish 

between absorbers and scatterers.

The model then is applied to the image reconstruction system, and a 

reconstruction from an experimental set of measurement data is obtained. This is 

intended to show the validity of the reconstruction approach used. The emphasis of this 

work, however, is the development of the finite element forward model.

1.5 Structure of the thesis

This work describes the development of a light transport model for highly scattering 

random media based on the diffusion approximation to the radiation transfer equation, 

results obtained with the model, and its application to an image reconstruction algorithm. 

Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of other medical imaging systems, in particular 

electrical impedance tomography, due to the similarity of the reconstruction method. 

Chapter 3 discusses the general mechanisms of tissue absorption and scattering, and 

summarises the optical properties of various tissues. Chapter 4 lists the most commonly 

used models for photon transport problems, concentrating on the diffusion approximation 

to the radiative transfer equation. Chapter 5 introduces the finite element method (FEM) 

as a numerical tool for solving the diffusion equation, and Chapter 6 describes 

algorithms for constructing FEM meshes for several geometries in 2D and 3D. The 

implementation of the image reconstruction scheme is covered in Chapter 7. Results of 

the FEM forward model are given in Chapter 8, including comparisons with a Monte-
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Carlo model, and calculations of photon density measurement functions for complex 

geometries. Chapter 9 demonstrates the performance of the reconstruction algorithm by 

applying it to experimental data obtained from measurements on a tissue equivalent 

phantom. Some improvements for both the forward and the reconstruction algorithm to 

be addressed in the future are mentioned in Chapter 10. In the appendices some aspects 

of the software developments for this project are covered.
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Chapter 2 

Background

2.1 Conventional medical imaging systems

A short summary of existing clinical imaging devices is given in the following, to put 

the optical system into the context of estabhshed systems, and to show the differences 

between them. Apait from radiography and nuclear medicine, these are tomographic 

systems which ’cut out’ thin slices of body segments in each image.

2.1.1 Radiography

In radiography, shadow images are produced by projecting shadows in an x-ray beam, 

caused by absorbing inhomogeneities within the body, onto a photographic plate behind 

the patient. Figure 2.1 shows the general setup. The body is exposed to the radiation 

generated by an x-ray tube. An aluminium filter removes low energy radiation that 

cannot penetrate the body. Inside the body, the radiation is partly scattered and absorbed. 

The transmitted radiation is detected by a photographic plate. A grid between the body 

and the detector traps scattered 

radiation, so that only the attenuated 

primary radiation contributes to the 

image (about 1-4% of the incident 

signal strength). The intensity at each 

point of the image depends on the 

attenuation of the beam along the 

straight hne between the source and 

detection point, and thus forms a 

projection of the attenuation properties

of the tissue along this line.
Figure 2.1: General system for radiographic 
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radiodensity of the various body compartments. Bone can be distinguished from soft 

tissue with good contrast, while the attenuation varies only slightly for different types 

of soft matter. On a radiodensity scale defined by a value of 0 H for water and -1000 

H for air (Houndsfield units), body tissues range from -80 (fat) to 400-1000 (bone). In 

brain tissue, white matter (+30) differs slightly from grey matter (+36) [Phelbs75].

The image resolution is hmited by the resolution of the film, the quantum noise 

of the detected photons, and the size of the x-ray source. Films are available with 

resolutions from 15 lines/mm up to 40 lines/mm, but in practice image intensifying 

screens are used which reduce the resolution to 2.5-7 lines/mm. Quantum noise limited 

resolution could be adjusted to the detector resolution by a sufficiently long exposure 

time, but to reduce health risks is usually reduced to obtain resolutions in the order of 

1 line/mm, which is sufficient for most applications [Siedband92].

2.1.2 Nuclear medicine

In nuclear medicine, a radioactive tracer substance is injected into the patient, which 

accumulates in biochemically active regions in the body. The distribution of the tracer 

is measured by a gamma-ray sensitive detector. Commonly this is a combination of a 

scintillator crystal (sodium iodide) and a photomultiplier tube. Originally, a detector with 

a limited field of view was scanned over the body surface to obtain the 2D image. 

Today, stationary gamma cameras with a large field of view are used as detectors which 

employ a two-dimensional matrix of photomultipliers behind the large scintillator crystal. 

The entry position of a gamma photon is determined by the signal amplitude in each 

tube. The advantage of gamma-cameras is the fast data acquisition and the possibility 

of continuous monitoring to investigate time-dependent changes in the tracer distribution.

Nuclear medicine images typically have a resolution in the order of 0.1 line/mm. 

The time required for obtaining an image is determined by the propagation speed of the 

tracer material, while data collection with a gamma-camera is very fast (up to 30 

frames/s) [Siedband92].

While nuclear medicine imaging provides a way to monitor functional processes 

within the body with a high temporal resolution, the necessity to inject radioactive
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substances is its main disadvantage. An extensive introduction into nuclear medicine 

systems is given in [Hine67] and [Wagner68].

2.1.3 X-ray computed tomography

The fact that all absorption features for each projection direction are superimposed onto 

a single image point is a severe disadvantage of radiography, which makes the 

discrimination of soft tissues difficult or impossible. In particular in brain imaging, 

where brain tissue of low contrast variations is surrounded by the highly absorbing skull, 

conventional radiography is not practical. These problems can be overcome by computed 

tomography (CT). Here thin slices of the investigated body part are imaged. Narrow 

collimated x-ray beams are passed through the subject and received by detectors at 

various angles across the image plane.

The first CT systems used a single pencil beam which was translated and rotated 

in the image plane. Data acquisition took about 20 minutes per plane. Improvements 

were achieved by using a fan-beam of x-rays and multiple detectors rotating around the 

patient. Today systems with rotating fan-beams and fixed detectors can collect projection 

data in 1 s per plane. Image resolutions up to 512x512 pixels can be obtained, which 

corresponds to about 1-2 lines/mm for a brain image [Walmsley79].

Reconstruction algorithms for X-ray CT images generally make use of the 

Central Slice Theorem, which can be formulated as

f  (p) = fl!(p) (2.1)

where P^(p) is the Fourier transform of a projection at angle 0 along p, and flt(p) is

the Fourier transform of the distribution of the absorption coefficient on the line through 

the origin at angle 0 (see Figure 2.2). A reconstruction could therefore be performed 

consisting of the following steps:

• Take projections at a set of angles 0.

• Fourier transform all projections and assemble them to a 2D reconstruction in 

Fourier domain, sampled at the radial spokes corresponding to the projection
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angles 0.

• Perform a 2D inverse Fourier 

transform to obtain the image 

in the spatial domain.

This reconstruction scheme is not 

practical, however, because the 

reconstruction in polar coordinates 

requires an interpolation to convert it 

into a cartesian pixel grid, and the 

sampling density is proportional to 

l/p , i.e. resolution decreases from the F'gure 2.2. Geometry for obtaining a projection
P®(p)

centre ot the image. Commonly used

is the ’filtered backprojection’ method where the Fourier transform of the projection is 

multiplied with a filtering function prior to backprojection and which allows for a 

uniform sampling density throughout the object. Filtered backprojection is a standard 

technique and does not need to be discussed here. For an introduction see e.g. 

[Swindell88].

Computed tomography is today a well-established imaging technique, its main 

advantage being the high achievable resolution. Disadvantageous are the requirement of 

bulky and expensive equipment, and the exposure of the body to ionizing radiation.

2.1.4 Single photon emission computed tomography

Similar to nuclear medicine imaging, a large-area gamma-ray sensitive detector device 

is used in single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) to detect gamma 

photons emitted by a radioactive tracer within the body. The tracer concentration in the 

body varies spatially, depending on the tissue type, as well as temporally as a function 

of the time since injection. The measurement signal is thus the integral of the tracer 

concentration along the line from source to detector, rather than the attenuation 

coefficient as for X-ray CT. The detector is rotated around the patient to obtain 

projections for multiple angles. Reconstruction methods similar to CT are used, but in
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SPECT multiple image plane data can be collected simultaneously. The collimator in 

front of the scintillator crystal has a more limited acceptance angle than in a 

conventional gamma camera to increase resolution. The data integration time is therefore 

considerably longer than in nuclear medicine imaging.

The presence of absorption and scattering cause serious problems in SPECT 

image reconstruction. If scattering can be neglected, then a correction factor can be 

obtained to compensate for absorption effects, provided the outline of the patient’s body 

is known [OttSS]. In practice, however, typically 30% of the detected signal comes from 

scattered photons [Webb86], leading to image blurring, and complicating the attenuation 

correction.

SPECT offers the possibility to create cross-sectional views of the subject at 

various depths and angles, compared to the simple projection image of nuclear medicine, 

and allows increased detection of certain body structures. It is generally used for static 

imaging of tumours and bone diseases.

2.1.5 Positron emission tomography

In positron emission tomography (PET) the image-producing signal consists of a pair 

of gamma ray photons produced by a positron-electron annihilation process within the 

subject. A positron emitting tracer substance is injected into the patient and its 

accumulation in various body compartments depends on the chosen tracer. The emitted 

positrons annihilate by collision with an electron after a mean distance of several 

millimetres, emitting two gamma photons which travel in opposite directions. The 

photons are detected by gamma ray sensitive photomultiplier tubes arranged in two or 

three-dimensional arrays around the patient. A spatially resolved map of the tracer 

distribution can be obtained by correlating the two pulses corresponding to each 

positron-electron interaction. The image resolution is mainly limited by the distance 

covered by the positron before being annihilated, and is of the order of 3-10 mm with 

currently available instruments.

The main disadvantages of the PET system are the use of ionizing radiation, and 

the requirement for large and expensive equipment, including a cyclotron for the on-site
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production of the short lived positron emitting isotopes.

2.1.6 Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging

In magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) the distribution of certain atoms inside the body, 

such as hydrogen, is locahsed. The patient is placed in a strong magnetic field which 

causes the magnetic moment of the nuclei of suitable atoms to process around the field

vector B . The angular frequency co of the precession is given by the Larmor frequency

CO = yS where y is a constant depending on the gyromagnetic properties of the nucleus. 

For hydrogen nuclei in a field of 1 Tesla co is 42.6 MHz.

In equilibrium the magnetic moments of all the hydrogen atoms will be oriented

parallel or antiparallel to B, with a distribution dictated by Boltzmann statistics,

resulting in a net magnetisation M. By applying a short pulse of an external

radiofrequency field of frequency co, whose magnetic field vector is perpendicular to B ,

the magnetisation can be turned through 90° into the plane perpendicular to Ê so thatM

then precesses around B at the same frequency co. This rotating magnetic field can 

induce a radiofrequency current to flow in a detecting coil, and this is the NMR signal. 

The signal decays due to two mechanisms, one being dephasing of the transverse spins 

(characterised by the transverse relaxation time T2 ), the other being the return of the

spins to the orientation along Ê  (characterised by the longitudinal relaxation time T J. 

These relaxation times (which vary between tissues) can be measured by suitable 

sequences of RF pulses. Fine tuning of the pulses allows to enhance the contrast 

between the T̂  and T2  parameters.

Spatial resolution of the NMR data is achieved by applying a magnetic field 

gradient across the sample, which causes a gradient of processing frequencies. The data 

from any particular position in the object can then be obtained from a Fourier transform 

of the signal. By first applying the gradient in an orthogonal direction for a short time, 

a linear encoding of phase is obtained. The subsequent gradient readout therefore 

corresponds to a 2D Fourier transform of the plane defined by the two gradients.
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MRI has become an important tool in medical imaging, and its advantages are 

the high obtainable resolution, and the complete noninvasiveness of the method. 

However, the large and expensive equipment involved, and the requirement to keep the 

patient motionless for the time it takes to acquire the data hmit its use.

2.1.7 Ultrasonic imaging

In ultrasonic imaging, an ultrasound wave (at frequencies ranging from 1 to 10 MHz) 

is dehvered to the body. The wave penetrating the tissue is attenuated and reflected at 

interfaces of different tissue types. The fraction of energy reflected at the normal 

interface of two tissues is given by

R (2.2)

where and are the impedances of the tissues. By measuring the time delay and 

signal strength of the reflected signals the depth and type of the tissue interface can be 

measured. The ultrasonic source (transducer) can be moved and spinned to form a 

tomographic data acquisition system that uses multiple scan-lines to create a two- 

dimensional image of the shape and reflectivity of objects and interfaces. Modem 

transducers are enclosed in fluid-filled cases which are placed in contact with the skin. 

The rotating transducer continuously scans an arc within the patient. Alternatively, a row 

of transducers which are driven at shifted phases can be used to aim the ultrasonic beam 

without moving or spinning the device. Such systems can be inserted into body cavities 

or blood vessels to monitor fetal development or the conditions of arterial walls.

2.2 Electrical impedance tomography

The image reconstruction techniques in electrical impedance tomography (BIT) are 

similar to the methods used in optical tomography. The BIT method is therefore
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described in more detail here.

2.2.1 Method

In EIT, currents are injected into a subject, and voltages are measured on the boundary 

which are used to reconstruct the spatially resolved internal resistivity (or conductivity) 

distribution. This method seeks to visualize the various body compartments according 

to their different resistivity. Values range from 65 Q cm (cerebrospinal fluid) to 16600 

Q cm (bone) at frequencies from 20 to 100 kHz. For brain tissue the resistivity is 284 

cm (grey matter) and 682 Q cm (white matter) [Barber84]. The technique was 

theoretically proposed by Henderson et a l [Henderson76], and an impedance camera for 

frontal plane imaging, using a large chest electrode for input, and a checkerboard 

arrangement of 100 measurement electrodes on the back, was designed by Henderson 

and Webster [Henderson?8]. Due to the low resolution obtainable with this system, they 

suggested the use of sophisticated reconstruction techniques.

Subsequently different electrode driving arrangements have been investigated. 

These include:

The neighbouring method, where a current is applied through two neighbouring 

electrodes, and the voltages are measured from all other successive pairs of adjacent 

electrodes.

The cross method, where currents are applied through pairs of electrodes with large 

geometric spacing, which results in a more uniformly distributed current within the 

tissue.

The opposite method, where the current is injected through all pairs of diametrically 

opposed electrodes consecutively, and the voltages are measured between a reference 

electrode next to the driving current source, and all other electrodes.

The multireference method, where various currents are injected through all but one 

electrode which acts as the receiving electrode. The voltages are measured across the 

reference and all other electrodes.

Due to the difficulty of determining electrode positions exactly, experimental data 

contain location errors that often make it impossible to reconstruct a static image. In this
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case only relative images can be obtained, by taking a set of reference data, followed 

by modified data at some later time, and forming a difference image of these. Relative 

imaging can be useful to measure resistivity changes during breathing and cardiac 

cycles. Barber et al. [Barber83] have also obtained images of stomach emptying.

The current-voltage relationship in EIT is determined, in conjunction with 

appropriate boundary conditions, by the continuum Kirchhoff law

V- p-‘W(p) -  0 (2.3)

where V  is the voltage, and p is the resistivity distribution. This equation defines the 

forward problem, which seeks to calculate the voltage distribution resulting from a given 

resistivity distribution. In the general case it cannot be solved analytically, and numerical 

techniques such as the finite element method or the finite difference method have to be 

used, which transform the differential equation into a set of algebraic equations by a 

discretisation process.

The inverse problem seeks to reconstruct the resistivity distribution from a given 

set of voltage measurements. This is a nonlinear problem, as the voltage V  is itself a 

functional of p.

Recently the use of induced currents in EIT has been proposed [Purvis90, 

Gençer94]. Here the current is induced inside the body by time-varying magnetic fields 

rather than being applied by boundary electrodes. Since this method cannot be 

transferred to the optical imaging problem it will not be discussed here further.

2.2.2 Reconstruction schemes

A number of different approaches have been taken to reconstruct the resistivity (or 

conductivity) within the body from boundary measurements. Barber et al. [Barber83, 

Barber84] proposed a backprojection algorithm adapted from CT image reconstruction. 

They formed projections from voltage differences of adjacent electrodes for each driver 

electrode pair and backprojected these voltage differences into the regions between the 

equipotential hnes ending at the two measurement electrodes (sensitivity regions). The 

equipotential lines were calculated under the assumption of a homogeneous resistivity
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distribution. The images from all projections were then added and filtered to produce 

the final result. They claimed that this one-step reconstruction technique, although not 

capable of giving quantitatively correct results, was still able to produce an image of a 

human forearm from in-vivo measurements, where bone and muscle tissue could be 

distinguished.

F. Santosa and M. Vogelius [Santosa90] investigated the Barber-Brown algorithm 

in a rigorous way and interpreted it as a part of an approximate inverse for a generalised 

Radon transform. They presented an algorithm to implement the backprojection, and 

extended the reconstruction to an iterative scheme using the conjugate residual method,

by successively minimising the residual r. = BŸ -  (BF)p., where is the voltage

measurement vector, B is a matrix that implements the filtered Barber-Brown

backprojection ( 5p"  ̂ ~ Bï^), and F is the forward operator which maps the parameter

distribution p to the corresponding measurement data. The filtered Barber-Brown 

backprojection image is used as the initial guess pQ. They performed reconstructions of 

test objects in a 16x16 grid and showed that their iterative method, using typically 30 

iterations, produced significantly better results than the Barber-Brown one-step 

backprojection method.

A different iterative extension to the equipotential lines method has been 

proposed by Yorkey [Yorkey87b] and Ider [Ider87]. They use the images obtained from 

the backprojection for each projection to modify the equipotential lines using the 

updated inhomogeneous resistivity distribution. The backprojection is then repeated 

using the new equipotential lines. This method has been reported to show a better 

performance than the one-step backprojection. Ider et al. have used the iterative 

backprojection method to reconstruct experimental phantom data of an insulator in a 

circular phantom, using a 16 electrode system. They claim to be able to reconstruct 

static images [Ider88].

In an iterative perturbation method proposed by Kim [Kim83] a finite element 

model is used as the forward model to calculate boundary currents for all source and 

measurement sites first for a homogeneous resistivity distribution. Then the calculation 

is repeated after increasing the resistivity value in a single element. This is done for 

each element, and the boundary current perturbation data for each source-measurement
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site combination and each element are collected in a perturbation matrix J. Each entry 

Jsme of J describes the sensitivity of the measurement for a certain source-detector pair 

sm with regard to the element e. In an iterative scheme, J  can be used to correct the 

map of the n-th iteration:

S M

•■S'.'”  s m e r e
p("-i) .  p(») +  ̂ T'_________  (2.4)
r e  r e  S M

E E U .m—l

where S and M  are the number of source and measurement sites, respectively, /: is an 

overrelaxation factor, and y  is the relative error between measured and calculated current 

measurements for the source-detector pair sm [Yorkey87c].

In principle, J  has to be recalculated after each iteration, because it depends on 

the resistivity distribution. However, Yorkey et al. [Yorkey87c] found no improvement 

by updating J.

R.V. Kohn and A. McKinney [Kohn90] propose an iterative reconstruction 

scheme based on a variational method using a modified Newton minimisation algorithm. 

This method minimises the functional I given by

I(a ,y „ . . . j„... 7„) -  E  i  fl (2.5)

where V, and are the voltages and currents sampled at N  boundary positions.

They propose an alternating direction implicit (ADI) method for the first iteration steps, 

and a modified Newton (MN) method when approaching the minimum. They test their 

algorithm by using a finite element model both as the forward model of their 

reconstruction approach and to generate synthetic measurement data which they 

reconstruct. Their 2D mesh spans a square region with different resolutions up to 48x48 

elements. Reconstructions from 10 pairs of boundary measurements of various 

conductivity inhomogeneities show that the algorithm generally manages to localise the 

objects, but edge definition is poor and absolute parameters cannot be recovered. They
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do not apply any régularisation scheme and claim that terminating the reconstruction 

after 15-20 iterations provides the best results, while continuing to the minimum 

deteriorates the images. For noise levels above 3% their algorithm sometimes fails to 

converge.

An iterative algorithm proposed by Yorkey [Yorkey86, Yorkey87b, Breckon87, 

Breckon88] and others is based on the minimisation of an error function by a nonlinear 

least squares approach, using the modified Newton-Raphson minimisation method. A 

brief overview of the method is given in the following.

Let G be the vector of M  measured voltages on the boundary, and p g K?’ a

vector of resistivities sampled at P points inside the tissue. Let/: —> R ^ be a function

mapping a resistivity function into a set of voltage measurements. Further define an 

error norm r as

r(p) -  ^(/(p ) (2.6)

The problem is now to find the p that minimises r. For this, the derivative r ’ of r is 

set to zero:

P(P) -  l/'(p)]’'(« p ) -V J  -  0 (2-2)

[/(p)]ÿ = is called the Jacobian matrix and corresponds to the perturbation matrix 

in the iterative perturbation approach. In the context of optical tomography, the Jacobian

will be introduced in Chapter 7. The Taylor series expansion of r ' about a point p* up 

to linear terms is

/̂(pfc+i) „ r '(p ^  + r"(p^A p* = 0

where p̂ ^̂  = p  ̂-i- Ap\ The Hessian matrix r "  is given by

r" -  \ f ' f f  + = U' f f  (^'^)

where I is the identity matrix of dimension MxM, and ® is the Kronecker matrix
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product. The second term is difficult to calculate explicitly, and usually considered 

negligible compared to \ f f f .  Then by substituting (2.7) and (2.9) into (2.8) the

correction term for p can be found:

Ap‘ - -[/■'(py/'(p‘)]-‘[T'(p‘)]''[«p‘)-vj (2.10)

This can be used to iteratively approximate the true distribution p . Starting at iteration 

step k=0 from some initial guess p°, the boundary voltages /(p®) and error function 

r(p®) are calculated using a FEM forward model. The procedure terminates if r is below 

a predefined threshold. Otherwise, the current distribution p* is replaced by the corrected

update p̂ "̂  ̂ = p* + Ap ,̂ using (2.10), and the loop is repeated.

Due to the ill-conditioning of \ f Y f  a Levenberg-Marquardt scheme is employed 

to guarantee the convergence of the reconstruction. It takes the form

(l/ 'f / '+ > J )A p ‘ -  (2.11)

where X is some scalar. (2.11) is solved for Ap*. If < /  then X is decreased by a 

factor of 10 and the iteration loop continues. Otherwise X is continuously increased by

a factor of 10 and (2.11) re-evaluated until < / .  If p* is far away from the true 

solution then X will be large, and the correction vector turns into the negative direction 

of the gradient of r. As p approaches the solution, X decreases and (2.11) converges to

(2.10). The initial value of X is usually determined empirically.

The Newton-Raphson method was considered to be the best method for 

reconstructing static images in EIT by Yorkey [Yorkey87b], and it has been used to 

implement the inverse model described in this thesis (see Chapter 7). Improvements to 

EIT image reconstruction include the use of optimal current patterns to maximise the 

distinguishability of conductivity distributions [Isaacson86] and thus the error norm r 

between the measured and simulated voltage distributions, the accurate modelling of 

electrodes and impedances at the electrode-tissue interface [Cheng89, Paulson92], and 

the implementation of more efficient reconstruction algorithms (POMPUS) [Paulson93].
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2.3 Geophysical applications

In geophysics, inverse models are used to explore deep inhomogeneities such as oil and 

gas deposits or magma chambers. Recently the localisation of shallow subsurface objects 

like buried waste, trenches, tunnels and archaeological objects has received increasing 

attention. The employed data acquisition techniques include EIT and diffraction 

tomography.

In geophysical diffraction tomography, the transmission of acoustic waves across 

the ground is investigated. Inhomogeneities are found by detecting reflected and 

diffracted waves at various detection points. The imaged property is the speed of sound 

within the ground. Acoustic sources and detectors are either placed horizontally on the 

ground surface, or vertically in one or several boreholes [Witten92]. A common 

geometry is to place a row of sources in one borehole and a row of detectors in another, 

and to reconstruct the cross-sectional plane between them.

The acoustic wave propagation is described by the Helmholtz-equation

(V̂  + k^)u(r) = -4nq(r) (2.12)

where u is the wave field radiated by the source distribution q, and k is the wavenumber 

of the field [Weglein92]. This problem is similar to the solution of the Poisson equation, 

and the diffusion equation, and the employed transport models and reconstruction 

schemes are similar to these in EIT and optical imaging. For the single point source 

problem, commonly analytical radiation models using Green’s function approaches are 

employed [Molyneux92, Weglein92]. The multiple source problem can then be solved 

by a superposition of single source solutions.

2.4 Forward models for tissue optics

All transillumination applications for spectroscopy and imaging require a model to 

calculate the light distribution in tissue. Two different techniques have been used in the 

past for this purpose: discrete models which calculate the trajectories of single photons 

and simulate absorption and scattering events using random distributions for interaction
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path lengths and scattering angles, and deterministic models based on the radiative 

transfer equation and approximations thereof. While both techniques are introduced in 

chapter 4, a brief overview of the hterature on hght transport models is given here.

The theory of light propagation in highly scattering media by using the radiative 

transfer equation or approximations to it are extensively covered in a number of 

textbooks. Ishimaru [Ishimaru78] derives the diffusion approximation to the transport 

equation and reviews several other approximations such as the two and four flux theories 

and isotropic scattering. He discusses boundary and source conditions. A good 

introduction to the transport equation and the diffusion approximation is by J.J. 

Duderstadt and L. J. Hamilton [Duderstadt76] who treat the one speed diffusion equation 

as a simplification of the multispeed diffusion apphcable in neutron transport problems.

A review article by Patterson et a l [Patterson91] gives a summary of solution 

methods for the radiative transfer equation (RTE) as applied in tissue optics. They state 

that the treatment of light propagation as a radiative transfer process is adequate to 

describe almost all experimental situations, although it ignores wave phenomena such 

as interference. Exceptions are reflectance measurements close to the source where wave 

effects might occur. Models based on Maxwell’s equations are not currently available 

due to the lack of detailed knowledge of tissue dielectric properties. They list several 

commonly used solution approaches to the RTE, including two-flux and diffusion model, 

and Monte-Carlo simulations.

Another review of the RTE and a comparison of the diffusion and two-flux 

approximation and Monte-Carlo method is given by Wilson et a l [Wilson86], in the 

context of hght propagation in photodynamic therapy applications.

M. Patterson et a l [Patterson89] use the diffusion approximation to the radiative 

transfer equation to derive analytic expressions for the time-dependent reflectance of 

light from a semi-infinite medium, and the reflectance and transmittance through a slab 

caused by a spatial and temporal 5-source. They use the technique of mirror sources, 

described by Eason et a l  [Eason78], to satisfy the boundary condition of zero photon 

density at the surfaces of the medium. Comparisons with Monte-Carlo simulations and 

with experimental data obtained by different groups show good agreement. They give 

simple expressions to derive the absorption and reduced scattering coefficient of the 

medium from the logarithmic slope and the time of the maximum detected signal of the
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temporal point spread function, and obtain good agreement with literature values for the 

optical parameters of muscle tissue. They conclude that the diffusion approximation 

allows an accurate calculation of the temporal and spatial distribution of the reflectance 

and transmittance of light for the optical parameters of tissue in the near-infrared. A 

generalisation and extension of the diffusion approach is given by Arridge et a l 

[Arridge92a] who derive expressions for the Green’s functions for a number of 2D and 

3D geometries, such as circle, sphere, cylinder, slab and infinite medium. From these 

they obtain formulae for the integrated intensity, mean time of flight, phase shift and 

modulation depth on the boundary.

2.5 The inverse problem in optical imaging

The problem of recovering the optical properties of a tissue from boundary 

measurements has been addressed by various authors. Theoretical studies by Klibanov 

[Klibanov92] on inverse scattering demonstrate the reconstruction of the potential V(x) 

from the known reflection coefficient when the problem is given as the time-independent 

Schrodinger equation O " + (k^-V(x))0 = 0.

Griinbaum et a l [Grünbaum91] discuss a formal model for light propagation in 

a scattering medium by discretising the object into a regular mesh of voxel elements and 

restricting the propagation of photons to movements between adjacent voxels. 

Absorption and non-isotropic scattering are taken into account by introducing weighting 

functions based on the probability of a particle being absorbed within a voxel, or being 

scattered into one of the six possible directions. The probability of a particle entering 

the object at one boundary voxel S to exit at another boundary voxel M can then be 

expressed in terms of a system of linear equations, thus forming the forward model. 

They approach the inverse problem by using a Levenberg-Marquardt scheme to 

minimise the error between the measurements and the data obtained by the forward 

model. They present reconstructions of 2D and 3D objects of low resolution (4x4x3 

voxels and 10x10 pixels) with embedded absorption or scattering inhomogeneities and 

claim very good results.

An approach to solve the inverse scattering problem based on a wave optics
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approach directly derived from Maxwell’s equations has been presented by Klibanov et 

al. [Klibanov93]. They use an iterative method, denoted as the Regularised Quasi- 

Reversibility (RQR) approach, where the first iteration is obtained by the inversion of 

the Bom approximation, and subsequent iterations are obtained by a modified Newton 

method. They also mention an approach which uses a globally convex cost functional 

which will always converge to a unique solution and does not require any a-priori 

information of the parameter distribution. They claim that their method is 

computationally efficient, producing reconstructions of media with complex internal 

structures, in less than one minute of CPU time on a Y/MP-Cray.

2.6 Summary

This chapter introduced some of the most common standard techniques for medical 

image reconstruction currently in use. These methods provide a spatial image of either 

some tissue parameter or the concentration of a tracer substance applied to the tissue. 

Examples for the former are the imaging of absorption coefficient for high energy 

radiation in X-ray computed tomography or for visible or NIR light in optical imaging, 

electrical resistivity in EIT, or proton density in MRI. Examples for the latter are nuclear 

medicine applications, SPECT and PET.

While imaging modalities like X-ray CT and MRI offer very high image 

resolutions, there is also high interest in low-resolution methods like EIT and optical 

imaging, because they provide data on parameters not available with other methods. In 

the case of optical imaging, this is the local optical absorption coefficient which can be 

related to the oxygenation state of tissue and blood.

The reason for the relatively low image resolution of EIT and optical imaging 

is the diffuse propagation of the probing signals, resulting in a low spatial information 

content of the measured data. Various reconstruction techniques have been developed 

for EIT, the most successful of which is an iterative scheme using a modified Newton- 

Raphson approach to iteratively minimise an error function which compares the data 

obtained by a forward model, and the actual measurement data. Due to the similarity of 

the EIT and the optical image reconstruction problem, EIT reconstruction techniques can
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generally be applied directly to optical imaging. One fundamental difference, however, 

is the presence of absorption in optical imaging. In section 8.1 it will be shown that the 

presence of absorption affects the particular finite element forward model discussed here, 

requiring a higher mesh resolution than in similar EIT models.
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Chapter 3 

Optical properties of tissue

The propagation of light in biological tissues is characterised mainly by two phenomena: 

scattering and absorption. If a particle within the medium (e.g. a haemoglobin molecule, 

or a cell constituent) is illuminated by an electromagnetic wave, electric charges in the 

particle start to oscillate with the frequency of the incident wave. They emit 

electromagnetic energy in all directions; this secondary radiation forms the scattered 

wave. If not all of the incident intensity is scattered, but in part transformed into other 

forms of energy such as thermal energy, then we call this process absorption.

Another phenomenon affecting light propagation is the refraction at tissue 

interfaces due to a variation of refractive indexes. The refraction effects are usually 

small, as tissue refractive indexes are generally similar (ranging from 1.33 for water to 

1.55 for fat and concentrated protein solutions [Bennett51]). In practice, internal 

refraction is often omitted in light transport models, due to the mathematical complexity 

it adds to the problem. For the particular model described in this thesis, a constant 

refractive index for tissue of 1.4 is assumed, a common choice in literature [Delpy88, 

Patterson89]. The tissue-air interface, however, has usually to be taken into account in 

the form of appropriate boundary conditions of the light transport model.

3.1 Absorption

For a purely absorbing homogeneous medium the fraction d/// of colhmated radiation 

absorbed by a slab of infinitesimal thickness d/ depends exclusively on d/ and a material 

constant |i  ̂ [mm'^], called the absorption coefficient:

—  = \i dl (3.1)
I

Thus for incident intensity Iq the intensity after a distance I is given by
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I  = IqGxp{-[lJ} (3.2)

The absorption coefficient can be expressed as the product of the absorption cross 

section and the particle density p:

(3.3)

For media containing different absorbing compounds the resulting absorption coefficient 

is a bnear superposition of the single contributions which themselves may vary with 

wavelength, position, and time:

^  r,t) p^'\r, t)cf{X) (3.4)
i  i

Often the optical density (CD), defined as the decadic logarithm of the ratio of incident 

and transmitted intensity, is used to describe the absorption characteristic of a given 

medium:

CD = -log 10
I

J .
(3.5)

Together with (3.2) this forms the Beer-Lambert law

CD = /pa^ In 10 = la  (3.6)

where a  = In 10 is usually referred to as the extinction coefficient.

3.2 Scattering

3.2.1 Scattering mechanisms

Generally biological tissue is scatter-dominated at NIR wavelengths, so that the main 

intensity loss of a collimated incident beam is due to scattering. With typical mean free 

scattering pathlengths (distance between scattering events) of the order of 10'̂  mm any
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transillumination measurement with a source-detector separation of 1 mm and above 

must take into account the effects of multiple scattering, while the unscattered 

component will be negligible in most cases.

The investigation of single scattering mechanisms is essential if one is to 

understand the processes involved in multiple scattering systems. In discrete photon 

models, for example, multiple scattering in optical dense media can be simulated using 

only the single scattering parameters.

When a plane wave interacts with a single particle, a part of its energy will be 

absorbed, and another part scattered. The intensity of the scattered wave generally

depends on the direction ? , of the incident wave and the direction ^  of the scattered

wave, and is characterised by the dijferential scattering cross section a  given by 

[Ishimaru?8, BohrenS3]

<y(e ,̂e ,̂) = l im _ _  (3*^)
r-ioo 1.

where 7̂  and 7, are the scattered and incident intensities. Frequently a dimensionless 

phase function f{e ,e  ,) is used instead of a:

(3-8)

where is the scattering cross section obtained by integrating a  over all angles:

(3.9)
Ak

The phase function /(? , ? ,)  is normalised by J/(?^, ? /)d ?  = 1 and describes the ratio

between the intensity scattered into the direction e  ̂ and the intensity incident in the 

direction?,. In the photon picture, the phase function may be interpreted as the
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probability density of an incident photon being scattered from direction ê , into direction

by the scattering particle.

The total cross section or attenuation cross section a, which determines the 

attenuation of the wave due to absorption and scattering is given by the sum

a  = a  + a  (3.10)

In analogy to the absorption coefficient (3.3) the scattering and the total attenuation 

coefficients can be defined as the product of the particle density p and the corresponding 

cross section:

(3.11)

and in the case of a medium consisting of a mixture of scattering compounds depending 

of wavelength, position and time:

(3.12)

A very useful tool to describe 

the scattering of electromagnetic 

waves by small particles is the 

Mie theory. This theory provides 

an exact solution of the Maxwell 

equations for the scattering of a 

plane electromagnetic wave by 

an isotropic homogeneous 

spherical particle of arbitrary 

size. The most important result 

in the context of this work is the 

non-isotropic angular distribution 

of the amplitude of the scattered 

wave which depends on the size 

of the scatterer. Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.1. Angular intensity distribution for the 
unpolarised field scattered by a sphere of radius 1 
fim, calculated by Mie theory. Tlie wavelength is 
800 nm.
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shows the angular distribution of the intensity of the field scattered by a spherical 

particle of radius a = \ |im and refractive index n = 1.4, for a wavelength of À = 800 

nm. The scattered wave is highly peaked in the forward direction. The small lobes for 

high scattering angles (note the logarithmic scale) are caused by interference effects. The 

forward bias increases for larger particles.

When the particle size is much smaller than the wavelength of the incident wave 

then Mie theory turns into Rayleigh scattering theory. For an unpolarised incident wave 

of a fixed wavelength Rayleigh scattering gives the intensity of the scattered wave 

proportional to (1 + cos^ 0), as a function of the scattering angle 0, i.e. symmetric in the 

forward and backward direction. Another fundamental result of the Rayleigh theory is 

the fact that the intensity of the scattered wave is proportional to i.e. the scattering 

cross section of the particle decreases strongly with increasing wavelength.

A detailed discussion of the theories developed to describe the scattering of 

electromagnetic waves by small particles is beyond the scope of this work, and the 

reader is referred to one of the numerous textbooks on this topic. See for example 

Bohren and Huffmann [BohrenS3].

3.2.2 Forward scattering

If scattering is considered to be axially symmetric relative to the original propagation 

direction, then for a random scattering medium the phase function /  will only depend 

upon the scattering angle 0 between the forward (i.e. unscattered) direction and the

direction of the scattered beam: /(? , e ,̂) = /(?  • ? ,)  = f{u) where u = cos 0. In this case

the scattering characteristic is often described by the mean cosine of the scattering angle,

/ :

/  = J m/(m) dw (3.13)
-1

This parameter specifies the scattering anisotropy. For /  = 0, the scattered radiation is
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equally distributed over all angles; /  > 0 indicates scattering predominantly into the 

forward direction 0 < 90°, while / <  0 indicates scattering into the backward direction

0 > 90°. /  = 1 is the extreme case where all light is scattered into the direction 0 = 0°.

For the scattering distribution of Figure 3.1 /  = 0.902 is found.

Light scattering in biological tissue is generally forward concentrated, with

typical anisotropy factors of /  ~ 0.9, therefore scattering particle sizes of the order of

1 qm as was assumed for Figure 3.1 is a plausible conjecture. However, it is not the 

intention of this work to derive the scattering and absorption parameters of tissue on a 

theoretical basis, and we resort to the experimentally acquired data available in the 

literature.

3.3 Absorption and scattering parameters of tissue types

Different types of biological tissue vary significantly in their absorption and scattering 

properties. In addition, variations occur with a change of the physiological state of 

certain tissue types. A particularly important example is blood, where the absorption 

spectrum differs for oxygenated and deoxygenated haemoglobin (see below). 

Spectroscopic NIR applications usually measure the transmission of light of different 

wavelengths through tissue and calculate oxygenation values from the relative strengths 

of each signal. From these data physiological parameters like cerebral blood volume and 

blood flow can be derived. In imaging, one seeks to resolve the spatial distribution of 

the absorption and scattering parameters within the tissue. Since these depend on the 

oxygenation state of blood and tissue, NIR imaging is referred to as a functional 

imaging technique.

For the development of a forward model of light propagation in a complex tissue 

structure such as the human head it is important to know the optical parameters of the 

tissue types. For spectroscopic applications, the model allows a prediction of the light 

distribution within the tissue for a given placement of the light delivering and receiving 

fibres. This is required to choose the optimal placement of the fibres, and a
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quantitatively correct interpretation of the measurement data. The tissue regions 

contributing to measurement will be covered in detail in section 8.5 where it will be 

shown that these regions strongly depend on the distribution of the optical parameters. 

For imaging applications using an iterative approach, the tissue parameters can be 

incorporated as a-priori information to initialise the starting parameter set which should 

improve the convergence rate.

3.3.1 Absorbing properties for tissue

In the following predominantly the characteristics of brain tissue will be considered, as 

our main interest is in monitoring and imaging the brain of newborn infants, and adults.

The main component of tissue is water, comprising on average 50-60% (volume) 

for the whole body, and 80-90% for brain tissue. The absorption spectrum of water in 

the NIR, as shown in Figure 3.2, will thus have great influence on the wavelength region 

usable in tissue spectroscopy. It has a minimum at about 500 nm and rises significantly 

towards longer wavelengths. Between 200 nm and 900 nm < 0.01 m m '\ thus forming 

an observation window from the UV to near IR.

T h e  s e c o n d  

important absorbing tissue 

compound is haemoglobin, 

the chromophore of the 

r e d  b l o o d  c e l l .

H a e m o g l o b i n  i s  ^ 

responsible for oxygen 

transport in the blood, and 

its absorption spectrum 

d e p e n d s  o n  t h e  

oxygenation state. Both 

oxygenated (Hb0 2 ) and

d e o x y g e n a t e d  (Hb)  wavelength [nm]
haemoglobin show high Figure 3.2: Water absorption spectrum. Data obtained from

[Hale73].
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absorption below 600 nm, 

but in the NIR region 

above 700 nm it drops 

below 0.5 m m '\ as 

Figure 3.3 shows.

A d d i t i o n a l  

chromophores affecting 

tissue absorption are the 

cytochrom es, enzymes 

found in the mitochondrial 

membranes inside cells.
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Like haemoglobin the Figure 3.3: Absorption spectra of oxygenated and 
. . deoxygenated haemoglobin [Cope91], and of oxygenated

a soiption c aiacteiistic deoxygenated cytochrome aa, [BrunoriSl].
d e p e n d s  on  t h e i r

oxygenation state. The extinction spectra of cytochrome aa,, as shown in Figure 3.3, are 

of the same order of magnitude as the haemoglobin spectra, but due to their much 

smaller concentration they make a small contribution to tissue spectra.

The lipid absoiption spectrum is similar to that of water, reaching its peak value 

at about 930 nm. The concentration of lipids in the brain is smaller than water 

concentration (about 8% in grey matter, 17% in white matter), so it will have a smaller 

contribution to the measurement signal.

For noninvasive brain monitoring the surrounding layers of skin and skull tissue 

have to be taken into account. These surface tissues increase the overall attenuation of 

the incident beam by both absorption and reflectance, thus demanding a higher detector 

sensitivity. In order to minimise the influence of the boundary layers on the 

transmission signal it is essential to maximise the ratio of the transilluminated brain 

tissue volume to the skin and skull volume. It can be seen empirically that this can be 

achieved by having a large distance between the source and detector position, the limit 

being given by the detector sensitivity.

A potential problem of boundary layers is their light-guiding capability, i.e. the 

possibility that the incident light travels from the source to the detector in the surface 

layer to the detector without entering the brain tissue to any significant amount. This
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phenomenon depends critically on the geometry and the optical properties of the surface 

material and brain, as will be demonstrated in section 8.5 with light propagation models 

in multilayer media.

3.3.2 Scattering properties for tissue

For the development of a realistic model of light transport in tissue the optical properties 

of the various tissue types are required. These consist of the absorption and scattering 

coefficients, and the scattering phase function, in the desired wavelength range. Data are 

usually obtained experimentally by measuring the reflectance and transmittance through 

a thin tissue sample using integrating spheres, and the angular scattering distribution 

with a goniometer [Zee93]. In the following the optical properties of various tissue types 

are listed, mainly with respect to brain measurements.

Brain: The structure of the brain is very complex. Its main parts are the two cerebral 

hemispheres, connected by the corpus callosum, the cerebellum, and the brain stem. The 

surface of the cerebral hemispheres (cortex) is convoluted and contains deep fissures. 

The space between the brain and the surrounding skull and the ventricles are filled with 

a clear liquid (cerebrospinal fluid).

Brain tissue can roughly be divided into white and grey matter. Grey matter is 

located on the cortex and consists mainly of nerve cell bodies. The inner parts of the 

cerebrum contain white matter which consists of nerve fibres (axons) connecting the 

nerve cells. These fibres are surrounded by an insulating layer of myehn to reduce ion 

leakage through the cell membrane and ensure the signal propagation along the nerve 

fibre. The myelin is the main scattering component in white matter. The scattering 

parameters of white matter are considerably different for newborn infants and adults, 

because myelination of the nerve fibres increases with maturation. The structure of the 

white matter can also cause a local anisotropy of light propagation due to light guiding 

effects, especially where nerve fibres form large bundles, e.g. in the corpus callosum or 

the brain stem. In addition to the static optical properties caused by the brain material 

itself, brain scattering and absorption is also influenced by the blood concentration and
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tissue type |Lta [mm 'l p,/ [mm‘̂ 1

pig brain in vitro (630 nm) 0.026 5.7

adult human brain in vitro (700-900 nm) 0.1-0.2 2-5

neonatal grey matter in vitro (650-900 nm) 0.04-0.08 0.4-0.9

neonatal white matter in vitro (650-900 nm) 0.04-0.07 0.5-1.2

adult grey matter in vitro (650-900 nm) 0.04-0.06 1.9-2.2

adult white matter in vitro (650-900 nm) 0.02-0.03 8-10

Table 3.1. Optical properties of brain tissue, as taken from [Patterson87] 
[Sterenborg89] and [Zee93]

its oxygenation state. The measurement of these dynamic components is the main 

interest of brain monitoring. Table 3.1 shows absorption and reduced scattering 

coefficients for brain tissue, as given in the literature.

Skin: In order to reach the brain tissue the probing light has to travel through the 

surrounding layers of the head. These are mainly the skin and skull. Their optical 

properties affect the light distribution, and must therefore be included in the model.

The skin itself basically consists of two layers the epidermis and the dermis, each 

of which has different optical properties. The epidermis is the outer layer with a 

thickness of about 100 |im. The surface of this layer (stratum comeum), with a thickness 

of about 10 fim, consists of dead cells with a high lipid and protein content, but low 

water concentration. It is highly absorbing and scattering, with |LL̂ ~ 250 mm'^ and 

|i^ = 10 mm'^ in the visible and UV range, slowly decreasing at higher wavelengths. The

anisotropy is about /  = 0.9. The lower part of the epidermis has lower absorption and

scattering characteristics, with |Lî  = 50 m m '\ ^* = 4 mm^ and /  =0.75 in the visible

range [Gemert89, Bruls84].

The dermis has a thickness of 2-4 mm. It contains many capillaries, and 

absorption is mainly due to haemoglobin. The optical properties given in the literature

vary considerably, but typically, |i  ̂= 20-50 mm % = 0.2-0.5 mm \  and /  = 0.7-0.9

[Gemert89].
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Bone: Bone tissue can be characterised by a relatively low absorption, but high 

scattering in the NIR range. Currently there are no parameters given in the literature on 

human bone tissue, but recent measurements on pig skull show values of |Lî  = 35-

24 m m '\ |i^ = 0.04-0.06 mm \  and /  = 0.92-0.94 in the wavelength range from 640 nm 

to 950 nm [Firbank93b].

Blood: Blood is present in most body tissues, and it often affects the optical properties 

to a large extent. Absorption and scattering is mainly caused by red blood ceUs, and

typical values are ~ 150 m m '\ ~ 0.5 mm'^ and /  = 0.99 in the visible range 

[Pederson87]. Absorption strongly depends on the haematocrit and on the oxygenation 

state of haemoglobin, as mentioned above.

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF): The composition of the CSF is similar to that of blood 

plasma but is less variable due to a filtering mechanism called the blood-CSF barrier. 

CSF consists mainly of water ( > 90%), proteins and dissolved ions and glucose. There 

are no experimental data available in the literature on the optical properties of CSF. For 

the purposes of this study it is sufficient to assume it to be a clear liquid with small 

absorption and scattering parameters. We set |i^ = 0.005 mm^ and |i /  = 0.1 mm \  The 

absolute values are not essential because they are only used in the qualitative study of 

light propagation in the brain in section 8.5.3. We do not claim to obtain quantitatively 

correct data in models including CSF because the diffusion equation is not adequate to 

describe tight propagation in the low scatter domain of the CSF.

3.4 Optical pathlength

Scattering causes photons to travel a longer distance in the tissues than the geometric 

spacing between source and detector position. The correlation between the transit time 

f o f a  single photon and its optical pathlength d is simply given by

d = (3.14)
n
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where Cq is the velocity of light in vacuum and n is the refractive index of the tissue.

If a short pulse of light is considered as the input signal, then the detected signal 

will be spread out in time due to the different photon pathlengths. The mean transit time

<t>, given by the mean of the TPSF T(Ç, f) measured at Ç (see section 1.3.3) can be 

used to calculate a mean pathlength <d>:

<d> -  ^  (3.15)
n

It has been shown [Delpy88] and proved [Arridge92] that the mean pathlength 

corresponds to the Differential Pathlength (DP) which is defined as the slope of the 

attenuation curve as a function of the absorption coefficient:

DP -  = <d> (3.16)

This can be interpreted as a differential form of the Lambert-Beer law where the 

geometric distance is replaced by the optical pathlength. The ratio DP//, where I is the 

geometric distance (chord length) between the source and detector, is called the 

Differential Pathlength Factor (DPF).

The value of the DPF varies widely with wavelength and among different tissue 

types. In vivo studies on heads of newborn infants and adults show values of DPF = 3.5-

4.5 for neonatals, and DPF = 5.5-7.5 for adults [Cope91, Essenpreis93].

3.5 Summary

The optical properties of tissue relevant for the development of a model for the 

propagation of light are absorption, described by the absorption parameter and

scattering, described by the scattering coefficient |i^(r) and scattering phase function

f(e^, ?, ) .  These parameters will also have a wavelength dependency, which is omitted 

here, assuming monochromatic light at a given wavelength.
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Scattering in biological tissue is generally strongly forward peaked, w ith/ 

ranging between 0.7 and 0.98 and scatter-dominated: |i,̂  »  |i .̂ Typical values ranges are 

= 0.01..0.1 mm'^ and |Lî  = 10.. 100 m m '\ depending on the tissue type. Due to the 

high scattering, the anisotropy of light propagation is destroyed after a few millimetres 

of penetration depth, and an isotropic light transport model will be correct except close 

to collimated sources.
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Chapter 4 

Photon transport models

We briefly introduced the topic of light transport models in chapter 2. Most commonly, 

models are based on the heuristic radiative transfer equation, or transport theory. It is 

not derived from basic differential equations like the wave equation or the Maxwell 

equations, and is justified purely by the success of its results. This chapter summarises 

the most important models for light propagation in highly scattering media and their 

limitations.

4.1 Discrete particle models (Monte-Carlo approach)

In discrete models, radiation is treated as a stream of particles (photons), each of which 

undergoes individual absorption and scattering events. Although it is possible to 

incorporate wave phenomena such as coherence and polarisation in discrete models 

[Martinez93, Adams93], these effects are negligible for the multiple-scattering problems 

considered here and therefore not taken into account in the following brief introduction.

The strength of the Monte-Carlo (MC) approach lies in the relatively simple 

implementation, which requires only the knowledge of a few elementary parameters, and 

in its ability to model complex geometries far beyond the scope of analytical models. 

MC models are widely used to simulate light propagation in scattering media [Meier78, 

Wilson83, Hasegawa91, Hiraoka93, Schweiger91].

The MC model works by randomly selecting the interaction lengths and 

scattering angles according to the local optical parameters of the medium for discrete 

absorption and scattering events such that for a large number of events the desired 

values of the macroscopic parameters of the system are approached. The required

param eters are basically  the absorption coefficient |i^ (r) , scattering coefficient |Li (̂r) and

single scattering phase function f{e^,e^,), as introduced in chapter 3. Additional 

parameters such as refractive index changes or a frequency distribution may be needed
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for the specific model. The basic principle of the Monte-Carlo technique is briefly 

outlined in the following.

Each photon, after being generated according to the source specification, travels 

in a straight Une until it is scattered. The probability density of being scattered after a 

distance x is defined by \l;.

P{z)di = exp(-p.^x)i/x (4.1)

The culminative probability of a scattering event between 0 and x can then be identified 

with an uniformly distributed random number r e [0 ...1 ] taken from some appropriate 

random number sequence:

Jexp(-p,/)^/x' = 1  -  exp(-^x) = r 0 1 .2 )

and thus

X -  - -L ln ( l-r )  “ -_Llnr (4.3)

where r is a random variable with the same probability distribution as r.

Due to the assumed axial symmetry the scattering angle relative to the previous 

direction is spHt into an equally distributed azimuthal scattering angle (|), and a polar

scattering angle 0  = e /  e^,, characterised by the phase function y(0 ):

(j) = 27Ü*

r / / (4 4)J/(0')d0' -  r.

with uniformly distributed random numbers ^ 2  E [0...1]. The solution of the second 

equation for 0  is usually done numerically via a lookup table if /  is not given 

analytically. Absorption is conveniently taken into account by a weighting scheme which 

reduces the contribution w of a photon between two scattering events according to the
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free path length / and \i^:

w = w '  exp (-/|L iJ (4.5)

where w' is the previous weight of the photon. Following this scheme every photon is 

simulated from the source until it has negligible weight or leaves the tissue through the 

boundary, where it may be detected.

4.2 Continuous models (Radiative transfer equation)

The Radiative Transfer Theory, or Transport Theory, is a heuristic model which 

describes the transport of energy through a medium in the presence of random scattering 

and absorbing particles [Case67, Chandrasekhar50, Ishimaru78].

The basic differential equation in Transport Theory is the radiative transfer

equation (RTF) which can be written by considering the energy balance at a point r in 

the medium:

+ e ;V l{ r ,  t, e )  + (|l^+^l^.) 7(r, t, e )
c at

= e^,) l{r, t, e^,)d ê , + q(r, t, e )
4 k

(4.6)

ds

Figure 4.1. Increase of specific intensity 
I along d6 due to scattering from 
direction g , into direction g,.

d ^ i

Figure 4.2. Geometry for definition of 
the specific intensity I  in (4.7).
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which describes the change of the energy radiance (also refened to as specific intensity) l(r, t, e )

at position r at time t into the direction given by the unit vector e^. The energy 

radiance is defined so that the energy carried per unit time by photons in a unit solid 

angle d ê̂  through an elemental area da given by its unit normal at position r , is 

given by

7(r, t, e ) e /  e^dad^e^ (4* )̂

(see Figure 4.2).

The first term of (4.6) describes the change of radiance with time, the second the 

change due to energy flow. The third term represents the radiance loss due to absorption

and scattering, the fourth term the radiance gain due to scattering into direction and

the last term is the source describing the power radiation per unit volume per unit solid

angle at r in the direction ? . The flux F through a unit area given by e^ is obtained

by integrating (4.7) over all angles:

F(r, t) = J/(r, t, e ) e /  ?  d^? (4.8)
4rc

Exact solutions of the Transfer Equation (4.6) exist only for a few simple cases, such 

as the plane-parallel problem and isotropic scattering. Generally approximate solutions 

or numerical methods must be used. A brief overview of common approximations is 

given in the following.

Kubelka-Munk theory

One simplification of the general Transport problem is to consider a homogeneous 

plane-parallel slab of a random medium that is illuminated by a plane wave normally 

incident upon its surface [KubelkaSl, Kubelka48, Kubelka54]. The problem is then 

cylindrically symmetric, and the energy radiance is a function of depth z :T  = F(z). Even
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for this case no closed form solution has been found for arbitrary phase functions, but 

approximate methods have proved to supply solutions agreeing well with experimental 

results. These are the two flux and four flux theories.

In the two flux model only light propagation normal to the slab is considered, 

and the directional variable is discretised in the forward and backward direction. Only 

scattering angles of 0° and 180° are considered. The forward and backward fluxes are 

given by the integration of the radiance over the corresponding hemisphere (for 

simplicity we only consider the stationary case here):

r^(z) = J  /(z, ? ) d ?  and T_(z) = J  /(z, ? ) d ?  (4.9)
e ;  e>Q e^<0

The rate of change of T+ and T is given by

dr, -  -(^r^5)r,dz + sr_dz

dP_ -  sr,(-dz) -  (K+S)r_{-dz)

K  and S are coefficients representing absorption and scattering. In the simplest case of 

isotropic radiance at all depths they are given hy K  = 2|i^ and S = |i ,̂ but in general the

relation is more complicated [Patterson91]. (4.10) leads to two coupled differential

equations:

dr
 :  -  -{K+S)r^ + s r
^  " (4.11)
dr

 :  -  -sr^  + (K+S)r
dz '

Together with boundary conditions F+(z=0) = Fq and F.(z=ûO = 0, where Fq is the flux 

incident on the surface z= 0  and d is the thickness of the slab, the solutions given by 

Kubelka [Kubelka48] are

r  / \ r  sinh(^&)
I +(̂ ) “  ̂0a sinh{bSd) + b cosh{bSd) 

a sinh(^*S'z) + b cosh(^5z) 
° a sinhibSd) + b cosh(bSd)

with

(4.12)

r_(z) = F,
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S+ K  a = ------- , (4.13)

Multiple flux theory

The limitation of the two flux model is that only the propagation of diffuse intensities, 

but not of a collimated source can be described, because the loss of intensity of the 

collimated beam due to scattering will not completely be converted into backward flux, 

but be dispersed over all directions due to the scattering characteristics of the medium. 

In the four flux theory the flow of intensity is broken up into a forward and backward 

collimated flux and F .̂, and a forward and backward diffuse flux F+ and F.. All four 

fluxes decrease due to absorption, but scattering causes a permanent conversion from 

collimated to diffuse fluxes. We will not go deeper into the theory of multiple flux 

theory here. The main advantage of these models is their simplicity which allows to find 

analytical solutions in good agreement with experimental data, but they are limited to 

simple plane-parallel geometries. In the following we concentrate on the diffusion 

equation on which our finite element model for light transport is based. Although 

analytical solutions of the diffusion equation are also restricted to simple cases, 

numerical approaches allow the application to arbitrarily complex and inhomogeneous 

media.

4.3 The diffusion equation

The diffusion model is an approximation to the transport equation. Derivations of the 

diffusion equation have been given by several authors [Case67, Duderstadt76,

Ishimaru78]. A common technique is the expansion of the radiance I{r, t, e )  and the 

phase function /(? , ? ,)  into spherical harmonics, leading to
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N n . 1 'V/ 22n+l
4nM-0 m— n . .

 ̂ ^2 /+ l^
/-o y

L l

Z—0 y—Z

(4.14)

Setting A^=l, this becomes

y^Tt" N
û Y n l )

47T m— 1

(4.15)

By expressing in terms of spherical harmonics (4.15) can be written as

I(r, t, e )  = _^0(n t) + -7(r, t)
471 4tc

(4.16)

where 0  is the photon density, or fluence rate

^ (n  t) = J/(r, t, e)dfe^
4%

(4.17)

and 7 is the photon current

J(r, t) = j^ /( r ,  r, 7)d^7
4jc

0L18)

A similar expansion of the source q with A=1 leads to

q(r, t, e )  = — q^ir, t) + — 7 - ^ ( 7  r) 
4tt: 47C

(4.19)

Substituting (4.16) and (4.18) into the radiative transfer equation (4.6) leads to
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1 d—— [0(r, t)+3e/J(r, 0 ] V[0(r, t)+3e/J(r, r)] +

0 + 3 ? //( r ,  0 ]

M, Ĵ[0)(r, 0+3?^,-7(r, t)y(e/e^,)d%, + q^(r, t) + 3q^(r, t)
4iz

and after integrating over e one finds

(4.20)

1  a o
c dt

(4.21)

This is known as the continuity equation [Duderstadt76]. By multiplying (4.20) with? 

and integrating over e the relation

1 3 / J(r, t) = -AvO(r, t) + q^(j, t) (4.22)

can be obtained [Case67]. | i /  is the reduced or transport scattering coefficient given by

n' =

where /  is the mean cosine of the phase function introduced in section 3.2.2. To derive 

the diffusion equation, we assume an isotropic source

q^r, 0 = 0  (4.24)

and

(4.25)

which simplifies (4.22) to Pick’s law
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j(r, t) = -K(r)V<I>(r, t) (4.26)

where k  is the diffusion coefficient defined by

K(r) = --------------^  (4.27)
3[|ijr)+^i:(r)]

By substituting (4.26) into (4.21) one obtains the time-dependent diffusion equation

t) _ y, )̂ + | i j r ) 0 (r, t) -  q^(r, t) (4 28)
c ot

The flux r(Ç, t) through a boundary point Ç introduced in chapter 1, which represents 

the measured signal, can now with equations (4.8) and (4.18) be defined as the 

projection of the current J  onto the normal ?  of the boundary at Ç :

r(C, t) - e j i t  t) -  -K(C)?„-W>(C, t) - -k©^<D(C, t) (4-29)
on

Note that the approximations made in the course of the derivation of (4.28), namely the 

limitation of the expansion of the transfer equation to the first two terms (P̂  

approximation), and the assumptions (4.24) and (4.25), limit the applicability of the 

diffusion equation. The approximation is valid for |i^ «  |x/, which is generally the 

case for biological tissue (see chapter 3). (4.24) means that collimated sources cannot 

be incorporated into the diffusion equation correctly. Approaches for the modelling of 

source conditions are discussed in section 4.3.2. Of practical interest for future 

developments is the implementation of higher order expansions, in particular the P3  

approximation [Star8 8 ], which might overcome some of the shortcomings of the 

diffusion approximation.
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4.3.1 Boundary conditions

The solution of the diffusion equation (4.28) requires the specification of appropriate 

boundary conditions. The simplest case is to assume a zero photon density at the surface 

of the medium:

(4.30)

where 0^2 is the surface of the domain Q for which the solution is sought. This type of 

boundary condition, where the value of the dependent variable is specified on the 

boundary, is called a Dirichlet condition. Physically, (4.30) is equivalent to a perfectly 

absorbing medium surrounding the domain il. Each photon is immediately absorbed 

when crossing dQ and thus the photon density equals zero outside il. The 

implementation of (4.30) in the light transport model has the advantage of computational 

simplicity, and provides satisfying results and good agreement with other models for the 

problems considered here, as will be shown in section 8 . However, different 

experimental situations including a non-absorbing medium surrounding the tissue, and 

a refractive index mismatch at the boundary, can also be incorporated by using the more 

general assumption, demanding that there are no photons coming into the tissue through 

the boundary (apart from the source):

I ( t  e )  = 0 V ? - e  < 0 (4.31)

The diffusion equation cannot satisfy this boundary condition exactly. Instead, the flux 

r ,  directed into ^ 1  is required to vanish:

r ^ ,  t) -  J  I ( t  t, e ) d -  -  0  v C s 9 i 2  (4.32)
e.' e_<0

where is the outward directed normal to 9^1 at For the diffusion equation an 

expression for F, is given by [Duderstadt76] which leads to

4>(C, 0 + 2 K (% - W>(C, 0 = 0  V l e a n  (4-33)
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This represents the physical model of a non-scattering medium surrounding Q, assuming 

that no diffuse surface reflection at dQ occurs. (4.33) is a Robin boundary condition 

which constrains a linear combination of the photon density and the flux on dQ 

[Johnson87]. To incorporate diffuse boundary reflection arising from a refractive index 

mismatch between the tissue and the surrounding medium, (4.32) can be modified 

[Groenhuis83]:

J  K \  t, e ) ( e /  -  J  t, e ,)(e / (4.34)
e ^ -e < 0  e /e > 0

where R is the internal reflection of the diffuse radiation. A calculation incorporating 

Fresnel’s laws of reflection leads to a polynomial approximation [Egan79]:

R = -1.4399n-2 + 0,7099n‘' + 0.6681 + 0.0636» (^.35)

where n is the refractive index of the medium. For « = 1.4 we get R = 0.53. From (4.34) 

follows in analogy to (4.33):

4)(C f) + 2 k(C)? - W)(C t) -  «[<I>(C t) -  2k(C)?„- W>(C ()] (4-36)

or

d )(t t) + 2K (|)i_ l£^„- '^ ( 1 ,  0 - 0  v ^ E a a  (4.37)
1  —

Setting R = d leads to case (4.33) without internal reflection.

It is worth mentioning that another approach to incorporate boundary conditions 

with and without internal reflection has been made by defining an extended boundary 

at some distance outside the physical surface of the object, and using the Dirichlet

condition O(^) = 0 on this extended boundary [Farrell92, Pogue94]. The distance Zg 

between the physical and the extended boundary is given by z  ̂ = 2 ic/a where a is a 

constant depending on the refractive index mismatch between the two media 

[Aronson93]. For the tissue-air interface a is approximately equal to 0.4258 [Keijzer8 8 ]. 

Pogue and Patterson [Pogue94] have derived analytic expressions of the boundary flux
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for slab, sphere and cylinder geometries using extrapolated boundaries. They found that 

for frequency domain measurements the differences between imposing the Dirichlet 

boundary condition on the physical boundary and on the extrapolated boundary generally 

amount to a few degrees in phase and about 1 % in modulation depth, being highest for 

small tissue volumes and small optode spacings.

4.3.2 Source conditions

The physical radiation source we want to model is a collimated point source at the 

boundary, which in practice is delivered by a laser system either directly or via an 

optical fibre. Due to strong scattering in tissue, the directionality of the input beam 

vanishes across a small distance, after which light propagation becomes isotropic. This 

allows the diffusion approximation to be applied, which inherently does not allow to 

include anisotropic effects. Close to the source, (in the order of a few mean scattering 

lengths) however, we expect discrepancies between the diffusion model and 

experimental measurements.

There are two approaches to simulate a boundary source in the diffusion model. 

The first is to define the source as an isotropic point source at a distance d below the 

surface dQ. of the tissue, d is chosen to be the mean scattering length: d  = l/p.', in order 

to approximate a collimated source [Eason78]. Although this is a reasonable approach, 

producing results in good agreement with Monte-Carlo simulations, it is more realistic

to treat the source as an inward directed boundary flux at a position ^ E 8 0 .  In the 

case of the Dirichlet model the boundary condition has to be modified at the part dQj 

of the boundary under the source:

0 )(|, f) -  0  _ v | e 3 n ,  (4.38)
vo(^, t) -  -r,w(^) V 4 6

where 30^ u  3 ^ 2  = w is some weighting function defined on d0 2 ’ is the 

boundary source flux and is the outward normal to 9D in In the case of the 

Robin boundary condition, inclusion of the source as a boundary flux is achieved
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by modifying the boundary condition (4.34) along dQ2 so that the total diffuse flux into 

n  equals the reflection term plus the source flux assuming w=l:

J  /(I, t, e ){e / e )̂d^e  ̂ = J  t, e){e^‘ (4.39)
e • e <0  e • e >0

which can be expressed in terms of the photon density:

a>(|) + 2k-L 1£? • VO(|) -  - 4 F, (4.40)

This treatment of the source as a boundary flux is closer to the real situation than the 

diffuse point source approach and more flexible in that it allows to incorporate internal 

reflection, and it also has some advantages for the implementation, as the source position 

does not have to be changed for different values of However, also the latter approach 

simulates a diffuse source, which will lead to inaccurate results very close to the source 

position.

4.3.3 Analytical solution methods for different geometries, Green’s functions

Analytical solutions of the diffusion equation (4.28) for various geometries are given in 

the literature. For an infinite medium and a temporal and spatial point source

q(r,t) = the solution 0  is given by [Carslaw8 6 , Patterson89, Arridge92a]:

0(r,r) -  [47icK(r-r)] exp
4 c K (r-r  )

(4.41)

This solution can be extended to the semi-infinite case where the medium is confined 

to z > 0  when the source is assumed to be a point source at a depth Zq = 1 /p /  below 

the surface. By applying the Method of Images where a negative source of the same 

strength is placed opposite the original source outside the medium one can find the 

solution which satisfies the boundary condition 0 (z=O,r) = 0  as superposition of the two
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sources [Patterson89, Arridge92a]

O (r,0
1

/  m 3/2

exp

[47icK(r-r)]

exp

/  A
- ( z - z /

4 c K ( t- t ')
exp

r \
-(z+Zo)^

4cK(r-r')

(4.42)

where p -  ^{x-x^Ÿ  + (y -y 'Ÿ  . An infinite slab with boundaries at z = 0 and z = d  can

be modelled by placing an infinite string of positive sources at locations z = 2Nd+Zo, and 

an infinite string of negative sources at locations z = 2Nd-Zo, where N  is an integer, to 

satisfy O(z=0,r) = 0(z=J,r) = 0. This leads to

O (r,0 1 exp

N -

[4cK(t-t')]

-(z-2Nd-Zo)
exp

2

4cK(r-rO
exp

4ncK{t-t')

-(z-2Nd+ZQf
4cK{t-t')

(4.43)

There exist solutions to several other simple geometries such as infinite and finite 

cylinders and spheres [Arridge92a], all of which assume homogeneous absorption and 

scattering characteristics. If we want to model regions of irregular shape, and 

inhomogeneous optical properties, a numerical method for solving the diffusion equation 

is required.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter we have introduced the radiative transfer equation which describes the 

propagation of radiation in an absorbing and scattering medium. In general, the RTE 

cannot be solved analytically. The most common methods to find solutions are the 

Monte-Carlo approach which discretises by modelling single photon paths individually
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and finding macroscopic solutions by a statistical description of a large number of 

photons, or the derivation of approximations to the RTE to transform it into a solvable 

problem. One such approximation is the usage of the first terms of an expansion of the 

RTE into spherical harmonics. The simplest form, using terms up to first order, leads 

to the diffusion equation under the additional assumption of purely isotropic source 

functions. A numerical approach to solve the diffusion equation in complex and 

inhomogeneous media, the Finite Element Method (FEM), is described in detail in the 

following chapter.
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Chapter 5 

Finite Element approach

In this chapter the basic principles of the Finite Element Method (FEM) will be 

introduced as far as they are relevant for the problem of solving the diffusion equation 

in a scattering medium. It includes general comments on linear shape functions, 

coordinate transformations and the Galerkin approach as weU as specific topics like the 

direct calculation of certain properties of the temporal point spread function for a pulse 

of light transmitted through a scatterer.

5.1 Introduction and basic concept

The Finite Element Method was developed in the 1950s for handling problems of solid 

mechanics, on the basis of matrix methods for structural analysis. Matrix methods were 

used for the description of complex structures containing large numbers of components, 

by expressing the relation of the displacement and internal forces at nodal points of 

individual structural components as a system of algebraic equations, where either the 

displacements, the internal forces, or both are unknown.

Originally, FEM has been an extension of the displacement matrix method where 

a structure is subdivided into "elements" which no longer represent structural 

components. The relation between forces and displacements at the nodal points of an 

element is given by an element stiffness matrix. The solution utilises only approximate 

displacement functions for each node, in contrast to the matrix method, in which the 

relation between force and displacement is derived exactly, assuming that the individual 

components are rigid.

Later FEM was extended to other types of problems and is now a general tool 

to numerically describe the behaviour of physical systems governed by a set of 

differential equations, such as heat conduction, potential flow, or problems in continuum 

mechanics. A wide range of textbooks on general FEM is available [Zienkiewicz77, 

Tong77, Johnson87].
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The basic idea of FEM is to separate the problem of finding the solution for the 

entire domain into finding the solution for each individual element. Each element is 

itself a continuum, and has a unique solution if a set of boundary conditions is defined 

for it. If the boundary values for an element agree with the solution for the continuum 

at the location of the element, then the solution for the element is identical with the 

solution for the continuum at the region occupied by the element. Therefore, finding the 

solution for the entire domain consists of two steps: to find the solution on the nodal 

points of the element mesh, and to use these as the boundary condition for finding the 

solution within each element. The solution within an element is defined in terms of the 

nodal values, using an interpolation scheme which ensures certain properties for the 

overall solution, e.g. to be continuous, piecewise linear, with piecewise continuous and 

bounded derivatives.

The accuracy of the interpolated approximation to the true solution depends on 

the size of the element and the number of degrees of freedom per element. The error can 

be reduced by reducing the element size or increasing the number of degrees of 

freedom.

5.2 Subdivision of the domain

Let ^  be the (two- or three-dimensional) domain for which we seek a solution, and dQ 

its boundary. is divided into non-overlapping elements which completely cover 2̂ . 

The vertices of the elements are chosen as the nodal points. Usually elements of simple 

shape, such as triangles, quadrilaterals, tetrahedrons or prisms are used. It is in principle 

possible to utihse elements with curved boundaries, but for the ease of computation 

element boundaries are frequently restricted to be straight. In this case a curved 

boundary of Q is approximated by straight-line segments between the boundary nodes. 

Elements and nodes are numbered consecutively for identification and bookkeeping. In 

the following, elements are denoted by x, (i=l,.D), and nodes are denoted by (/=!..P), 

where D and P are the number of elements and nodes in the mesh, respectively.
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5.3 Basis functions

The simplest approximation of the true solution is by piecewise linear functions. If we 

define U  as the linear space of all functions that are continuous and bounded on domain 

Q, and have a piecewise continuous and square-integrable first derivative over Q  which 

requires them to belong to the Sobolev space H \Q ) ,  we can construct a finite

dimensional subspace I f  c  N \Q )  c  U  consisting of piecewise linear functions. For this 

we let i f  be composed of all functions 0  that are linear on each x,, continuous over Q, 

and bounded at dQ. To describe a function 0  E i f  we can use the nodal values 

0  = 0 (TV) at the element vertices N- ( i= l^P ) .

A  basis of can be defined by a set of piecewise linear functions \\fj e  r f

(J= \^P )  defined by

%(N,) .  S. ( ( , j  = l ^ P )  (5.1)

where the support of \\fj is limited to the elements which contain Nj as a vertex (see 

Figure 5.1). The precise form of the basis functions depends on the shape of the 

elements over which they have support, and for this reason are often referred to as shape 

functions.

In the same way, polynomial basis functions of higher order can be used to 

approximate piecewise quadratic or cubic solutions. Then more nodes per element are 

needed to completely describe the function. It is easy to apply quadratic basis functions 

to two-or three-dimensional problems, but this will not be done here since this particular 

FEM implementation uses linear

functions, for simplicity of the numerical 

calculations. Note that switching to shape 

functions of higher order will lead to a 

coarser element mesh if computation 

effort is to remain constant, due to the 

increased number of nodes per element.

The benefit of using quadratic or higher 

order shape functions must therefore be Area of support

investigated individually for the given
Figure 5.1. Linear shape function t|/i over 
triangular elements.
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problem. In general, using linear shape functions on a fine mesh gives a similar 

resolution as higher order functions on a coarse mesh.

5.4 Local and global coordinate systems

>x

For ease of discussion we 

assume a two-dimensional 

problem, Q g R ,̂ but aU 

results can easily be 

e x t e n d e d  to t h re e  

dimensions.

Let the coordinates

(x,, y,) of each node of Figure 5.2. Transformation between local and global 
the mesh be given in some ^^^rdinate systems.

global coordinate system S. In principle it would be possible to express the shape 

functions with respect to S and perform all calculations such as the integration of the 

shape functions over an element in global coordinates. This however results in complex 

algebraic expressions which must be evaluated for each element separately. Instead it 

is convenient to introduce a local coordinate system S/ for each element i so that the 

node positions ŷ '̂ ) in local coordinates are the same for each element. Then the 

shape functions in S,' are identical for all i, and integrations over shape functions only 

need to be performed once, and the problem is reduced to find a transformation from 

local to global coordinates for each element. Figure 5.2 schematically shows the 

relationship between local and global coordinates for a 3-noded triangular element. Node 

positions in local coordinates for various element types can be found in section 6 .

The mapping F of a point given in local coordinates y '̂ )̂ of an element 

i to global coordinates (jc, y) takes the form

p(0

F(%(' ,̂y ('')') = (x,y) =
j - i

p  (0 P  (0
(5.2)

j-i
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where is the number of nodes associated with element i, \\fj is the shape function of 

the j-th node Nj of the element, and (xj, are the global coordinates of the node.

As an example we consider a 3-noded triangular element. The local node 

coordinates and shape functions, given in Figure 6.1, lead to the transformation

(2 xj —X2~x^I3 ( —

(Y

= A - 1 -  b

= A + b

(5.3)

Derivatives of shape functions are transformed between local and global coordinate 

systems by

a ■ ~ dx 3 y l a a
ajc' dx' dx' dx ajc

= -  J
a dx dy a a

3 / 3 / 3 / , . _3y_ _3y_

a ■ a "
ajc

= J  '
dx'

a a
3y_ 3y'

(5.4)

where J  is the Jacobian. For the triangular element J  is given by

{2x^-X2~x^)I3 (2yi-y^-yg)/3 

( -x2+x.)l\j3 (
(5 j)
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J is also needed to transform integrals from local to global coordinates:

j f(x,y)ôxdy  -  J / ( F ( x I  d e tj | dx' dy'  (5.6)

5.5 Galerkin method

We introduce the Galerkin approach of weighted residuals using the diffusion equation

(4.28). If we find a solution O so that

-  V* K(r)V + p^(r)|o(r, t) -  q j j ,  r) -  0 

is true for all r g Q then also

dn=0 (5.8)

holds, where Y is a smooth test function from a suitable test space [Strang73]. If (5.8) 

is satisfied for any Y then (5.7) must be satisfied for all r  g Q. By integration by parts 

we get:

f 'F ( r ) J -^ 0 ( r ,  r)+K (r)W (r)‘ VO(r, r) + |i^(r)Y(ÿ^0(r, f)dH -  
i  ^ (5.9)

Oda + Jr(?, f)4'(?)doa)
Q do

For this problem to be solvable, Y and all its first derivatives must be square-integrable 

over which requires 'F to belong to the Sobolev space The problem of solving

(5.7) is then equivalent to finding O such that (5.9) is true V Y G H \Q ). This is known 

as the weak formulation of the problem. In the Galerkin approach the trial functions 'F 

are set equal to the set of basis functions \j/, defined in section 5.3. In practice
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we find not 0 ,  but

e Ü'’ (5.10)

which has the property that any error <ï> - is orthogonal to the subspace Zf. Our weak 

formulation is now:

z-l
F ind^\r,t)  = e O'* such that

i A
c dt

A ^ ( r , 0  +K(r)V^fj(r)' VO(r, 0  + |l^(r)\|/.(Â^a)(r, 0 dO =

Vy.: j ~ l ^ P

+ Jr(r,0\|//r)d(3O)
£2 an

This may be expressed in matrix form:

+ (K(k) + C (n j)0  -  Q + p (5.12)

where

Bÿ -  iJvi//?)V i(^d £ 2

^ £ 2

K.. -  J k(?)VV/B- V\|/,.(r)d£2
£2

C.Ï -  J|i,(?)V/^)V,(?)dQ

Qj(t) -  jv,(^9o(^.*)dA 
£2

p.(z) = Jx|//;)r(?,i)dO£i) (5.13)
3£2

é  -  [<D,((),^>j(z),....4>o(Z)]^

Since \|/.(r) has limited support as shown in section 5.3, this minimises the number of

non-zero terms in (5.13). Under this scheme the P x P  matrices K, C, and B are sparse 

since they will have non-zero entries only when Nj and Nj are vertices of the same
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element. Further, 0 will have non-zero entries only when Nj is a vertex on 3Q. We will 

term such nodes boundary nodes and the other nodes internal nodes. We will find it 

convenient to order the vector representation of O and 0  so that the internal nodes are 

first, followed by the boundary nodes. (See also section 6.2.)

The above method reduces the problem of finding to one of sparse matrix

manipulation. Note that by calculating the solution vector O we obtain an approximate

solution for the photon density everywhere by applying the interpolation scheme (5.10). 

The calculation of the photon density O itself is of interest in photodynamic therapy 

(PDT) applications, but in NIR, to obtain the boundary flux T  we must take the gradient 

at the boundary dÇi. This is easily obtained as

E  1 > i(0 K (|)e „ (|)-w ,®  (5.14)

for any point Ç on dQ., where the summation is only over those nodes that are a vertex 

of t(^) , the boundary element containing Ç.

5.6 Boundary conditions

Two general types of boundary conditions have been implemented; the Dirichlet 

condition (DEC)

C>(|, () -  0  v | s 3 £ 2

and the Robin condition (RBC)

0(1, f) + VD(C, 0 - 0  V ^ e d û  (5.16)
1 -  R

where R is the reflection parameter introduced in (4.34) (see section 4.3.1). The DEC 

(5.15) is implemented by simply setting all shape functions \j/ associated with boundary
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nodes to zero. This causes the boundary integral in (5.11) and 0 in (5.12) to vanish. For 

the RBC (5.16), the line integral in (5.11) has to be calculated explicitly. If we define 

the general Robin boundary condition in terms of two functions f(^) and g(^):

-  f(C)0 (C t) + g(|) (5.17)
dn

then together with (4.29) the line integral in (5.11) can be written as

J\|/,(C)r(C OdOn) -  - Jx)/,(|)K(C)[f(|)0 (C, t) -̂g(C)]dOn) (s.is)
do do

We identify f and g by comparison with (5.16) as

f(A —   ̂  ̂ ^
T  2 ^ t t r  

-  0

Thus (5.12) can be modified to

where

and Q and ^ are the source terms to be discussed in the next section.

(5.19)

(5.20)
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5.7 Source conditions

In this study the physical source is always assumed to be a single collimated point 

source at a point on the boundary. In the FEM model discussed here this arrangement 

has been approximated in two different ways: as an isotropic point source located below 

the surface, and as an inward boundary flux (see section 4.3.2).

In the case of the isotropic point source, the source term is represented by vectorQ

in the discrete diffusion equation (5.12), while the vector of boundary integrals, 0, 

vanishes. For each node j  the integral in (5.13) degenerates to

Q /0  “ 0

where is a measure for the source strength of the point source. is nonzero only for

those nodes which are vertices of the element containing the source position . In the

particular case of Dirichlet boundary conditions, the source cannot be placed within an 

element containing boundary nodes, because for these the shape functions \|/ are zero 

and therefore suppress their source contributions (5.22). In order to set a source close 

to the boundary, the mesh has to be refined locally around the source to ensure its 

placement in an internal element.

In the case of implementing the source as a boundary flux, the source is

described by the boundary integrals 0 in (5.12), while the internal source termQ 

vanishes. We have to distinguish between FEM models using Dirichlet and Robin 

boundary conditions. In the first case, the Dirichlet condition is replaced by the 

Neumann condition

1  r,(C  t), I  e  a n ,  (S-23)
dn K(Ç)

where F (̂Ç) is the source flux along the boundary section 3^2 c  A point source atÇ̂  

e dQ is approximated by initialising the two boundary nodes bracketing , using \|/ as

the weighting function w in (4.38). The source integral 0 then becomes
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p, -  - w O

which is nonzero only for the two boundary nodes j  bracketing the source position .

The application of the boundary flux source to the Robin boundary condition 

model is achieved by setting the terms f and g in the general boundary condition (5.17) 

to

 1 1 -  ^
2 ic (^  1  +A

g ®  -  - ^ 8 ( W )
v i e a n

The source term p in (5.20) for the Robin boundary condition (4.40) is now given by

p. -  2rJ\|//|)aO£2) (5.26)
d Q

Again, this is nonzero only for the two nodes enclosing the source position ^ .

5.8 System matrix assembly, reduction and solution

The construction of the system matrices K, C and B in (5.12) is performed in two steps: 

First a separate set of element matrices K% W  of order where is the

number of nodes per element, is formed for each element e according to (5.13) by 

carrying out the integrations numerically over the element domain The tissue 

parameters and K are assumed constant within a single element, but may vary for

different elements: K(r) = k(t^), |X̂ (r) = |i^(T^). Integrations are calculated in local

coordinates, and the results transformed into global coordinates (see section 5.4). The 

contributions of each element are then assembled into the system matrices K, C, B of
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order PxP. Note that K, C, B are symmetric, positive definite, diagonal and banded 

matrices with the semi-bandwidth W which is determined by the maximum node number 

difference within a single element:

W ~ 1 + maxAP^'^ = 1 + AP^^ (5.27)
1-1-i)

where is the maximum node number difference in element The system matrices 

can be represented by matrices of order PxW. As the model requires a high number of 

nodes it is essential to minimize AP^^^ by reordering the node list prior to feeding it into 

the FEM processing algorithm. The mesh optimisation process is covered in section 6.2.

Once the system matrices and source vectors have been assembled, the problem

is of the form A jc = S for the time-independent case, and A jc + B(3x/30 =  5  for the 

time-dependent case. The latter case is studied in the following section; the former case 

is a simple matrix inversion problem, for which standard algorithms such as Gaussian 

elimination or Choleski reduction are available [Bronstein79, Johnson87]. For our FEM 

model we use customised solution routines which take into account the banded form of 

the matrix. As the problems considered here lead to positive and symmetric system 

matrices, we use the Choleski reduction which is faster and requires less memory than 

Gaussian elimination.

5.9 Time integration methods

One method to handle the temporal dependency in (5.12) is to incorporate time directly 

as an additional dimension into the finite element scheme, by using basis functions 

which are themselves time-dependent, so that the time-dependent approximation 0  ̂ to 

0  is defined by

p

The disadvantage of this method is the increased memory requirement due to the
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additional dimension. Furthermore modification of integration time requires the complete 

reconstruction of the mesh.

The approach used here is a semi-discrete method where the time dimension is 

separated from the spatial dimension, which leads to a set of ordinary differential 

equations in time. Then a Finite Difference scheme can be used for propagating the 

solution in time. In this case, the approximation 0^ is given by equation (5.10), where

the shape functions \|/.(r) carry only the spatial dependency, and the nodal solutions 

0 ,(0  are time-dependent. The time derivative d$ /d t of (5.12) is given by

(5.29)

where 9 0 /9 t may be replaced by one of the following Finite Difference operators:

3 0

dt t-nAl

At

At

(forward difference) 

(backward difference)
(5.30)

1 (0 -""'̂ -̂0 f  ^̂ ) (central difference)
2At

where the time is discretised into steps of length At, and O,̂ "̂  denotes the solution at 

node i at time nAt. Integrating (5.12) over one timestep, from t,=nAt to t„+i=(n+l)At, we 

get

B J i | p d t  + (K(k) + C(|l„))J6 (t)dt -  j(Q(t)+g(t))dt (5.31)

Applying a weighted trapezoidal integration rule for the integrals in (5.31) leads to
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( i - e ) i r  .  B . » " ”
dt dt

At (5.32)

where 8  is a parameter used to control the Finite Difference method, that averages the 

value at d>„ and to an intermediate position. The choice of 8=0 is referred to as the 

explicit scheme, 8=1 as the fully implicit scheme, and 8=1/2 as the Crank-Nicholson 

scheme.

When the time derivatives in the second equation of (5.32) are approximated by 

a forward difference at time t̂  and a backward difference at time (compare (5.30)), 

it becomes

At At
_0 (")

At (5.33)

Substituting (5.32) and (5.33) into (5.31) and dividing by At we find

0 (K (k )+ C (h J)+ A b 1(1 -8 )(K (K )+ C (q j)-^ B -  (5.34)

8 (Q(«-i)+p(«-D) + ( l - 8 )(QC)+pW)

The source term can be simplified when assuming the Dirichlet condition 0(9^2) = 0 

(i.e. p = 0), and a temporal 5-source at time t̂ , as the third equation in (5.32) then 

becomes simply
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? i f ' - " '
(5.35)

where Oo is the initial source distribution at 4 . If we choose a tQ so that to< t^< then 

we get

6(K + C) + J-B  
At

<!>(«) -  0 

^

e(K + C) + J-B
At

(5.36)

=  - — B
At

(n>l)

By this scheme successive solutions can be obtained. The expressions in square 

brackets in (5.36) are constant for all time steps and thus have to be calculated only 

once. The method requires one Choleski decomposition followed by one matrix 

multiplication, and one Choleski forward and back substitution per time step.

5.10 Intensity-modulated sources

Apart from continuous or pulsed light sources, radio-frequency modulated sources 

become increasingly important in NIR spectroscopic and imaging apphcations [Weng91, 

Duncan93, Kaschke93, Sevick94]. The FEM model can be extended without major 

modifications to deal with measurements in the frequency domain. We consider a light 

source modulated with angular frequency co, and a phase sensitive detection of the 

transmitted light. The measurements of interest in this case are the phase shift \j/ 

between the detected signal and the input signal (or some reference signal) and the 

modulation depth A of the detected signal (see section 1.3.5).

At modulation frequencies below 200 MHz the phase shift \|/ is related to the mean time 

of flight <i> as measured in time domain systems approximately by \|/ = (0 <r> 

[Patterson90, Arridge92a]. At higher frequencies, the phase shifts underreads the mean
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time of flight: \\f < (û<î> [Arridge92a].

To obtain solutions 0  in the frequency domain we take the Fourier transform of 

Eq. (5.12)

{iCoB + K(k) + C(^iJp(o)) -  0(co) + 0(co)

The three system matrices K, C, B can now be collected into one complex matrix Z(co) 

which is given by

Z -  (K..+C..) + /coB.. (5.38)
i j   ̂ y i f  I]

The solution of Z(cû)Ô(cû) = Q(co) + 0 for a given frequency co can now be calculated

by a complex version of one of the standard matrix solution techniques used for the real 

case. We have used a complex version of the Choleski reduction. We found that this 

leads to correct results (see section 8.4), although the positive definiteness of the matrix 

Z is not guaranteed in general.

5.11 Direct calculation of intensity, mean time and higher moments

The solution of the time-dependent problem with the finite-difference-method described 

in section 5.9 provides the complete TPSF F(Ç, t) at any boundary position Ç. 

However, the calculation of is computationally expensive, as it requires the evaluation 

of (5.36) at a large number of time steps, typically of the order of 1000. In many cases 

one is not interested in F but in some description which characterises its properties. This

may be either the integral I F(^,^)dr (i.e. the 0-th moment), or a higher moment of the 

temporal distribution.

FEM allows a direct calculation of the moments of F which avoids the Finite 

Differencing step altogether and is computationally efficient [Arridge94a]. The moments 

of F are given by
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<t^> = <r "> = ——  for k>l (5.39)

where m̂ . = M{k+l), and M  is the Mellin transform given by

M<^(k) -  (5.40)
0  0

We commonly use E = to denote the integrated intensity, and T = to denote 

the time-weighted intensity.

E can be calculated directly from the stationary version of the diffusion equation (4.28)

-V- K(r)V<I>(r) + |i^(r)0(r) -  ^^(r) (5.41)

In analogy to (5.12) we obtain

(K(k) + C(^iJ) i  - Q  + 0 (5.42)

Here K and C are identical to the time-dependent case, and Ô and 0  no longer have 

a time variation. O=mo^^  ̂ represents the stationary photon density, and

where ^ e dQ and e^(Ç) is the outward normal to 3(1 in

In order to calculate the higher moments directly we differentiate (5.37) with 

respect to co:

(jcoB + K(k) + C(n -  ^"[^(to)+0(to)] (5.44)
 ̂ ao f 3co”-' 3co“

If the source is a 5-function in time (represented either by an initial photon densityO 

or an input flux 0) then its Fourier transform is constant and the right hand side of
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(5.44) vanishes. Evaluating at O) = 0 we find

If we now use J o ( f ) = v̂ tTÔ(û)) | as 0(t) = 0 V t<0, then we get

(0 ) \f lK  3"4)(co) I (o) \!2 k  3""*4>(co)

“  (-/)" 3cù” ( - fT ' 3co"

and therefore with (5.45) a recursive solution for

m P  -  ^K(K) + (k>l) (5-46)

m P  is obtained by

m r--K (C );„ (C )-V m rW U ^ , (547)

The procedure to find the moments <t>, <t‘>, <t^>, ... is thus

Solve (5.42) for and (5.43) for

Set ^ 1

Repeat

Solve (5.46) for and (5.47) for

<ih> =

k = k+l

We conclude this section by defining a differential operator matrix V, which will be 

used in section 8.5, in the following way:

Let Çj, ..., G do. be a set of M measurement positions. Then let V g be given 

by

V . .  I  ■’'(C )^(C )' W /C ) ‘f ^ j  G < 0  (5.48)
‘j I 0 otherwise
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Thus V maps the solution vector O onto the vector of measurement fluxes f  :

f  = VÔ (5.49)

5.12 Solution stability and error estimates as function of mesh geometry

The numerical error of the Finite Element solution depends on the node density of the 

mesh and on the polynomial order of the shape function. We can calculate an error 

estimate assuming piecewise linear basis functions and triangular elements. Let O'* g U'* 

be the piecewise linear interpolant of solution O, so that = 0 (Â ,), i= l—>P, for the

nodes If we assume O g H^(A) (see also Chapter 10), where H^(0) is the Sobolev 

space given by

H \Q )  -  {/ : \ D J \ ^dr < W
o la l-O

(5.50)

where D ''0 denotes all partial derivatives of O of order v, then we get [Johnson87]

IKK-0*11 ,̂,, < (5.51)

for each element i= \^D , where = diam (%,), and C is a constant. II* 11̂ is the norm 

defined by

r (5.52)1 / 2

for all square integrable O functions on x, i.e. JoMr < ©o. 

defined by

II0IÎ .(T) -  jlD 'C P d/''
Iviâfc

is the Sobolev norm

(5.53)

From this a global error estimate can be derived:

(£2) (5.54)
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where h = max(/î^). Note that % depends on the element shape in the form % = %7a, 

where constant a  is given by

a  = m axfl (5.55)
\<i^

is the diameter of the circle inscribed into element T. a  therefore is a measure for the 

smallest angle in any element T.

Minimisation of the numerical error therefore requires maximisation of a  and 

minimisation of h. The mesh generation program provides angles < 90°, thus a  >

1/(2+v ^ ). The influence of mesh resolution h on the solution stability will be 

investigated in Chapter 8 .

5.13 Summary

In this chapter we introduced the finite element method as a tool to solve the time- 

dependent diffusion equation in media with inhomogeneous absorption and scattering 

distributions. We employ the Galerkin approach to derive the weak formulation of the 

original problem. We seek a piecewise linear and continuous approximation to the true 

solution, given by the linear interpolation of discrete solutions on nodal points of the 

domain. The time-independent problem can be solved immediately by a simple matrix 

inversion. The temporal photon density can be obtained by a finite difference scheme 

in the time dimension. While this is computationally time-consuming, there exist 

methods for the direct calculation of the mean time of flight and higher moments of the 

TPSF, which are the measures of interest in the reconstruction considered here.

In addition, the implementation of various boundary and source conditions 

discussed in Chapter 4 has been addressed.

In the following chapter we will look into the software implementation of this 

finite element model, concentrating on the mesh generation for various 2D and 3D 

geometries.
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Chapter 6 

Implementation and Finite Element Mesh Generation

In the course of the project a finite element library in C++ was developed which 

provides the FEM specific modules used by the forward and inverse model 

implementations. The library is based on the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) FEM 

Library in FORTRAN [GreenoughSl]. The NAG FEM library consists of a collection 

of subroutines for standard matrix operations and FEM specific functions, such as 

calculation of shape functions, integration over elements, and system matrix assembly. 

The conversion to C++ allows to take advantage of an object-oriented approach, 

resulting in a clearer program structure and ease of expansion, e.g. by adding new 

element types and shape functions of higher order. Data types like vectors, matrices, 

points, elements and nodes are embedded in a class hierarchy. An overview of the 

contents of these classes is given in Appendix 1, and Appendix 2 lists some of the 

software tools developed during this project.

In the following, the tools used for constructing meshes for the FEM forward 

model for two and three dimensions are described. Although there are commercial 

packages available for FEM preprocessing it was decided to develop these tools so that 

they can be adapted to the special needs of the problem addressed. An example is the 

possibility to create meshes based on MRl images.

The NAG finite element library does not contain support for mesh generation, 

so the C++ version of the FEM library developed during this project was extended to 

handle mesh creating tasks. In the context of the data structure of the C++ library, a 

mesh is represented by a list of elements and an associated list of nodes. Both node and 

element lists as well as single nodes and elements are implemented as C++ classes. In 

addition to the pure geometric information the mesh also holds data about the absorption 

and scattering parameters associated with each element. The same data structure used 

for the mesh generation tools is employed in the FEM solvers.

The preparation of meshes for use in an FEM solver is done in three steps:

a) Mesh generation and editing using the interactive mesh generator femmesh
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(UNIX/SunView application) for 2D meshes. Some non-interactive mesh 

generators have been developed for generating spherical and cyhndrical 3D 

meshes.

b) Mesh optimisation by reordering the node list to minimise the node number 

difference within a single element throughout the mesh.

c) Mesh modification. Filters for scaling meshes, changing absorption and scattering 

coefficients, and modifying source and detector specifications allow the adaption 

of an existing mesh to a specific task without having to create a new one. This 

is helpful in batch processes for multiple FEM runs with different parameters.

6.1 Mesh generation algorithms for the 2D and 3D FEM models

The first step in the FEM scheme is the division of the domain 2̂ into elements. For the 

ease of use automated mesh generation programmes have been designed for various 

simple 2D and 3D geometries. Supported geometries are: circle, rectangle and irregular 

shapes in 2D, and cylinder, sphere and slab in 3D. An interactive tool has been designed 

to easily create and modify meshes, which allows to refine and deform meshes locally. 

Currently the tool is implemented only for circular 2D meshes, but could be expanded 

to other geometries.

6.1.1 2D meshes of regular geometries

For 2D meshes, triangular elements are used. 

Linear shape functions require 3 nodes for 

each element, which are placed in the 

comers of the triangle. Figure 6.1 shows the 

location of the element in the local 

coordinate system.

The aim of the mesh-generating

(-1/2, VS/2) 
N,

Linear shape functions 
1/3(1+ 210 

#c,ÿ)= 1/3(1-x-V^ÿ)  
f 36tÿ)= 1/3(1-x+V^ÿ)

(-1 /2 , - ^ / 2 )

procedure is to build elements of Figure 6.1:3-noded triangular element in
local coordinates
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V  /

Figure 6.2: Circular mesh generation scheme

approximately constant size throughout the mesh, with internal angles less than 90°, to 

avoid stability problems. The generation of rectangular meshes is trivial. The treatment 

of irregular shapes is covered in section 6.1.2. The algorithm for building a circular 

mesh proceeds as follows:

First the circular domain (radius a) is divided into m concentric circles of linearly 

increasing radius, and into n sectors. The first node is placed in the centre of the mesh, 

and further nodes at the intersections of the sector boundaries with the first circle. For 

each following circle the number of nodes per sector is incremented by one, which leads 

to an increment in elements per sector of two. This is repeated until the complete circle 

is covered. This procedure 

leads to a total number of 

l+(n-m -(m +l))/2 nodes 

and elements. In

order to reduce the

influence of the mesh

g e o m e try  u pon  the

boundary solution, the

mesh can be modified so 

that in the last ring the 

number of nodes is not 

incremented, thus fonning 

2m- 1 quadrilaterals per

sector, each of which is 

filled by four triangles.

Figure 6.3 shows the Figure 6.3: 2D circular FEM mesh with 32 rings and 6
sectors.
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resulting mesh, using 32 rings and 6  sectors. Note the additional refinement of the mesh 

around the source position (%=a, y=0 ) in order to allow the placement of an isotropic 

point source (see section 5.7).

The mesh resolution is characterized by the mesh parameter h which is defined 

as the longest side of any element x in the mesh:

= max diam{z) (6 .1 )
l<i<D

where D is the number of elements. For this mesh geometry arrangement, h in units of 

the mesh radius is approximately

(6 .2 )a
A+—  - 1  

6

6.1.2 Automatic mesh generation from images.

To create 2D meshes based on images obtained from MRI or X-ray CT images, an 

automated mesh generation routine has been developed. The algorithm is based on an 

adaptive mesh generation method described by J. Peraire et a l [PERAIRE87], and has 

been extended to take into account internal boundaries of tissue types. First an edge- 

detection routine is applied to the image to calculate the outline of the sample and all 

internal structures of interest as a series of closed polygons. Edge detection algorithms 

are standard tools in image processing and readily available; here the Displmage image 

processing package by D. Plummer, University College London, was used for this 

purpose. Each of these polygons is then considered as a "frontline" for the generation 

of the mesh. The algorithm picks one segment of the current frontline (usually the one 

modified most recently) and attaches a new triangular element to it. Two of the vertices 

of the new triangle are given by the endpoints of the line segment. The optimal position 

of the third vertex is calculated. If a node exists already close to the calculated position.
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this node is used as the third node of the triangle, otherwise a new node is created. The 

frontlist is then updated by removing the line segment to which the element has been 

attached, and including the two other sides of the element, if they are not adjacent to an 

existing element. This method also allows to vary the element size within the mesh 

locally ("adaptive remeshing") by including a scaling factor into the generation of node 

positions. The process of element generation is repeated until no segments are left in the 

frontline. The absorption and scattering coefficients of the mesh elements are then set 

to the values appropriate for the identified tissue type.

Figure 6.5 shows an example of a mesh generated with the automatic mesh 

generation tool from an MRI image of an adult head (Figure 6.4). From the original 

image, a series of front lines, separating regions identified as skin, bone, CSF, grey and 

white brain matter, are generated, and the mesh is then generated using these front lines. 

The mesh in Figure 6.5 consists of 4913 elements and 2530 nodes. A mesh generated 

from the same MRI image with a higher resolution (29639 elements and 15025 nodes) 

is used in section 8.5 to generate photon measurement density functions.

Figure 6.4. Coronal MRI scan of an adult Figure 6.5. Low resolution FEM mesh 
human head (352 x 472 pixels) used for constructed from the MRI scan. Grey scale 
FEM mesh generation. indicates absorption coefficient.
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6.1.3 3D meshes

For the construction of three-dimensional meshes the standard elements tetrahedron and 

prism  are used (see Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7). The general problem with 3D meshes 

is the requirement of a large number of elements and nodes, and consequently large 

system matrices. Due to computer limitations, the mesh resolution has to be reduced in 

comparison to the 2D model. Typically the number of elements for a 3D mesh is limited 

to < 10^

The expansion of a two-dimensional circular mesh into a three-dimensional 

cylinder is trivial: The two-dimensional mesh forms the basis of the cylinder in the xy- 

plane, and each triangle is replaced by a stack of wedge-shaped three-dimensional 

elements, where is the number of element layers in the z-direction. All elements of 

one layer i have the same z-extension z,. Ideally z, = /?2d ^  as

/%3D = "lax
l< i<D

(6.3)

Figure 6.8 shows the 

stmcture of the cylindrical 

mesh. This example has 11 

layers of prism elements. 

The com plete  m esh 

consists of 10884 nodes 

and 18920 elements.

Furthermore, a 3D 

m esh  g e n e ra to r  fo r

constructing  spherical 

meshes from tetrahedrals 

and prisms has been 

d ev e lo p ed . A sh o rt 

d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  the

generation algorithm is 

given here for the

Local node ooordinateft 
N o d e l:x - l .ÿ -0 ,r - - l /( 2 V 2 )
Node 2  X -  -1/2, ÿ -  - V3/2, z -  -1A2V2) 
Node& X --1 /2 Ÿ -V â/2 . z -  -1/(2V2) 
Node 4:x = 0, ÿ = 0. z = 3/12

Figure 6.6: Tetrahedrical standard element geometry

Local node coordlnatea:_________
Node 1: X ■ 1, y ■ 0, z -  -1 
Node 2  X -  -1/2, y - -y/d /2 , z -  -1 
Node 3c X -  -1/2, y -  y/3/2, z - -1  
Node 4 : x = l ,  y = 0, z = l  
Node 5: X -  -1/2, y -  - V3/2, z -  1 
Node 6: X = -1/2, y = V§/2, z = 1

Figure 6.7: Prism-element geometry
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interested reader, although we do not present FEM results based on this mesh type. In 

analogy to the circular mesh, the sphere is divided into 2 0  sectors, and nodes are placed 

on the surface of concentric spheres with equally spaced radii. The innermost layer is 

an icosahedron (Figure 6.9), formed of 20 tetrahedrons. In each following layer the 

number of nodes in each sector is increased quadratically, so that the node density is 

constant. The so constructed sphere is then covered with a boundary layer of prism

shaped elements. This ensures that the boundary element layer can be made sufficiently 

thin so that the source can be set into an internal element. Figure 6.10 shows the general 

stmcture of the spherical mesh geometry, with a sphere of 4 tetrahedrical element layers. 

A mesh with 16 tetrahedrical element layers constructed in this way consists of about 

90000 elements.

6.2 Mesh optimisation

The node list of a mesh is 

an ordered sequence where 

each node has an 

associated number defined 

by its position in the list.

The node  n u mb e r  

corresponds to the row and 

column numbers for this 

node in an FEM system 

matrix. Since all system 

matrices are banded with 

semi-bandwidth W =

(see section 5.8), only the 

nonzero band (or, for 

symmetric matrices, the 

lower half of the band) is
stored in memory to Figure 6 .8 : Cylindrical mesh, composed of prism-shaped

elements
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reduce memory requirement. Therefore memory requirements can be reduced by 

minimising

Note that also the nonzero band itself is sparse. In principle it would be possible 

to further reduce memory size by using a sparse matrix representation which only stores 

the actual nonzero entries. However, after the Choleski reduction step the band is no 

longer sparse and must be stored in full. There are methods to minimise the number of 

nonzero entries after reduction but these have not been employed here. Sparse matrix 

representations also have the disadvantage of increased access times to elements, thus 

slowing down the assembly and solution process.

We perform the node number optimisation in two steps:

a) Sorting with respect to node position. For 2D meshes, nodes are binned with 

respect to their y-coordinates. Within each bin, nodes are sorted with increasing 

x-coordinate. We found that the optimum number of y-bins is about Uh where 

L is the extension of the mesh in y-direction and h is the mesh parameter. If the 

x-extension of the mesh is larger than the y-extension then x- and y-coordinates 

are swapped for the sorting process. For 3D meshes nodes are first binned in z- 

direction, and each z-bin is sorted as a 2D mesh.

b) In an iterative loop, the elements / with node number difference are

Figure 6.9: Icosahedron - starting shape Figure 6.10: Structure of the spherical mesh, 
for spherical mesh generation One segment is removed.
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found and its nodes swapped 

until the resulting configuration 

has a lower than the

original one. This is repeated 

until no further improvement 

can be achieved. The process 

can be very slow for large 

meshes, but this is acceptable 

where a single mesh is used 

for a large number of FEM

mf

-► X

runs. Step b) can be omitted if R g w e 6 . l l .  Node sorting scheme for 2D
optimisation.

minimisation of storage space 

is not of high priority.

For a typical 2D circular mesh with 3349 nodes AP^^ = 558 before optimisation which 

is, owing to the generation algorithm, approximately three times the number of nodes 

in the boundary of the mesh. After optimisation step a) AP^^ = 126, and after step b) 

APmax = 80. The effect of step b) increases for larger meshes.

The treatment of boundary nodes in the optimisation process depends on the 

boundary conditions used in the FEM model to which the mesh is applied. For Dirichlet 

conditions with = 0  boundary nodes are not included in the system matrix and

are simply moved to the end of the node list before optimisation. If the mesh is to be 

used with mixed boundary conditions, no distinction is made between boundary and 

internal nodes.

6.3 Summary

The FEM foiivard and inverse models developed for this project are based on a C++ 

FEM library derived from the NAG FEM library. FEM mesh generation tools for 

various geometries in 2D and 3D have been developed. In 2D, an adaptive mesh 

generator allows the creation of meshes from polygonal boundaries. This allows the 

modelling of the mesh from MRI or X-ray CT images after the application of an edge
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detection tool to extract boundary segments.

A problem which will be addressed in section 8.1 is the high mesh resolution 

required for modelling the lossy diffusion equation. This causes high memory 

requirements for the FEM models and limits the application of 3D meshes.
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Chapter 7 

Inverse problem and FEM Implementation

7.1 Definitions

In the previous sections we have discussed an implementation of the forward problem 

of light propagation, which we define as:

Given a distribution of light sources {q} on the boundary of an object Q, and 
a distribution of tissue parameters {p} within Q, find the resulting measurement 
set {M} on dQ,.

The tissue parameters required depend on the hght transport model used for solving the 

forward problem. For the diffusion model discussed here {p} consists of the absorption

coefficient |i^(r) and the diffusion coefficient K(r), or equivalently the reduced

scattering coefficient In addition the refractive index n of the tissue is required

for those models which incorporate internal reflections at the tissue-air interface. In this 

case n is assumed constant within 1̂ .

{M} will consist of a set of measurements at S different source positions

and M  different detector position (/=1—>A/) on dQ in the plane to be imaged.

We represent {M} as a vector of the length S M, each entry corresponding to one 

source-detector combination:

M :  M -  (7 1)

For convenience we refer to each element of M by a double index:

(7-2)

In the most general case {M} consists of the time-dependent boundary fluxesF(^.,^)
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caused by the sources at which we will denote by t) . For the reconstruction

however it is more practical to describe the properties of T  by some statistical measures 

and use these as the measurement set. {M} then becomes a vector of scalars rather than 

a vector of functions. Examples of measurement types derived from F are:

1 . the integrated flux density

M(w-) - (7.3)

2 . the n-th moment of the time of flight of the photons:

(7.4)

3. the phase of the frequency modulated signal which also depends on the modulation 

frequency co of the input signal:

(0 / 'dr C7j)

4. the modulation depth of the frequency modulated signal:

M<‘''’(cû) = A [f^ ’(C.,o))] -  Abs 'At (7.6)

If more than one measurement type is used to compose M then each measurement point 

will consist of a set of R values where R is the number of measures used, so that 

we get a total of S M R  data values from a single measurement plane. The forward
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problem can be represented by an operator F (forward operator):

{Ml = F[{p)] wtere F: "  «  (7 ?)

V is the number of parameter types (i.e. 2, |ll̂  and K, for the case discussed here) and 

X  is the number of sampling points within 2̂.

The inverse problem is given as follows:

Given a distribution of light sources (q) and a distribution of measurements 
{M} on Bn derive the tissue parameter distribution {p} within Q.

While the most general case is to reconstruct all optical parameters from the 

measurement data simultaneously, often the problem is simplified by assuming the 

distribution of one parameter, or K, to be given and only reconstructing the other. In 

addition, the refractive index of the tissue, n is assumed to be known and constant. 

Expressed in an operator form corresponding to (7.7) the inverse problem is given by

(p) = F"‘[{M)] wAere F: (7.8)

7.2 Reconstruction algorithm

Let  ̂ be the Green’s operator of the diffusion equation (4.28) acting on the source 

distribution q such that

G ,,[q ] = 0  (7.9)

The forward operator can then be defined as

F‘'’[p„,K] = - K ? „ - _ J q ]  1 (7.10)

For clarity of notation the time dependency of F^^ has been omitted. For a particular 

measurement type, the relevant measurement operator has to be applied, e.g. for the 

integrated intensity E or a moment <f>:
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F®[h ,̂k] -  jF'^[n„,K]d(, F<-='‘»[h„,k] -    (7.11)

jF'^[H_,K]d(

We now calculate the Jacobian matrix J  of the forward operator by perturbing the 

images |i^(r) to |i^(r)+a(r) and K(r) to K(r)+v(r), resulting in a perturbation of<ï)(r)

to 0 (r) +r\(r) [Arridge91]. Note that J  corresponds to the perturbation matrix in the 

iterative perturbation approach in EIT (section 2.2.2. We thus have

- * + n  (7-12)

J  is defined by Jy = AF̂  / Apj, strictly in the limit (a,v) 0:

j,n  _ F<»^[n„H-a.KH-v]-F<^[n„.K]
(H^+a,K+v)-(n„,K)

and with (7.10):

-(K+v)e„- 1 3 a + I ga (7.14)
J[OC,V]

(a,v)

Once J  has been obtained, a modified Newton-Raphson approach can be adopted to 

solve the inverse problem in a similar way to electrical impedance tomography 

[Yorkey87, Breckon8 8 ] (see section 2.2.2). The principal structure of the algorithm may 

be formulated in the following way:
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Let M . be the data as given

Set p = to be the initial guess, set X to an initial value and set the iteration index n=0.

Repeat

Repeat

Find a correction Ap to p̂ "̂  by solving (J*(p “̂̂ )J(p̂ "̂ ) + XI)Ap = J*(p̂ “̂ )[M^ - F(p̂ "̂ )]

p(n+l) = p(n) + ^p

Set the residual r(n) = II - F(p̂ "̂ ^̂ ) II

If r̂ “̂ > r̂ " ' \  increase X

until

n = n+1

until is sufficiently small

This approach transforms the problem into a minimisation problem for the error norm 

r. For each iteration step, this model requires the solution of the forward problem F and 

the calculation of the Jacobian J  The algorithm consists of a multidimensional Newton- 

Raphson solver with, at each step, a Levenberg-Marquardt procedure for inverting the 

Jacobian, as in section 2.2.2.

We found that the performance of the algorithm is critically dependent on the 

choice of error norm applied. We use the weighted norm

(7.15)

Acronym Data Parameters Jacobian

OAT E Pa T (E) «a

GST E K T (E) 
J y

TOAT E, T Pa T (E) T (T) «a ’ «a

TOST E, T K T (E) T (T) 
J y  ’ "V

TOAST E, T Pa, K T (E) T (E ) T (T) «a ’ "V ’ '*a ’ T (T)Jy

where i denotes the 

measurement and a, is the 

standard deviation of the i- 

th measurement.

Since the Jacobian 

is very ill-conditioned, it is 

necessary to incorporate

s ome r é g u l a r i s a t i o n
., , rr i , Table 7.1. Acronyms used to specify the data/parameterm e t h o d s .  T i k h o n o v  , . .  ̂ ^ ^

combination of a reconstruction.
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régularisation is easily added in by imposing a residual X component in the error norm. 

Régularisation that imposes a penalty on the second derivative of p and encourages 

smoothness in the solution is incorporated by calculating the Laplacian of J and adding 

it to J J when solving for the correction Ap. We also apply positivity and the known 

support of the solution.

Using the Jacobian, the forward problem of transforming perturbations of two 

measurement sets (e.g. perturbation of intensity ÔE and of time-weighted intensity ÔT) 

into parameter perturbations 6)i^ and ÔK can be described by [Arridge92b]:

' of o f '
ÔF Oa Ov

j(E) j(E)
Jv (7.16)

ÔT OT
da

OT
37^

Sk j r jrJ ÔK

The inverse problem is that of inverting J. For convenience, we employ a set of 

acronyms, listed in Table 7.1, to refer to a specific combination of data and parameter 

sets used in the reconstruction. TOAST (Time-resolved Optical Absorption and 

Scattering Tomography) denotes the reconstruction of both parameter sets from two 

measurement sets using the full Jacobian in (7.16), OAT (Optical Absorption 

Tomography), OST (Optical Scattering Tomography), TOAT and TOST for 

reconstructions from subsets of data types to subsets of parameters, using specific 

Jacobians. Frequently we reconstruct from the logarithm of the intensity, log F, rather 

than directly from F, with the Jacobian given by

9logE 1 dE
dx E dx

(x = a , V) (7.17)

This is to obtain a linearly varying data set, considering the essentially exponential 

decay of F. We denote reconstructions using log F by LogOAT, etc.

7.3 Construction of the Jacobian with FEM

The construction of the Jacobian in (7.14) would require a repeated calculation of the 

Green’s function for different trial step directions a,v. This would be a rather
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time-consuming and inefficient method. Instead, consider the J  derived from the 

diffusion model under the perturbation k —> k + v , O ^ O + T ) } .  In the FEM

framework, considering the Fourier domain, we find

{/©B + K(k+v) + C(|i^+a)}{i(©) + f|(©)} = Q(©) + 0(©)

Subtracting (5.37) and leaving out second order terms gives

{/©B + K(k) + = -{K(v) + C(a))é (7.19)

In the temporal domain this becomes

BnB ^  + (K(k) + C(pJ)Ti = -{K(v) + C(a))0 
ot

(7.20)

To calculate J, one could therefore explicitly perturb each element of the mesh (or 

another discretisation of the domain Q.) for each source-detector pair successively, and 

find J  in the limit of the perturbation converging to zero. The scheme is given by

Repeat for each source position (i= l->5)

Solve (5.12) to obtain 0^^

Repeat for each element Xj (j = 1—>D)

Set perturbation Sp = ep, with given scaling factor £.

Repeat:

Add 5p to element Xj

Solve (5.12) to obtain 0^'^

Set 11 -  - # ( ' ) ' ) /1 8p |

a T -  Vii
Scale down 6p

Until T| is constant

Repeat for each measurement m = 1—>M

k =  + m
Set = AF„

where V is the differential operator matrix defined by (5.48).
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A more efficient way to calculate the Jacobian is the use of the reciprocity 

principle presented in [Arridge94b]. If we consider (5.37) with the Dirichlet boundary

condition (4.30) (i.e. 0 = 0) and an isotropic source within the domain il, then the 

photon density at the internal nodes of the mesh is given by the matrix equation

(7-21)

where G,„, is a x matrix given by G,„̂  = (/û)B,„, + "int" refers to

only internal nodes being present, and is the number of internal nodes. Therefore we 

have

f  -  V G ^ 4 , (2 -2 2 )

We now denote the columns of G,„, as vectors G = 6 ,̂ ô^, ... ,ôp ), and the rows of

V as vectors, V = If we consider 0  being 1  at some node i and

zero everywhere else, then 0  becomes the f-th column of G,„  ̂ When taking the 7 -th 

measurement from T we can state

G. (7.23)

Now we consider the reciprocal problem of deriving the photon density at a node i due 

to a source at position Let Z be a matrix which transforms a source flux T  into an 

isotropic source distribution, i.e.

Q -  Z f  (2.24)
^  source

For the standard isotropic source condition, Z would generate nonzero entries in Q for 

the nodes of the element containing the source point at l / |i /  below the surface. With 

(7.21) and (7.24) we get

A., - G ^ z f  (2-25)

We can now define
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<5f = G,^- Z. (7-26)

Since is symmetric and since a scalar product is a symmetric tensor of rank 0 we 

can state

o f  -  z / -  G. (7-27)

For 0;-̂  ̂ and to be equivalent requires Z=V^. Clearly this is not the case for a 

standard Dirichlet source, but we can for computational purposes introduce a new 

adjoint source by the operation of on F. We can thus state our reciprocity principle:

The measurement o f flux at Ç due to an isotropic source at r is equal to the

measurement o f photon density at r due to a source at Ç provided that the 

source is created by application o f the adjoint measurement operator V .̂

Examples for calculating the Jacobian for several measurement types and parameters 

using this adjoint method will be given in section 8.5, where the Jacobian is used to 

evaluate the Photon measurement density functions for various mesh geometries.

7.4 Summary

In this chapter, a short introduction into the inverse problem of image reconstruction in 

optical imaging was given, and an iterative approach using the modified Newton- 

Raphson method outlined. We have not discussed the algorithm in great detail, since it 

is a standard tool and has extensively been used in other areas, namely in EIT (see 

section 2.2.2). This chapter is intended to provide some theoretical background for the 

understanding of the generation of the images presented in Chapter 9, while the main 

emphasis of this work is on the development of the forward model. In the next chapter 

we will present numerical results obtained with the FEM forward model, addressing the 

issues of vahdating the model, influence of boundary conditions, perturbations caused
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by inhomogeneities, and photon measurement density functions.
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Chapter 8 

Results of the forward model

This section discusses the results obtained with the FEM light transport model discussed 

in Chapter 5. It constitutes the main part of this project. Section 8.1 validates the FEM 

model in two ways:

• the numerical errors induced by the discretisation of the problem are investigated 

by comparison with data obtained from an analytical solution of the diffusion 

equation for simple geometries

• the validity of the diffusion approximation itself is tested by comparison with an 

independent Monte-Carlo (MC) model for light transport in a scattering medium.

In section 8.2 the influence of the boundary conditions discussed in Chapter 4.3.1 on 

photon density and boundary measurements is studied, and the results are verified by 

a comparison with the MC model. Sections 8.3 and 8.4 investigate the correlation 

between perturbations of the optical parameters of the tissue and the perturbations of the 

boundary measurements induced by them, which is of particular interest for image 

reconstruction. This topic is extended in section 8.5 where the photon measurement 

density function (PMDF) is introduced which quantifies the region of sensitivity of a 

measurement for a source-detector pair with respect to perturbations of the optical 

parameters.

For the ease of notation, the various circular 2D FEM meshes used in this 

chapter are listed in Table 8.1 and will be referenced by their identifiers throughout this

Identifier Elements Nodes a [mm] hla

Circ4_25 152 89 25 0.35

Circ8_25 480 264 25 0.18

Circl6_25 1720 907 25 0.09

Circ32_25 6512 3350 25 0.04

Table 8.1. Identifiers and parameters of the circular meshes used in Chapter 8 . a is the 
mesh radius, and h is the mesh parameter.
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chapter.

8.1 E rro r estimation for the finite element model

The numerical errors of the FEM forward model are evaluated by comparing the FEM 

results with data from the analytical Greens function (OF) model, as described in section 

4.3.3. The following parameters are expected to affect the errors of the FEM model:

• Mesh resolution (node density)

• Mesh geometry

• Absorption and scattering parameters

These criteria are obviously not independent. For example, increasing both the

absorption and scattering coefficient is equivalent to stretching the geometric 

coordinates, and thus for a given mesh, to reducing the mesh resolution.

The aim of the following error calculations is to determine the accuracy of the 

FEM model as a function of the mesh resolution for a given set of absorption and 

scattering coefficients |i^ and | i /  (section 8 .1 . 1 ), and reversely, the accuracy as a 

function of and q /  for a given mesh (section 8.1.2). The simulations have been 

performed using two-dimensional circular FE and OF models, with a radius of 25 mm. 

Mesh parameters are homogeneous, since OF are not solvable in the inhomogeneous 

case. For both models, the Dirichlet condition 0(9^1) = 0 is used in conjunction with 

an isotropic point source. The errors are calculated for integrated intensity and mean 

time data.

The impulse response of the scattering medium in a 2D circle of radius a is given 

by the Green’s function [Arridge92a]

t, t ')  -  c o s W ) ^  « (8 ,1 )

where /„ is the Bessel function of order n, and is a positive root of /„(p„fl) = 0. The 

numerical calculations were carried out using the ’Mathematica’ package version 2.0 

[Wolfram91] at 48 places of precision. The summations are terminated at the point when 

terms become smaller than the required precision. The calculations take up to one hour
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Figure 8.1. Top: Integrated intensity and mean time for circular 2D object, as calculated 
with Green’s functions and with FEM at different resolutions; bottom: ratios FEM/GF.

on a Sun Sparc 2.

8.1.1 FEM error as a function of the mesh resolution

The discretisation error of the FEM solution is controlled by the mesh resolution h so 

that the total squared error for solution 0  converges quadratically with h, as shown in
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(5.53), and linearly for P. Thus it is possible to approach the correct solution to arbitrary 

accuracy in the limit as /î—>0. However, mesh refinement is expensive in memory 

requirement and computing time. To estimate the achievable accuracy it is therefore 

essential to study the solution stability at various mesh resolutions and compare the 

results obtained by calculating the Green’s function of the diffusion equation. Figure 8.1 

shows the integrated intensity E (top left) and mean time <t> (top right) as a function 

of the angular optode spacing. The FEM calculations were performed on the meshes 

Circ4_25, Circ8_25, Circl6_25 and Circ32_25 (see Table 8.1). The two bottom graphs 

in Figure 8.1 show the ratios Epg/E^p and <^>pp/</>Gp of the finite element and the 

Green’s function results, to allow a quantitative comparison. We find that the results for
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Figure 8.2. Epp/E^p as a function of angular source detector separation for various 
combinations of and |i/, using mesh Circ32_25.
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both mean time and intensity converge towards the exact solution with increasing mesh 

resolution, with <r> converging faster than E. For the coarsest mesh, Circ4_25, solutions 

for both E and <t> are unstable and show large oscillations, with Ep  ̂< 0 around 90°, 

180° and 270°. For Circ32_25 the FEM data for E and <t> lie within 1% of the 

Green’s function values.

8.1.2 FEM error as a function of the optical tissue parameters

In the previous section it was shown that for a given choice of optical parameters |i^ and
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Figure 8.3. <t>pg/<t>Gp as a function of angular source-detector separation for various 
combinations of fig and |i/.
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the stability of the FEM solution depends on the node density of the mesh used for 

the calculation. However, we expect the error to depend also on the optical properties 

themselves. In this section we evaluate the FEM solution error as a function of and 

|i .̂ If the relationship between optical parameters and error is known, the mesh 

resolution to discretise a given object can be chosen so that some desired accuracy of 

the results is obtained. In particular for inhomogeneous objects one might want to vary 

the local mesh resolution depending on the optical parameters.

FEM simulations are performed on Circ32_25, i.e. the most resolved mesh used 

in the previous section, using Dirichlet boundary conditions and an isotropic point 

source. The reference to which the FEM solutions are compared is given by the Green’s 

function (OF) solution with the same source and boundary conditions. Figure 8.2 shows 

the quotient of the FE and OF boundary intensity Epg/Egp as a function of the angular 

source-detector separation for absorption coefficients = 0.005 / 0.010 / 0.025 / 0.050 

/ 0.100 mm'^ and scattering coefficients }i/ = 0.5 / 1.0 / 2.0 / 4.0 m m '\ We find that 

the errors of the FE solution are increasing with both |Lî  and q /, with the highest 

differences at large source-detector separations. The characteristic edges in all graphs 

at multitudes of 60° are due to the specific FE mesh geometry. Recall that the circular 

meshes are generated by dividing the domain into 6  sectors, each of which is divided 

into elements separately, thus producing a 60° periodicity (see section 6 .1 . 1 ).

The results for time of flight <r>pg/<r>Gp (Figure 8.3) show the same behaviour
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Figure 8.4. The relative error of the FE solution for intensity and mean time as a 
function of and |i/.
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Figure 8.5. 
mesh with 
source.

Ratio of FE and GF solution for intensity and mean time using a standard 
homogeneous node density and one with increased node density around the

of increasing error with rising \i^ and |i/, although the angular dependency is smaller 

than for the intensity. The main difference, however, is the much smaller magnitude of 

the errors. To quantify this we plot the errors = |(IMpb(0)/Mgp(0)I - l)d0, where M 

is the measurement (intensity or mean time) and 0 is the optode spacing. In Figure 8.4, 

e is plotted as a function of |i^ in the range 0.05 mm^ to 0.1 mm^ for different values 

of p./, for both E and <i>. We find the error in <t> to be roughly linear with |i^ and |i /  

over the whole parameter range, whereas for E a linear relationship holds only for large 

|Lî  and |Li/, below which the constant basehne error is approached. For this particular 

mesh resolution, the baseline errors for small |i^ and |i /  are about 6 “̂“ ~ 0 . 0 2  and

= 0.005.

Very close to the source we get a relatively high error for both E and <t>, which 

is essentially independent of \1̂  and |Li/. This deviation is caused by the discretisation 

error of the source term and is therefore linked to the mesh resolution around the source. 

This fact is demonstrated in Figure 8.5, where for the example |i^ = 0.025 mm'^ and |i /  

= 1 . 0  mm^ the ratios Epp/E^p and <D>pp/<r>Gp are plotted both for the standard mesh and 

for a modified mesh with a node density increased by a factor of 4 within a radius of 

2 mm around the source. The FE results for the modified mesh matches the GF solution 

near the source substantially better, with errors of = 0.007 and = 0.005, in 

comparison to the standard mesh with Bp = 0.019 and = 0.006.
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In conclusion, we find that the errors of the FEM model strongly depend on both 

and |i._f and that the mesh resolution has to be chosen accordingly to obtain a given 

required accuracy. Accuracy can be improved by increasing the mesh resolution locally 

around the source position.

We believe that the presence of absorption is responsible for the high mesh 

resolution required here, as compared with EIT applications [W0 0 8 8 ]. The absorption 

term in the diffusion 

equation causes the light 

intensity to decrease 

exponentially with distance 

from the source (when 'g

inhom ogeneities  and J
c

boundary effects are |

neglected), so that a high 

node density is required to 

approximate the photon 

density 0  with a piecewise 

linear function 0̂ ". To 

explain the dependency of 

the error on the scattering 

coefficient in the presence 

o f a b s o r p t i o n ,  we e
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FEM
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Figure 8 .6 . Comparison between FEM and MC calculations 
of mean time and integrated intensity for a circular 2D 
model with r = 15, q, = 0.025, |ig = 2.0.
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8.1.3 Comparison of the finite element model with a Monte-Carlo model

While the comparison of FE data with results obtained from the analytical GF model 

shows that the FEM implementation provides correct solutions of the diffusion equation, 

the FEM model has to be compared with an independent model to prove the validity of 

applying the diffusion approach itself to the light transport problem here considered. We 

chose the Monte-Carlo (MC) model as introduced in Chapter 4. The three-dimensional 

MC model uses a collimated point source perpendicularly incident on the surface of an 

infinite cylinder. The light emitted from the surface is given as a function of the 

detection angle, being integrated in the direction of the cyhnder axis to simulate a line 

detector. To investigate the effect of anisotropic scattering two sets of MC simulations 

were performed: one incorporated an anisotropic scattering phase function derived from

human brain (white matter) with a mean cosine of /  =0.81 ([Zee93], average value in 

the wavelength range 550-900 nm) and a scattering coefficient of |i  ̂ = 10.5 m m '\ the

other assumed isotropic scattering ( f  =0) and |i,̂  = 2.0 m m '\ so the reduced scattering 

coefficient in both cases is [i/ = 2.0 mm^ and equals the FEM calculation value. Due 

to limitations of the MC model a mesh radius of 15 mm was chosen. Figure 8.6 shows 

the intensity and mean time results for both MC calculations and the FEM calculation. 

The differences between the isotropic and the anisotropic MC calculations are negligible, 

which proves that we are in the diffusion dominated domain. The mean time values for 

both agree very well with the FEM results, while the integrated intensity results for high 

detection angles are slightly higher for the FEM model. (E^^ ~ 0.7 Ep̂ M at 180°). This 

may either be caused by MC errors due to poor statistics in this region, or by 

inappropriate scaling of the source term in the two methods.

8.2 Boundary and source conditions

Simulations have been performed for the various types of boundary conditions and 

source types discussed in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. The influence of the choice of 

boundary and source conditions on the resulting energy density and output flux, and a
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comparison of the FEM results with Monte-Carlo simulations using equivalent 

parameters, are presented in this section. For convenience, the versions of the FEM 

model and the MC model are referenced by identifiers listed in Table 8.2 and Table 8.3.

8.2.1 Comparison of Finite Element versions

We compare the behaviour of the FEM model using different source and boundary 

conditions with respect to the energy density O, and the integrated intensity E and the 

mean time of flight <t> at the boundary. The simulations were performed on Circ32_25. 

Light is injected at position (x=25, y=0). Figure 8.7 shows 0  across Q along the line 

y=0 for all boundary and source conditions as a function of the x-position. Due to the 

large dynamic range, a logarithmic scale has been used. The two insets illustrate the 

behaviour of the various models near the boundaries x = -25 mm and x - 2 5  mm and 

use a linear scale. We find

FEM model isotropic
source

Neumann
source

Dirichlet BC FEMli FEMln

Robin BC, no internal 
reflection

FEM2i FEM2n

Robin BC, total internal 
reflection

FEM3i FEM3n

Robin BC, Egan & 
Hilgeman fit

FEM4i FEM4n

that in the interior of the 

object all models exhibit 

an exponential decay in 

negative x-direction, with 

ident ical  logari thmic 

slopes, but varying offsets.

The eight curves taken 

from top to bottom (i.e. in 

decreasing absolute energy
J .  ̂ J , Table 8.2. Boundary and source condition identifiers for
density) correspond to the model versions.
eight cases: FEM3i,

FEM4i, FEM3n, FEM4n,

FEM2i, FEMln, FEMli,

F E M 2 n .  N e a r  t he  

boundaries, and especially 

near the source, the
models show marked Table 8.3. Boundary condition and weighting mode

identifiers for Monte-Carlo model versions.

MC model unweighted cosine
weighted

No internal reflection MClu MClc

Total internal reflection MC2u MC2c

Fresnel law MC3u MC3c
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differences. It is apparent that the Neumann source models provide better results close 

to the source, as they show the expected exponential decay from the boundary. Looking 

at the curves near the boundary opposite the source, we may note that for FEM3i and 

FEM3n (i.e. the total internal reflection models), the logarithmic decay appears linear 

at the boundary, suggesting that there is no simple extrapolation distance outside the 

boundary where 0  becomes zero. For FEM4i and FEM4n and for FEM2i and FEM2n 

0  falls off more rapidly suggesting that an extrapolated boundary may exist for these
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Figure 8.7. 0  along y=0 for various boundary and source conditions. The main figure
shows 0  on a logarithmic scale. The insets are magnifications at the boundaries on a
linear scale.
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cases. For the Dirichlet boundary condition (FEMli and FEMln) 0  = 0 identically by 

definition.

Figure 8.8 (top) shows the flux across the boundary as a function of the angular 

source-detector separation for all boundary conditions. Figure 8.8 (bottom) shows the 

relative difference of all 

models with respect to 

FEMli. We find that for 

all boundary conditions the 

flux very near the source 

is smaller than for FEMli, 

but larger everywhere else.

(apart from FEM2n), 

typically with a peak 

around 30° from the 

s o u r c e .  The  l a r g e  

variations, up to a factor 

of 3, between the models 

indicate that with respect 

to flux measurements the 

accuracy of the model is 

highly dependent on the 

choice of the correct 

boundar y  condi t ion ,  

matching the simulated 

experiment. This may be a 

problem for cases where 

the boundary conditions 

are not well known, e.g. 

for tissues with highly 

inhomogeneous boundary 

conditions.

In Figure 8.9, the
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Figure 8.8. Comparison of boundary flux for aU boundary 
conditions. Top: flux as a function of angular output 
position. Bottom: Flux relative to FEMli.
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flux and energy density ratios of the Neumann source model and the isotropic source 

model are shown for each of the four boundary conditions. We find that when a short 

distance from the source,

the two source models 

give rise to almost 

identical results, apart

from a scaling factor. It 

can be seen that the 

biggest discrepancy is for 

boundary condition case 2 

where the Neumann model 

is about half the isotropic 

model; this is also

apparent from Figure 8.8 

(top). If the two source

conditions were both

accurate models of the 

input beam we would 

expect this scaling factor 

to be one. The fact that it 

is not may reflect an 

incorrect positioning of the 

isotropic source, or may 

reflect that the isotropic 

source is really meant to 

model a colhmated beam, 

whereas the Neumann 

source models a diffuse 

flux. By running the 

isotropic case with the

LU
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Figure 8.9. Comparison of boundary flux (top) and energy 

source positioned nearer to density along the x-axis (bottom) between corresponding
the boundary than l / |i /  isotropic and Neumann sources for all boundary

conditions.
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we were able to achieve increasingly closer approximations to the Neumann source, 

which follows from the identification of the Neumann source with the gradient of an

isotropic source (i.e. V-,5(r-r')). These results suggest that the two source models are

indeed two different physical cases. Furthermore, it is likely that an accurate physical 

model will be a hybrid of

the two cases - a diffuse 

f l u x  w i t h  a n g u l a r  

weighting, corresponding 

for example to the output 

characteristics of a fibre 

optic. I.e. equation (4.8) 

should be modified to:

r(r) = j  w ( e / e ^ )
e • e >0

2000
 FEMli
—  FEM2I
—  FEM3I
— -  FEM4I

 FEMln
—  FEM2n_ 
■—  FEM3n_
—  FEM4ru1500

1000
V

500

360180 270900

K r ,e )e /
■s ( 8 . 2 )

output position [*]

for some weighting 

function w(0). It is worth 

not ing that  str ict ly 

s p  e a k i n g  t h e  P^ 

approximation to the 

radiative transfer equation 

can only be used with an 

isotropic source. To use a 

directional source requires 

a h i g h e r  o r d e r  

approximation.

Figure 8.10 (top) 

shows the mean time of 

flight at the boundary as
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Model Mesh resolution

152 elements 480 elements 1720 elements 6512 elements

FEMln -1.40291 ■ 10* -6.10034 • 10 * -9.78823 • 10» -1.5659 • 10*

FEM2n 6.24260 • 10 “ -7.20944 • 10 » 4.22989 • 10* -6.475 • 10 »

FEM3n -1.85412 • 10“ -3.06019 • 10* 7.25719 ■ 10* -1.5894 ■ 10*

FEM4n 5.98941 • 10“ -1.99366 • 10 * 7.33272 • 10* -1.2796 • 10 *

Table 8.4. Residual boundary flux integrated over 3Q for models FEMln-FEM4n for 
the lossless case = 0 at various mesh resolutions.

calculated with the time-dependent model, and Figure 8.10 (bottom) shows the relative 

differences. The mean times are slightly higher for the mixed boundary models than for 

the Dirichlet model, but the relative differences between the models are much smaller 

than for intensity measurements, except very near the source. The relative increase of 

the mean time is between 2% and 6% for different boundary conditions, at output 

positions greater than 30°. This means that the modelling of mean flight times is more 

robust with respect to errors in the boundary conditions. This fact has implications for 

the choice of measurement types in clinical applications, as the actual boundary 

conditions under experimental conditions are difficult to determine. The measurement 

of mean times is clearly favourable.

The Neumann source condition also provides an additional method to validate 

the model by summing up the total outward directed flux along the boundary dQ for the 

lossless case [L̂ = 0. If no internal losses occur, then the inward and outward fluxes must 

be equal for the stationary case and for the time-integrated case:

-  J r  (C )4
do do

(8.3)

Table 8.4 lists the residual intensities 4- Ê  for all boundary conditions, and also for 

different mesh resolutions. In all cases the residual is below 10  ̂(normalised to a source 

flux of 1) and thus three orders of magnitude smaller than the output flux opposite the 

source. In fact the slight discrepancy from the expected value of zero is most likely 

attributable to roundoff error in the calculations.
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8.2.2 Comparison with the Monte-Carlo model

In the previous section it was shown that the Dirichlet version of the FEM model agrees 

weU with an independent 

Monte-Carlo model in 

terms of mean time, while 

there is a significant 

difference in the boundary 

flux of up to a factor 1.7.

To check whether this is 

due to a mismatch of 

boundary conditions, as 

the MC model takes into 

account surface reflection, 

we perform a comparison 

of MC results including 

and excluding surface 

ref lec t ion  with the 

corresponding mixed 

boundary condition version 

of the FEM model.

T h e  t h r e e -  

dimensional MC model 

uses a cylindrical object 

Q = { ( X , y , z ) I

< a}. Due to time 

restrictions the MC and 

c o r r e s p o n d i n g  FEM 

s i m u l a t i o n s  w e r e  

performed for a radius 

a = 15 m m , w i t h
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Figure 8.11. Comparison of boundary flux for various 
boundary conditions between the FEM and MC models.
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|lÎ  = 0.025 mm’̂  and |Li/ = 2.0 m m'\ All MC calculations consisted of 10  ̂ photons; 

photons emitted from the surface were collected in 10° wide bins and integrated in the 

z-direction. For each 10°-bin i the normalised output intensity is given by

E , -

where N  is the total 

number of input photons 

and N{i) the number of 

output photons in bin i. 

Scaling factor d is the arc 

length of the sampling 

area, Wj is the weight of 

photon j, which in this 

p a r t i c u l a r  M C  

i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  

incorporates the effect of

absorption, is the

surface normal in the

output point, 6 ^  is the

direction of the emerging 

photon, and 0 is the output

angle relative to e^. Note

that the MC method is 

essentially modelling the 

average power flux density

l (r ,e ) ,  so to approximate

the definition of the 

boundary flux given in

1 Nil) -, Nix)
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Figure 8.12. Comparison of mean time of flight between 
the FEM and MC models, using the same boundary 
conditions and parameters as for Figure 8.11.
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(4.8) we incorporate the cos 0 term in (8.4). The calculations were performed using both 

the unweighted (MClu-MC3u) and the cosine-weighted (MClc-MC3c) version of the 

MC model.

Three types of boundary condition are modelled, given by the three rows in 

Table 8.3. The first (MClu/MClc) has no reflection effects included - all photons 

reaching the surface escape; this should approximate the FEM Dirichlet boundary 

condition (FEMli/FEMln) or the Robin boundary condition with no internal reflection 

(FEM2i/FEM2n). The second MC condition allows photons with angle of incidence to 

the boundary less than the critical angle to continue to propagate (i.e. total internal 

reflection); this should approximate FEM3i/FEM3n. Lastly, a full Fresnel reflection 

model can be accommodated:

2

sin^(0.-0^) tan^(0.-0^)

sim(0.+0^) tan^(0.+0,)
(8.5)

where the angle of incidence 0, and the angle of transmittance 0, are related by Snell’s 

law

sin 0. = « 2  sin 0, (8.6)

where and « 2  are the refractive indices of the internal and external media respectively. 

This model is the most sophisticated for MC and can be compared to the Egan an 

Hilgeman FEM boundary condition (FEM4i/FEM4n).

Figure 8.11 shows the comparison of integrated intensity on the boundary for 

each MC model (unweighted and cosine weighted) with the FEM model expected to be 

closest, and Figure 8.12 shows the mean time results for the same comparisons.

The top graph of Figure 8.11 shows both FEM boundary condition case 1 and 

2 compared to the MC with no reflection. It appears that MClu very closely matches 

FEM2i, and M Clc very closely matches both FEMli and FEMln (note that the 

differences between FEMli and FEMln are less apparent than in Figure 8.9 because of 

the smaller size of the model.

In the centre graph of Figure 8.11 it appears that FEM3i and FEM3n bracket the 

unweighted MC2u, and are both greater than MC2c. This is somewhat surprising since
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we expect the cosine-weighted MC to

be more accurate with respect to the

diffuse photon flux. In the bottom

graph of Figure 8.11 we find that

FEM4i follows the MC3u curve whilst

FEM4n follows the MC3c curve.

Looking at the mean time

curves in Figure 8.12 we see that

firstly the discrepancies between the

weighted and unweighted MC models,

or between isotropic and Neumann

source FEM models, are very small. In Figure 8.13. Location of inhomogeneity for
perturbation measurements on 2D circular

the top graph ot Figure 8.12 the MC 

agrees closely with all the FEM

models, which from longest to shortest times are in the order FEM2n, FEM2i, FEMln, 

FEMli. In the other two cases we find that the FEM model overestimates the MC 

model, with the total internal reflection case (MC2 and FEM3) being most in error. It 

is somewhat surprising to find these discrepancies arising in mean time when they were 

not apparent in integrated intensity, but give an indication of the difficulty in drawing 

direct analogies between Monte-Carlo and diffusion theory.

8.3 Perturbation measurements in time domain

Inserting an object with distinct absorption and scattering properties into a homogeneous 

tissue sample will distort the temporal photon density throughout the sample. This will 

lead to perturbations in the measurements on the surface [Schweiger92]. For imaging 

purposes it is important to quantify the effects of such inhomogeneities on the 

measurement data. An imaging system that tries to discriminate scattering and absorbing 

objects will require changes in and to affect the measurement data in a 

qualitatively different way.

To demonstrate perturbations induced by small scattering and absorbing objects
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inside an otherwise homogeneous tissue, we use mesh Circ32_25. The source pulse is 

delivered at the point r = 25mm, 0 = 0° on the surface. Measurement data are given as 

a function of the detection angle 0. A circular inhomogeneity of radius 0.8 mm is placed 

at r = 12.5 mm, 0 = 90° (see Figure 8.13). The object is assumed to have either a higher

Figure 8.14. Perturbation of photon density Figure 8.15. 0 0  caused by object with 
(50) caused by an object with increased increased scattering, 
absorption. See text for optical parameters 
and geometry.

Figure 8.16. Perturbation of mean time of Figure 8.17. 5<t>‘̂  caused by an object 
flight, 5<t>‘̂ , caused by an object with with increased scattering, 
increased absorption.
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scattering coefficient (|â  = 0.025 mm % (i/ = 8.0 mm ') or a higher absorption 

coefficient (|i  ̂ = 0.5 mm'\ |i /  = 2.0 mm ').

Figure 8.14-Figure 8.17 show the perturbations in photon density and mean time 

as compared to the
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19. Phase shift and modulation depth of a frequency system as function of 
angle and modulation frequency on a circular mesh (radius 25mm, |i^=0.025,

The effects of the absorber and scatterer upon the mean time are more complex. For the 

absorber, a general reduction of the mean time in the hemisphere opposite the source 

can be observed, but there is a narrow relative maximum in the ’object shadow’ (the 

direct line of sight, defined by the straight line through source and object). The situation 

for the scatterer is qualitatively similar, but here the maximum along the line of sight 

dominates the broader minimum. The typical strength of the perturbations for this 

configuration is of the order 1-10% for the mean time, and 10-50% for the photon 

density.
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Figure 8.20. Left: Phase shift and modulation depth measured across a circular mesh at 
180° detection angle, as a function of modulation frequency, for FEM and GF. Right: 
relative errors between FEM and GF.
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The perturbations of the boundary measurements of integrated intensity E and 

mean time <t>  ̂ are shown in Figure 8.18 as a function of detection angle. Integrated 

intensity due to the absorber is decreased, with the minimum at 90“. The mean time is 

also reduced, but has a weak local maximum at 127°, which coincides with the direct 

line of sight position from source to object. Note that for higher object strengths, the 

maximum will be more pronounced.

8.4 Perturbation measurements in frequency domain

In analogy to the perturbations of integrated intensity and mean time in time domain
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Figure 8.21. Relative measurement perturbations of mean time, intensity, phase shift and 
modulation depth for absorber (------ ), scatterer (----- ) and both • -).
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systems, frequency domain systems will exhibit perturbations in phase shift and 

modulation depth, when an absorbing or scattering object is inserted into an otherwise 

homogeneous sample [Schweiger93b]. The magnitude of these perturbations will, in 

addition to the object specification, depend on the modulation frequency co. Figure 8.19 

shows the phase shift \j/ and modulation depth A simulated with the standard 2D circular 

FEM mesh Circ32_25 = 0.025 mm \  |i  ̂= 2.0 mm'^) for the homogeneous case as

function of the detection angle and modulation frequency. As is to be expected, \\r 

increases and A drops with rising source-detector separation and with frequency. In 

Figure 8.20 (left), \\f and A for detection angle 180°, calculated from both FEM and GF 

models, are plotted against frequency, together with the quantity co</>, where <t> is 

taken from the time domain simulation. \\f agrees well with (ù<t> up to 200 MHz, but 

falls behind at higher frequencies. This is due to the fact that the TPSF is not 

symmetrical around <t>, but exhibits positive skewness. If the TPSF is expressed in its 

moments, then the difference between <t> and \j/ can be found in the odd moments, and 

to a first approximation depends on the skewness [Arridge92]. The FEM results agree 

very well with the GF results for both \j/ and A. Figure 8.20 (right) shows the errors 

aiid Apg/Agp-l as a function of frequency. The error in \|/ is nearly constant, 

while the error in A appears to increase quadratically with frequency.

The equivalence of time and frequency domain measurements is illustrated in 

Figure 8.21, where the relative boundary perturbations in E, <i>, i|/ and A for a 

scattering, an absorbing, and a combined inhomogeneity are plotted as function of the 

detection angle. A modulation frequency of 200 MHz was used for the frequency 

domain simulations. Obviously intensity perturbations correlate with modulation depth 

perturbations, while mean time perturbations correlate with phase shift perturbations. The 

figure also shows that the perturbation signatures in <t> and y  are qualitatively different 

between scatterers and absorbers, while E and A perturbations have qualitatively the 

same form for scatterers and absorbers. Note however that the perturbation shapes 

depend strongly on the form and strength of the inhomogeneity. For example, the 

maximum in b<t> and 5vj/ caused by an absorber will completely disappear for a very 

low absorber strength.
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8.5 Photon measurement density functions (PMDF)

The Jacobian matrix defined in chapter 7 relates the change in boundary measurement 

data M to the changes in optical parameters p inside the tissue: J^[M,p] = BM/9p^ where 

index i denotes a source-detector pair, and j  denotes a perturbation area, e.g. an element 

of the FEM mesh or a pixel in an overlaid rectangular grid. Each colunm of the 

Jacobian therefore describes the sensitivity of a measurement with given source and 

detector to a perturbation of p as a function of position. We term this mapping of the 

region of sensitivity of a measurement the Photon Measurement Density Function 

(PMDF). For specific measurement types and perturbation parameters, several other 

authors have introduced their own notation. For example, Sevick terms the Jacobian 

Photon Sampling Volume (PSV) when the measurement is the integrated intensity and 

the perturbation is the absorption coefficient [Sevick93]. Schotland et. a l derive a time- 

dependent form of the PSV which they term Photon Hitting Density (PHD) 

[Schotland93]. Graber e t  al. [Graber93] use the term weighting function.

Apart from its use as the kernel of the inverse transformation, the PMDF is of 

significant interest of its own, by representing the regions to which a measurement will

be most sensitive. In the discrete photon picture, the PMDF J(Ç,Ç,r) can be interpreted

as the probability density of a photon launched at Ç to be detected at Ç under the

condition that it passed through r . The knowledge of the region affecting a 

measurement with given source and detector positions is of particular interest for 

applications involving the transillumination of complex heterogeneous tissues such as 

the head, where the light distribution must be known to allow the correct interpretation 

of the measurements.

The Jacobian matrix J  is generated by the adjoint method described in section 

7.3, rather than by perturbing each element of the mesh. If we consider the PMDF as

the probabihty density function that a photon launched at is detected at under the 

condition it passed through r as mentioned above, then this probability can be 

expressed as the product of the probabilities of a photon launched at Ç. to arrive at r
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and the probability of a photon launched at r to arrive at While the first factor of

this product can be calculated for all perturbation elements with one single FEM 

calculation, the second one would have to be repeated for each element individually. 

However, by using the reciprocity principle introduced in section 7.3, we can formulate 

expressions for the Jacobian for a variety of measurement types for both absorption and 

diffusion perturbations. In the Fourier domain we get for the integrated intensity 

Jacobian under absorption perturbation

\̂N̂ ex(r') k\N^ex(r')

(8.7)

For the ease of notation we define

k\ N^ez(r) A/*€X(r)
(8.8)

For the diffusion PMDF we have

jX C ,.o ) ,rO  -  ^

k̂ \N̂ ,N̂ sx(r')f„N̂ sxi?) (8.9)

In the time domain, the integrated intensity Jacobians are given by the Fourier domain 

results at frequency zero:

(8.10)

The Jacobian of the moments is found by using
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r-O

t  % 4 / ' )  -  (m < ’- > x w % r y ? )  - ^
r-0

n
(8.11)

where m j^  is the Mellin transform of F given by (5.40). The Jacobian for the moments 

< f  > is then obtained by

"  '  £ ( Ç ) . O C , (8.12)

~~mr~ K )

We demonstrate the calculation of absorption and diffusion PMDFs for various 

measurement types for three different types of objects: homogeneous circles, layered 

circles where the optical parameters are different in each layer, and a head model 

generated from a MRI head scan. The FEM mesh used for both the homogeneous and 

the layered circular object, is Circ32_25 (see Figure 6.3). The image based head mesh 

has been created using the MRI image shown in Figure 6.4 by the method described in 

section 6.1.2.

8.5.1 Homogeneous case

A homogeneous object is best suited to investigate the general effect of absorption and 

scattering properties on the shape of the sampling area for a given optode spacing. The 

radius of the mesh for this simulation is set to a = 40 cm. Figure 8.22 shows the 

absorption PMDFs and Figure 8.23 the diffusion PMDFs each for three 

different measurement types (E, <t> and <f>), two different source-detector separations 

(90° and 180°) and two different absorption parameters (\L„ = 0.01 mm'^ and = 0.04
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The parameters used for the individual images in each figure are listed in table 

Table 8.5. The images contain both a grey scale encoding and contour lines of the 

corresponding PMDF. Bright regions indicate positive, dark regions negative values. The 

contour hues divide the range between minimum and maximum value of each image in 

4% steps.

The results for the homogeneous case can be summarised in the following points:

• In all cases has maxima close to the source and detector positions and falls 

off steeply towards the interior of the object, while has maxima deeper 

inside the object falls off less steeply towards the interior.

• There are only small differences between and

• The extrema close to the source and detector locations are far more pronounced 

for Jy than for J„

• is positive everywhere, while and contain shallow negative

regions flanking the dominant positive area. Away from the source and detector,

is negative, while and are positive. Close to the source and

detector positions the behaviour of becomes highly oscillatory, with very sharp 

maxima and minima terminating in a discontinuity at the source/detector 

position.

• An increase in |ll̂ leads to a reduction in the width of both and J^, for all

measurement types.

To confirm the last point and extend it to variations of cross sections through 

Ja are calculated for a source detector separation of 90° (source at 0°,

detector at 90°) along the 45° radial, for different values of |ll̂ and |i  ̂ (See Figure 8.26, 

configuration 2, for the geometry). Figure 8.24 shows cross sections for different 

absorption coefficients, with |i  ̂= 2.0 m m '\ together with the mean depth and the full 

width half maximum of J  as a function of |i .̂ Figure 8.25 shows cross sections for 

different values of |i ,̂ with jLî  = 0.02 m m '\ All curves are normalised to a maximum of 

1. We find that variations of and |i  ̂have a remarkably similar effect on the shape of 

the PMDF, with differences showing up only for very small values. Note the change of 

sign in the cross sections of and and the local minimum of appearing
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at high or |î . The penetration depth is highest for and lowest for Both 

the widths and depth of penetration decrease for increasing }î  or |i ,̂ in an approximately 

exponential behaviour.

8.5.2 Inhomogeneous case: Layered circle

One of the strengths of the FEM approach is its capability of simulating inhomogeneous 

objects. This is demonstrated by generating PMDFs for a circle consisting of three layers 

with different values for and |î . This model can be seen as a simplistic approximation 

of a cross section of a human head, where the outer layer corresponds to the skin/skull, 

the mid layer to grey brain matter, and the central region to white brain matter. 

Transillumination of the brain is one of the main applications of NIR spectroscopy, and 

the knowledge of light distribution within the head is of importance to quantify the 

measurements. We employ two different FEM models, one of radius 80 mm to simulate 

an "adult" head, and one of radius 40 mm to simulate a "neonatal" head. The skin/skull 

layer and the grey matter layer have a thickness of 10 mm for the adult and 5 mm for

col 1 col 2 col 3

row 1 PMDF:
separation: 90° 

0.01 mm'^

PMDF:
separation: 90° 
fî : 0.01 mm^

PMDF:
separation: 90°
|Lia: 0.01 mm'^

row 2 PMDF:
separation: 90° 

0.04 mm'^

PMDF:
separation: 90° 
fî : 0.04 mm'^

PMDF:
separation: 90° 
lî : 0.04 mm^

row 3 PMDF:
separation:
180°
|i,: 0.01 mm^

PMDF:
separation: 180°
jLtg: 0.01 mm^

PMDF:
separation: 180°
fij,: 0.01 mm^

row 4 PMDF:
separation:
180°
fî : 0.04 mm^

PMDF:
separation: 180° 
|Lia: 0.04 mm'^

PMDF: J 
separation: 180° 

0.04 mm'^

Table 8.5. Parameters for figures Figure 8.22 (JJ  and Figure 8.23 (JJ. In all cases 
= 2.0 m m '\ radius r = 40 mm.
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Figure 8.22. Absoiption PMDF for homogeneous circle (r = 40 mm) at optode spacings
90° and 180°. Left col.: E, centre col.: <t>, right col.: < tS . Rows 1 and 3: |ig=O.OL 2
and 4: p^=0.04.
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Figure 8.23. Diffusion PMDF for homogeneous circle (r = 40 mm) at optode spacings
90° and 180°. Left col.: E, centre col.: <t>, right col.: <tV. Rows 1 and 3: p.g=0.01, 2
and 4: |a^=0.04.
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widths for various absorption coefficients. For geometry and parameters see text.
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the neonatal model. The optical parameters of each layer, which differ for both models, 

are given in Table 8.6.

Figure 8.27 and Figure 8.28 contain images of and J^, respectively, for both 

parameter sets and measurement types E, <t> and <f>. Table 8.7 lists the parameters 

for each of the images. We find that the PMDF for the layered case is distorted in 

comparison with the homogenous case, and significantly different between the two 

parameter sets. For an optode spacing of 90°, the PMDFs for the adult model are shifted 

towards the surface, entirely within the outer and middle layer, and no contribution from 

the central layer. This is due to the high scattering properties of the central region. For 

the neonatal model, the effect is less pronounced, due to both the reduced scattering and 

the smaller size.

In Figure 8.29, cross sections of the PMDFs along the 45° radial for an optode 

spacing of 90° are plotted similar to the homogeneous case. To allow a comparison of 

both models, the radial distances are given in units of the mesh radius. As expected, the 

penetration depth of the PMDF is smaller than in the homogeneous case, particularly in 

the adult model. In practice, this means that a transillumination of the inner regions of 

the head will be much more difficult in an adult than in a neonate. This result has 

implications not only for imaging, but also for spectroscopic applications of NIR. Note 

that for actual head measurements the optode spacing is limited to about 5 cm due to

Configuration 1:
A y A y

detector

cross
sectiondetector source source

regkml
region2
regions

h -M

Figure 8.26. Mesh geometry and source/detector locations for PMDF calculations of a 
layered mesh. In the right figure the position of the PMDF cross sections is indicated.
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fia Us (adult) fig (neonatal)

white matter 0.01 9.0 1.0

grey matter 0.02 2.5 0.55

skin/skull 0.025 1.5 1.5

Table 8.6. Optical parameters for layered circle.

attenuation losses. For such small separations the penetration depth will be even smaller.

8.5.3 Inhomogeneous case: 2D head model

Although the layered circular model is a first approach to calculate the measurement 

region in a complex geometry, a more realistic model may provide additional 

information and more accurate predictions. To demonstrate the potential of the FEM 

model to simulate highly inhomogeneous structures, a mesh generated from an MRI 

head scan using the automated mesh generation tool is employed. Five different tissue 

regions are identified: skin, bone, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), grey matter, white matter.

col 1 col 2 col 3

row 1 PMDF:
param. set: adult 
separation: 90°

PMDF:
param. set: adult 
separation: 90°

PMDF:
param. set: adult 
separation: 90°

row 2 PMDF:
param. set: neonatal 
separation: 90°

PMDF:
param. set: neonatal 
separation: 90°

PMDF: 
param. set: 
neonatal 
separation: 90°

row 3 PMDF:
param. set: adult 
separation: 180°

PMDF:
param. set: adult 
separation: 180°

PMDF:
param. set: adult 
separation: 180°

row 4 PMDF:
param. set: neonatal 
separation: 180°

PMDF:
param. set: neonatal 
separation: 180°

PMDF: J 
param. set: 
neonatal 
separation: 180°

Table 8.7. Parameters for the images in figure Figure 8.27 and Figure 8.28.
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Figure 8.27. Absorption PMDF for layered circle at optode spacings 90° and 180°. Left
col.: E, centre col.: <t>, right col.: < tS . Rows 1 and 3: parameter set 1, r = 80 mm,
rows 2 and 4: parameter set 2, r = 40 mm.
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Figure 8.28. Diffusion PMDF for layered circle at optode spacings 90° and 180°. Left
col.: E, centre col.: <t>, right co l: <^>. Rows 1 and 3: parameter set 1, r = 80 mm,
rows 2 and 4: parameter set 2, r = 40 mm.
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The optical parameters used for these regions are listed in Table 8.8. Two different 

meshes, representing an adult and a neonatal head, are used for the simulation. The 

mesh is displayed in Figure 8.30, where the greyscale in the left image represents the 

distribution of in the right of |Lî . The number of mesh elements is £> = 29639, the 

number of nodes is P = 15025. The size of the adult head mesh is 18 cm across, and 

10 cm for the neonatal. Apart from the smaller size, both models differ in the scattering 

coefficients of the grey and white brain matter, with substantially higher values for the 

adult brain. The "neonatal" model has not been generated from a separate MRI scan but 

is simply a scaled down version of the "adult" model, which makes a direct comparison 

of both models easier. Note that the model does not claim to accurately calculate light
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Figure 8.29. Layered case: normalised PMDF cross sections for two different parameter 
sets and radii. For geometry and parameters see Figure 8.26.
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propagation in a head for the following reasons:

• restriction to 2D

• uncertainty of actual optical parameters

• modelling of CSF by diffusion approximation with low |i^ and is questionable

Although this simulation may not reflect the true hght transmission in the head, the 

results still show some of the effects one may encounter when transilluminating large 

and inhomogeneous regions of tissue.

Figure 8.31 to Figure 8.34 show PMDF plots for both models at different optode 

spacings. Figure 8.31 contains absorption PMDFs for the adult model, Figure 8.32 for 

the neonatal model. Figure 8.33 contains diffusion PMDFs for the adult model, and 

Figure 8.34 for the neonatal model. In each figure, three measurement types are used: 

integrated intensity E (column 1), mean time <t> (column 2), and 4th moment <f> 

(column 3). The three rows represent different optode spacings.

We find that for the adult head model even for very large optode spacings the 

PMDF is highly concentrated in the boundary layers, while the central regions contribute 

very little due to their high scattering levels. This effect is most obvious in the case 

where source and detector are opposite each other, and the hght is guided in the CSF 

layer without penetrating deeply into the brain tissue. In practice, the largest optode 

spacing with sufficient detector signal will be around 4-5 cm. The results show that the 

probing depth of NIR applications may be strongly reduced by the CSF layer. In

addition, the response signal is likely to depend highly on the optode placement on the

skin surface, because the 

thickness of the surface 

layers and the structure of 

the brain tissue has a large 

local variation.

For the neonatal 

model, the situation is 

significantly different. Due 

to the relatively low

scattering of brain matter
in the newborn, the Table 8.8. Optical parameters used for MRI based head

mesh.

Tissue type |Li/ [mm'^]

adult neonatal

white matter 0.01 9.0 1.0

grey matter 0.04 2.5 0.55

CSF 0.005 0.1 0.1

bone 0.025 2.0 2.0

skin 0.022 1.0 1.0
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detected radiation has penetrated deeper into the head. In the case of source and detector 

on opposite sides, the PMDF shows a very broad cross section, with contributions from 

a large part of the brain. But also for smaller optode spacings the signal contains 

contributions from the grey and white matter regions of the brain.

In conclusion, we find that the sampling region depends very significantly on 

inhomogeneities in the object. Especially in the head model the effect of light 

"tunnelling" through the low scattering/low absorption CSF layer can be observed even 

for large source detector separations, resulting in small contributions of the brain tissue. 

This effect is much more pronounced in the "adult" than the "neonatal" model, due to 

the larger size and higher scattering of the brain matter. This finding is of great potential 

importance for NIR measurements on the head, as used for example for the 

measurement of cerebral blood volume. For reconstruction, the results indicate that 

imaging of deep regions of the head may be limited to neonates, and the reconstruction 

of the absolution distribution is easier than the scattering distribution, because 

perturbations in deep regions contribute more strongly.

Figure 8.30. FEM mesh for 2D head model. Left: distribution of absorption coefficient, 
right: scattering coefficient (adult parameters shown here). For parameter values see 
Table 8.8.
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Figure 8.31. Absorption PMDFs for 2D adult head model and 3 different optode
spacings (rows 1 to 3). Left col.: E, centre col.: <t>, right col.: < tS .
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Figure 8.32. Absorption PMDFs for 2D neonatal head model and 3 different optode
spacings (rows 1 to 3). Left col.: E, centre col.: <t>, right col.: < tS .
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Figure 8.33. Diffusion PMDFs for 2D adult head model and 3 different optode spacings
(rows 1 to 3). Left co l: E, centre co l: <t>, right co l: < tS .
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Figure 8.34. Diffusion PMDFs for 2D neonatal head model and 3 different optode
spacings (rows 1 to 3). Left col.: E, centre col.: <t>, right col.: <P>.
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8.6 Summary

In this chapter numerical results obtained by the FEM forward model were presented, 

firstly to validate the model by comparing it with analytical solutions of the diffusion 

equation and with results of a Monte-Carlo model, and secondly to investigate the effect 

of inhomogeneities on the light distribution, which is of interest for spectroscopic and 

imaging applications. The effect of inhomogeneous parameter distributions was 

investigated in simple geometries consisting of a single object embedded in a 

homogeneous circle, as well as in a highly complex geometry derived from an MRI scan 

of a head. We also introduced the concept of photon measurement density functions 

which describe the sensitivity of a measurement for a given source-detector pair to 

perturbations of the optical parameters of the tissue.
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Chapter 9

Image reconstruction from synthetic and experimental data

In this section images reconstructed from both synthetic data obtained from the FEM 

forward model, and time of flight data obtained by experimental phantom measurements 

are presented. The reconstruction algorithm has been discussed in chapter 7. The results 

demonstrate the ability to locate inhomogeneities within the object.

9.1 Reconstruction from FEM-generated data

To demonstrate the performance and capabilities of the reconstruction procedure in 

general, data generated by the FEM forward model are used as the input data for the 

reconstmction. The results presented here have been published previously 

[Schweiger93a].

The object geometry chosen for the reconstruction is derived from Circl6_25, 

with homogeneous optical parameters = 0.025 mm * and p / = 2.0 mm *. Two 

different configurations of embedded inhomogeneities are investigated: object 1 is a 

pure-absorption case consisting of two circular objects with increased absorption (p  ̂ =

0.5 mm *), and object 2 is a pure-scattering case consisting of three circular objects with 

different scattering properties (p / =1.0 mm'*, p / = 4.0 mm * and p / = 8.0 mm'*). In 

all cases the radius of the inhomogeneities is set to 2.5 mm. See Figure 9.1 for the 

positioning of the objects. The number of sources S and the number of measurements

#  O
|i^“8.0mm^ p_“4.0rnm^

Figure 9.1. Test-image objects used for the reconstructions in Figure 9.2 to Figure 9.5. 
Left: absorbing inhomogeneities, right: scattering inhomogeneities.
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M  were set to 16. The images were reconstructed into a 16 x 16 pixel grid, with 224 

pixels contributing to the Jacobian. The remaining 32 pixels are outside the mesh. The 

reconstiTJctions use two different data types: the logarithm of the integrated intensity, log 

E, and the mean time of flight, <t>.

Figure 9.2 and Figure 9.3 show the reconstruction of object 1 for |i^ 

reconstmcted from logarithmic intensity data (LogOAT) and from mean time of flight 

data (TOAT), respectively, for the first five Newton-Raphson steps. The starting values 

of the iteration loop are set to the homogeneous coefficients |lî  = 0.025 mm'^ and p /  

= 2.0 m m '\ Both methods find the two absorbers, although they underestimate the

Figure 9.2. Reconstmction of object 1 Figure 9.3. Reconstruction of object 1
(Figure 9.1 left) for p., from log F data. (Figure 9.1 left) for p, from <t> data.
Value range: 0.01 mm * (black) to 0.04 Value range as Figure 9.2.
mm * (white).
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absorber strength. The logarithmic intensity data, however, lead to more accurate 

absolute values and a higher signal-to-noise ratio, resulting in a better separation of the 

objects. Note also that both reconstructions show small artefacts of reduced intensity in 

the centre of the mesh. This effect is more pronounced for the mean time than for the 

intensity data, but in both cases the magnitude of the artefact is significantly smaller 

than the signal from the true objects.

Figure 9.4 and Figure 9.5 show the reconstruction of object 2 for |i /  (LogOST 

and TOST, respectively). The signal-to-noise ratio for both methods is lower than in the

ill

V

Figure 9.4. Reconstruction of object 2 
(Figure 9.1 right) for |a, from log E data. 
Five successive iterations (top to bottom). 
Value range; 1.6mm ' (black) to 2.4mm'* 
(white).

Figure 9.5. Reconstruction of object 2 
(Figure 9.1 right) for p., from <t> data. 
Value range as Figure 9.4.
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absorber case, but still all scattering objects can be localised and the relative strength 

of the objects found qualitatively. In this case we get higher object contrast from the 

mean-time data than from the logarithmic intensity data. In addition, the reconstructions 

from intensity data show boundary artefacts which are not present in the mean time 

reconstructions.

9.2 Reconstruction from experimental phantom data

The experimental data are collected with a time-of-flight-system, which is able to 

measure the temporal distribution of a short light pulse between two points on the 

surface of the sample. A schematic diagram of the setup was given in Figure 1.1. The 

system consists of a laser producing ultra short pulses which are delivered to the 

phantom, and a detector with a high temporal resolution. Optical fibres are used to 

deliver the source pulse to the surface of the sample, and to pick up the transmitted light 

and feed it into the detector. The components of the system are described in the 

following.

9.2.1 Source

The light source illuminating the phantom is a mode locked Ti:Sapphire laser (Tsunami, 

Spectra Physics). It is pumped by a CW Argon laser of 7.6 W output power and 

produces light pulses of approximately 2 ps duration at a frequency of 82 MHz. The 

laser frequency is tunable between 760 and 900 nm. For this experiment it is set to 780 

nm. The average output power of the Tsunami is 1.2 W.

The output beam is split into a reference and a signal path. The reference pulse 

is coupled into the receiving fibre bundle of the detector and is used to calibrate the 

time axis of the streak profile. The length of the reference path is adjustable. Before 

the actual data acquisition it is set to equal the signal path length without the phantom 

/s(0): 4  = /s(0)'
The signal beam is coupled into the source fibre and delivered to a point on the
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surface of the phantom. The receiving fibre bundle picks up the emitted light at another 

point and delivers it to the input slit of the streak camera.

9.2.2 Detector

The detector used is a synchroscan streak camera (Hamamatsu model C1587/M1955) 

with a variable temporal resolution in the range of 2 ps to 6 ps. Figure 9.6 shows a 

diagram of the principle of operation. The incident light passes through an input slit. An 

input lens system fornis an image of the slit on the photocathode, where the image is 

converted into an electron image. The electrons, after being accelerated by the 

accelerating electrode, are deflected by the field generated by a pair of sweep plates. At 

the moment when the electron image is passing through the deflecting field, a high

speed ramp voltage is applied to the deflecting plates to sweep the electron image from 

left to right. The sweep time is synchronised with the mode-locker of the laser so that 

the deflection voltage modulation frequency equals the source pulse rate. The swept 

electron image is projected onto the channel plate, electronically amplified and applied 

to the phosphor screen behind, where it is converted back into an optical image. The 

output optics focuses this image onto the CCD camera (512x480 pixels), from where it 

can be read out by a personal computer. The horizontal axis of the so acquired image 

corresponds to the arrival time of the light. The vertical axis has no significance for this 

experiment, because the input slit is uniformly illuminated by the fibre bundle coming

Input Input Photo Accel,
slit optics cathode mesh

Sweeping MicroChannel Phosphor Output CCD
electrodes plate screen optics array

I
Sweep generator —

Figure 9.6. Principle of operation of the synchroscan streak camera.
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from the sample, and is therefore simply integrated. The resulting data set is a profile 

of light intensity over arrival time. The sweep speed for this experiment is set to give 

a temporal range of about 3000 ps across the entire output image, at a resolution of 

approximately 6 ps/channel.

9.2.3 Phantom geometry

The phantom on which the measurements are performed is a solid cylinder of polyester 

plastic [Firbank93a]. The material is available as a liquid resin which solidifies after 

adding a hardener. The optical properties can be adjusted by adding dyes and scattering 

particles (titanium dioxide) to the liquid prior to setting. The parameters for this 

particular phantom are: fî  = 0.02 mm \  q /  = 1.56 mm'^ at 780 nm. The refractive

index of the polyester is n -  1.54, and the anisotropy factor is /  = 0.5. The cylinder has 

a radius of 27 mm and a height of 90 mm. For convenience, in the following we use a 

cylindrical coordinate system (r, 0, z) with its origin in the centre of the cylinder, so that 

the domain Q. is given by

a  - ((r, e, z) I A z>ẑ  ̂A z^„„} (9.1)

27 mm

rod

fibre-holder
Figure 9.7. The cylindrical phantom with Figure 9.8. Phantom geometry for absorption 
fibre-holder. reconstruction.
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where = 27 mm, = -45 mm and = 45 mm.

A hole of radius 2.5 mm is drilled into the cyhnder along the z-axis at position 

(r = 13.5 mm, 0 = 348.75°), and a rod of the same plastic, with identical scattering 

properties but a higher absorption coefficient (fî  = 0.1 mm'^) is inserted. The interface 

between the rod and the cylinder is coated with an index-matching liquid to avoid 

internal reflection effects. The phantom geometry is shown in Figure 9.8. The source 

and receiving fibres are held in place by a ring attached to the surface of the cylinder. 

The data are collected in the central plane, z = 0, at 16 source positions = (r=rj^^, 

0=2tc7/16, z=0), and 16 measurement positions = {r=r^^, 0=27t (f+O.5)/16, z=0), 

where /=0..15.

9.2.4 Data preprocessing 

Nonlinearity correction

The measurement at each source-detector combination consists of a TPSF F(r), sampled 

by the streak camera at discrete points with channels ch = 0..511. Due to the 

scanning mechanism of the streak camera, intervals between samphng points are not 

equidistant, with over ch having a roughly quadratic behaviour with its minimum 

at the centre of the scanning interval. Figure 9.9 shows the sampling time per channel 

for the four sweep speeds of the streak camera. The symbols represent the experimental 

findings, obtained by measuring the channel separation of two pulses of a known 

temporal delay at different positions on the time axis. The solid lines are polynomial fit 

curves. For sweep speed 3, which was used for this experiment, we find values between 

6 ps/channel in the centre of the scanning region, rising sharply towards the edges to 

more than 8 ps/channel. The fit curve is a fourth-order polynomial 

y = a + bx + + dx^ + ex  ̂ (y: [ps/ch], x: [ps])

with

a = 8.3261, b = -0.0172, c = 8.254 10 ̂  d = -3.0607 10 \  g = 4.561 l lO'̂ .̂

An absolute time reference is obtained by recording a reference pulse in parallel 

with the measurement signal. Let the maximum of F̂ ef be at channel chg, then chg 

represents t=0, and the absolute time corresponding to any channel i is found by
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integrating the fit curve y from chg to i. The total temporal range for this sweep speed 

is approximately 3000 ps.

Shading correction

The inhomogeneous sensitivity of the phosphor screen within the streak camera over the 

scanning area is corrected by taking an image of a continuous wave light source 

uniformly illuminating all receiving fibres, and subsequently dividing all measurement 

images by this reference image prior to further processing.

streak time 1
4.0

3.5

3.0

I
01

0.5

0.0
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streak time 3
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channel channel

Figure 9.9. Temporal nonlinearity of streak camera at four sweep speeds. Speed 3 was 
used for this experiment.
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Dark correction

To eliminate signal degradation by stray light and other artifacts, a dark image with 

blocked signal and reference beam is taken for each source-detector pair, and subtracted 

from the measurement image.

Calculation of mean time of flight and higher moments

The moments <f> are calculated by a simple trapezoidal integration of the sampling 

points:

j t  T(()A ^  !:/,T.+ r.,T
i I'+l i+1

<t"> = (9.2)

To account for light auiving later than the streak camera cutoff time of 3 ns, the TPSF 

is extended assuming an exponential decay, up to a time / at which F(r) < 10"* F^^ of 

the peak intensity F„^. Usually this extrapolated part of the TPSF sums up to less than 

1% of the integral, even for large optode spacings.

Figure 9.10. Example for a dark correction Figure 9.11. Example for a shading
image. Horizontal: time axis, vertical: slit correction image.
position.
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9.2.5 Comparison of 2D and 3D forward models

We use the reconstmction scheme discussed in chapter 7 to constmct an absorption 

image from the experimental mean time data. For reasons discussed earlier the 

reconstmction process is restricted to two dimensions and assumes a circle, or, 

equivalently, a cyhnder with infinite z-extension and a combination of either a point 

source and an infinite line detector, or an infinite line source and a point detector, while 

in fact the experiment is performed on a finite cylinder and (approximately) a point 

source and a point detector. While this mismatch of experiment and model is hkely to 

cause problems when calculating absolute values of the absorption and scattering 

parameters in the object, is can still be assumed that qualitative reconstmctions to 

locahse absorbing and scattering inhomogeneities are possible, since we expect 

qualitatively similar perturbations in 2D and 3D.

To estimate the quantitative error of the dimension mismatch, we compare the 

mean times calculated with the 2D FEM model on the surface of a circle, and the mean 

times calculated with the 3D FEM model in the central plane of a finite cylinder of the 

same diameter. Note that due to the high requirements of computing resources of the 3D 

model the mesh resolution has to be reduced to about one half of the standard resolution

30* 60* 90' 120' 150' 180"

2000   circle
■  cylinder

0.8

1500I 0.6

I •I0.4 1000

I
g 0.2

500
0.0

 circle
 cylinder'

- 0.2
36027018090500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 00

time [ps] angular detector position [deg.j

Figure 9.12. Left: comparison of normalised TPSFs from 2D and 3D FEM models at 
various optode spacings. Right: comparison of mean times from 2D and 3D models as 
a function of angular optode spacing.
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in the xy-plane (about 2 mm average node distance) and even lower resolution in the 

z-direction (about 2 mm node distance in the central z-layer and about 8 mm in all other 

layers). The 2D model uses the same resolution as the 3D model in the xy-plane. We 

expect relatively high numerical errors in the absolute data values due to the low 

resolution, but we ignore these since we are only interested in the comparison of the 2D 

and 3D models here.

Figure 9.12 (left) shows the TPSF between 0 and 3000 ps for both models at 

different optode spacings (30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150° and 180°). The TPSF have been 

normalised to a maximum of 1. We find that the 2D and 3D TPSF look remarkably 

similar, and only for higher optode spacings does the decreasing slope occur 

significantly earlier for the 3D model than for the 2D model, resulting in lower mean 

times of flight for the 3D model. The fact that mean times are lower in the 3D model 

is plausible if we recall that the 2D model is equivalent to a cylinder and a line detector, 

which means that photons arriving at the detector above or below the central plane will 

see a higher effective optode spacing. Figure 9.12 (right) compares the mean time of 

flight as a function of the angular optode separation for the 2D and 3D model. We find 

that the maximal difference occurs at 180° with <t>2D = 1.019 <f>3g. In principle it 

might be possible to convert the 3D data into equivalent 2D data by multiplying them
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Figure 9.13. Left: comparison of unnormalised TPSFs from 2D and 3D FEM models at 
an angular optode spacing of 60°. Right: Integrated intensity from 2D and 3D model as 
a function of detector position.
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with the quotient <^>2d(^)/<^ 3d(^)» but since the values will also depend on the optical 

parameters and on the size of the object, we will not do this here but merely state that 

the similarity of the 2D and 3D data justifies the application of the 2D reconstruction 

to the 3D data set.

Comparing the intensity data from the 2D and 3D models, we find a much higher 

difference. Figure 9.13 (left) shows the TPSF at an optode spacing of 60° for both 

models without normalisation. The ratio F 2D((|))/r3g((|)) of the intensities is approximately 

13 for all angles. The right graph plots the integrated intensity as a function of angular 

detector position for both models, showing that the results differ by about one order of 

magnitude at all angles. Again, the result is qualitatively plausible, as the 3D model 

collects light from a point detector, i.e. the measured intensity will be proportional to 

T(OdA where dA is the detector area, while the 2D model integrates along the z-axis,

i.e. the intensity will be proportional to {\T{t)dz)dw, where dw is the width of the line 

detector.

Because of the marked difference, the errors of the absolute values from a 

reconstruction of integrated intensity data will be much greater than from mean time 

data, although we might still get a quahtatively useful image. Here, however, we restrict 

ourselves to a reconstruction from mean time data, especially because with the available 

experimental setup mean time data can be acquired with much higher accuracy than 

intensity data, and considering the previous findings which favour the use of mean time, 

e.g. robustness with respect to boundary condition mismatches.

9.2.6 Reconstruction results

Figure 9.14 shows 8 successive iterations of the reconstruction of absorption images at 

a resolution of 16x16 pixels from mean time of flight data, <t>. Figure 9.15 shows the 

corresponding reconstructions from the first four moments of the measured TPSF data 

sets (<r>, <^>, <f> and <̂ "̂ >). We see that after about four iterations the absorbing 

inhomogeneity starts to appear, with increasing contrast in the following images. The 

location and approximate size of the object are found correctly in both cases, while the 

reconstruction from four moments obtains a better object contrast. A problem showing
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up in the images is the appearance of ring artefacts in later iterations, in this case a dark 

ring at the surface and a bright ring below. While this effect may to some extent be a 

problem inherent in the reconstruction scheme, as it has been observed in the 

reconstruction of simulated data [Arridge93bJ, it could in this case also be caused by 

systematic measurement errors, e.g. a small time offset of the TPSFs for different optode 

spacings.

Figure 9.16 displays the reconstructed absorption coefficient in iteration 8 for

Figure 9.14. 8 successive iterations in the reconstruction of the |i.,-image from the first 
moment <t> of the measured TPSFs.

Figure 9.15. As above, using the first four moments <t"> (n=1..4) for the reconstruction.
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reconstructions using 1, 4 and 6 moments, as a 3D surface plot, to show the absolute 

values obtained by the reconstruction process. }i/ is fixed to the correct value (1.56). 

The starting value for is set to the correct value (0.02) for the first three plots, and 

low (0.005) in the fourth plot. We find that the value for the homogeneous region of the 

value is, remarkably close to the true value in all cases even when the initial value was 

far out, despite the problem of using a 2D reconstruction algorithm on 3D data. This 

result serves to justify the application of the algorithm to experimental data.

The object contrast is too low in all cases, but apart from the reconstruction from 

mean time only the object is always found and localised. While for later iterations the 

absolute values for the inhomogeneity increase, the overall image quality deteriorates
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1 moment, correct starting parameters
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Figure 9.16. 3D-plot of different reconstructions of at iteration 8. Reconstruction from 
mean time (top left), 4 moments (top right), 6 moments (bottom left), 4 moments with 
low initial absorption (bottom right).
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due to artefacts. This indicates that, at the present stage, the reconstruction algorithm is 

limited to the localisation of inhomogeneities rather than an absolute quantification of 

their optical properties.

9.3 Summary

In this chapter the capacity of the image reconstruction algorithm was demonstrated by 

reconstructing both synthetic data obtained from the FEM forward model, and 

experimental time-of-flight data from a tissue-equivalent phantom. We find that the 

scheme is capable of localising the embedded inhomogeneities, and that absorption and 

scattering parameters can be separated. The background parameters of the images agree 

well with the true values, but the image contrast is quite low, so that quantitatively 

correct parameter distributions cannot be obtained with the current system.

While the images presented here serve to illustrate the principal capabilities of 

the reconstruction method, using the forward model developed in the course of this 

project, more rigorous tests will have to be performed in the future to analyse the 

performance of the inverse model in a quantitative way.
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Chapter 10 

Future developments

Future work on the reconstruction system will include improvements of the forward 

model as well as the reconstruction algorithm itself.

10.1 Improvements of the light transport model

Some of the primary objectives to be addressed in the further development of the 

forward model are the inclusion of anisotropic light propagation, the correct treatment 

of low-scattering regions and internal changes in refractive index, and the improvement 

of the 3D FEM model.

While the assumption of isotropic scattering is a valid approximation at a 

distance of typically > 1 0  mean free scattering lengths distant from the source, the 

results near to the source deviate from more precise Monte-Carlo simulations, and the 

inability to accurately model a collimated source puts a severe restraint upon the model. 

In particular the implementation of the source as a Neumann boundary condition is 

limited to a diffuse flux, which is not normally the case in experimental setups. This 

problem can be solved by using a higher order approximation to the transport equation 

(4.6) (Boltzmann equation). The diffusion equation is given as the 0-th order 

approximation obtained by using the first term of an expansion of the Boltzmann 

equation into spherical harmonics. The first order approximation is given by 

[Kaltenbach93]

3k  02 1+3km.„ d

C d t
î>(r,0 - V-KW>(r,t) +
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where are the first two terms of the expansion of the source function and

describe the isotropic and dipole-like anisotropic component of the source, respectively. 

The objective is then to transform (10.1) into a finite element formulation, where the 

first and second order derivatives in time are solved by a finite difference scheme.

More emphasis will also be given to the calculation of precise error estimates of 

the FEM solution of the diffusion equation. In section 5.12 we quoted an error norm 

which required the solution O to have a square integrable second derivative, i.e. O g 

H^(Q). While this is true for the stationary diffusion equation (Strang and Fix, p. 5 

[Strang73]), this is not obviously the case for the general time-dependent problem. It 

remains therefore to show that 0  g H^(Q) in this latter case, or to specify an error 

estimate based on the H*-norm.

10.1.1 Treatment of non-diffusive tissues

One problem occurring in the simulation of light propagation in the head is the presence 

of low-scattering, low-absorption cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). At the moment this is 

simply incorporated into the diffusion model by assigning it a low absorption and 

scattering parameter. However, since light propagation in the CSF will not be diffuse 

over the distances encountered, a different light transport model will have to be 

employed in the CSF layer. This problem can be approached by an iterative scheme, 

where firstly the FEM model is applied to calculate the light propagation through the 

skin and skull layers, and the output flux into the CSF, from which the source function 

for the brain layers is derived by accumulating the input flux at each element from the 

contributions of all output fluxes under the assumption of a non-absorbing and non

scattering CSF layer. In computer graphics, this is known as Radiosity approach. After 

solving the FEM problem for the brain tissue, the resulting output flux is then 

propagated back into the surface layers, and the process is repeated until the changes in 

photon density become negligible. It will also be necessary to take the refractive index 

mismatch at the skull-CSF and brain-CSF interface into account which is likely to lead 

to internal reflections, and may increase the light-tunnelling effect of the CSF layer.
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10.1.2 Solution approaches to 3D problems

The primary problem in the development of a 3D FEM forward model is the high mesh 

resolution required which leads to large requirements in computing resources and time. 

One way to address this problem is by solving the propagation into the z-direction 

independently by a finite-difference scheme and use a 2D FEM model in each z-plane. 

Other approaches primarily attempt to reduce the requirement in mesh resolution to 

reduce memory demands and thus make the solution of the 3D problem feasible with 

existing computing resources. One such approach is to substitute the photon density O 

in the diffusion equation by the logarithmic photon density y = log (0+1), leading to 

a nonlinear partial differential equation for y. (The offset 1 is chosen to avoid problems 

when applying the Dirichlet condition 0(30)=0.) The reasoning is that we can expect 

the piecewise linear approximation for this quantity to require fewer elements in the 

FEM formulation.

The use of more efficient FEM solution methods, e.g. the replacement of the 

banded matrix solver introduced in Chapter 5 by an irregular sparse solver should further 

reduce memory requirements.

Finally, it would be worth considering to replace the linear shape functions used 

in this work by higher order ones.

10.2 Improvements of the reconstruction scheme

Although the existing image reconstruction algorithm has been shown to produce 

qualitatively correct results, a more rigorous examination remains to be done to 

investigate its accuracy in a quantitative way. This includes an investigation of the 

uniqueness of the solution for the various combinations of data types and reconstructed 

parameters as well as the influence of the choice of data, the reconstruction algorithm, 

the régularisation scheme and the choice of the initial parameter distribution. An 

important point in this respect is the use of a-priori information in the starting parameter 

set and its influence on convergence speed. It is important to investigate the influence 

of noise in the measurement data and the convergence and accuracy of the reconstructed
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image.

Another topic is the correspondence between the number of measurement data, 

the sampling resolution and the final image resolution. Further it is important to 

investigate how changes in the forward model, like modified boundary and source 

conditions, alter the behaviour of the reconstruction procedure.

In addition, once a 3D forward model with a reasonably low mesh resolution is 

available, the next obvious step is to extend the image reconstruction scheme to three 

dimensions. A 3D model will improve the reconstruction of experimental data, and is 

essential for an application of the model to clinical data.
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Appendix 1 

Object-oriented C++ FEM Library

The Finite-Element diffusion models presented in this thesis are based on a C++ library 

written by the author. Originally the code was designed as a direct translation of the 

Finite Element library in FORTRAN provided by the Numerical Algorithms Group 

(NAG), in order to simplify the development of FEM applications in C++, including the 

use of C graphics libraries. In the course of the work, however, the C++ library became 

quite independent of the original NAG library, both by introducing new functions, e.g. 

for additional element types, and especially by modifying the whole structure of the 

library to take advantage of the object-oriented approach C++ offers.

The following section is a reference of the classes and functions of the FEM 

library. The following data type primitives are defined within the library:

float_type: double (defined for easy modification of the floating point type used in the library)

BOOL unsigned char

BYTE char

WORD unsigned short

For most user-defined types and classes a "pointer-to" type is defined using a leading 

"P" in the form typedef PType *Type.

A l l  Vector and Matrix classes

The Vector and Matrix classes provide 

general methods and arithmetic 

operations for floating-point vectors 

and 2D matrices which are frequently 

used in FEM applications. By

L- Node

Matrix

Point

Vector

Voxels

Elem ent

— W edgeS

NodeList

— Triangles

— BandMatrix

-  Rectangle4

ElementList

— PointSource

— Tetrahedron4

BandSymMatrix

library
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operators the explicit call of subroutines necessary in FORTRAN can be avoided which 

makes application code more transparent. The Vector class is the parent of the Point and 

PointSource classes, and the Matrix class is the parent of the BandMatrix class and the 

BandSymMatrix class which provide storage-efficient interfaces for banded and 

symmetric banded matrices often encountered in FEM.

Class Vector: Data members

float_type *ptr public
Pointer to element list. Direct access of this variable is legal, but not recommended, 

int Len private
Vector length.

Class Vector: Member functions

Vector 0  public
Constructor for a vector of length zero.

Vector (int len) public
Constructor for a vector of length len. Initialises all elements to zero.

Vector (Vector &vec) public
Copy constructor; creates a vector as a copy of vec. 

void New (int len) public
Resets vector *this to length len, and sets all elements to zero, 

int Dim (void) public
Returns the length of the vector (i.e. the value of the private variable Len) 

float_type &operator[] (int pos) public
Returns a reference to element pos  of vector *this. Can be used for reading and writing. If p o s  is out
of range, the FEM error function is called.

Vector operator= (const Vector &vec) public
Copies the contents of vec into *this. Only valid if both vectors are of the same length, otherwise the 
FEM error function is called.

Vector operator= (const float_type f) public
Sets all elements *this to f.

Vector operators (Vector &vec) public
Vector operator+ (float_type f) public
Vector operator- (Vector &vec) public
Vector operator- (float_type f) public
Vector operator* (Vector &vec) public
Vector operator* (float_type f) public
Vector operator/ (Vector &vec) public
Vector operator/ (float_type f) public

Elementwise arithmetic operators; each element of the returned vector is the result o f the arithmetic 
operation of *this with eith er /or the corresponding element of vec.

float_type operator& (Vector &vec) public
Returns the scalar product of *this and vec.

Vector operator+= (Vector &vec) public
Vector operator+= (float_type f) public
Vector operator-= (Vector &vec) public
Vector operator-= (float_type f) pubhc
Vector operator*= (Vector &vec) public
Vector operator*= (float_type f) public
Vector operator/= (Vector &vec) public
Vector operator/= (float_type f) public
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Elementwise arithmetic/assignment operators; *this is set to the return value o f the corresponding 
function.

unsigned char operator== (Vector &vec) public
Boolean operator; returns 1 if vec and *this are equal (i.e. same length and elementwise same values), 
otherwise 0.

unsigned char operator!= (Vector &vec) public
Boolean operator; logical negation of operator==.

Class Vector: Associated functions

friend Vector sqrt (Vector &vec) public
Elementwise sqare root: each element of the returned vector is set to the square root of the 
corresponding element of vec. 

friend Vector log (Vector &vec) public
Elementwise natural logarithm, 

friend Vector pow (Vector &vec, float_type f) public
Elementwise power: each element of the returned vector is set to the f-th  power o f the corresponding 
element of vec.

friend Vector veccat (Vector & vecl, Vector &vec2) public
Concatenates the vectors v ec l and vec2 and returns the resulting vector, 

friend Vector operator* (Matrix &mat, Vector &vec) public
Multiplies the (full) matrix m at with vector vec and returns the resulting vector.

Class Matrix: Data members

Vector *ptr private
Pointer to element list. Each element of the matrix is a line vector, 

int Row, Col private
Size of the matrix; Row specifies the number of line vectors, and C ol specifies the number of
elements in each vector.

Class Matrix: Member functions

Matrix () public
Constructor; creates a matrix of size 0x0.

Matrix (int row, int col) public
Constructor; creates a matrix of size row xcol and sets all elements to zero.

Matrix (Matrix &mat) public
Copy constructor; creates *this as a copy of mat.

-Matrix () public
Destructor; makes this an invalid reference and frees the occupied memory, 

void New (int row, int col) public
Reallocates *r/iw to a matrix of size row xcol and sets all elements to zero, 

virtual int Dim (int d) public
Returns either the number of rows (if d==ROW) or columns (if d==COL) of the matrix. ROW and 
COL are constants defined in mathlibl.h 

Vector &operator[] (int pos) public
Returns a reference to the line vector p o s  of *this. Since the elements of a vector are referenced in 
the same way, each element of the matrix is referenced by two square brackets, e.g. float_type f  = 
mat[i][j].

Matrix operator= (Matrix &mat) public
Assignment operator; copies the elements of m at into *this. Only valid if m at and *this have the same 
dimensions.

Matrix operator= (float_type f) public
Sets each element of *this to / .
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Matrix operator+ (Matrix &mat) public
Matrix operator+ (float_type f) public
Matrix operator- (Matrix &mat) public
Matrix operator- (float_type f) public
Matrix operator* (Matrix &mat) public
Matrix operator* (float_type f) public
Matrix operator/ (float_type f) public

Elementwise arithmetic operators; each element of the returned matrix contains the result o f the 
arithmetic operation of *this with either /  or the corresponding element of mat.

Matrix operator+= (Matrix &mat) public
Matrix operator+= (float_type f) public
Matrix operator-= (Matrix &mat) public
Matrix operator-= (float_type f) public
Matrix operator*= (Matrix &mat) public
Matrix operator*= (float_type f) public
Matrix operator/= (float_type f) public

Elementwise arithmetic/assignment operators; *this is set to the return value o f the corresponding 
function.

Class Matrix: Associated functions

friend Vector operator* (Matrix &mat, Vector &vec) public
Multiplies the (full) matrix m at with vector vec and returns the resulting vector, 

friend Matrix transp (Matrix &mat) public
Returns the transpose of matrix mat. 

friend float_type det (Matrix &mat) public
Returns the determinant of matrix mat. 

friend Matrix inverse (Matrix &mat) public
Returns the inverse of matrix mat. Only implemented for 2x2 and 3x3 matrices.

A 1.2 Point, PointSource and Node classes

The Point class is derived from the Vector class, and the vector elements are 

interpreted as cartesian coordinates (usually in two or three dimensions) of the point 

with respect to some global coordinate system. Additional methods are provided to 

calculate the distance between two points, and to store the point to and retrieve it from 

a file.

The PointSource class is derived from Point, and is used to represent an isotropic 

diffuse point source, characterised by its position and strength. (In fact the class can be 

used to describe any object characterised by a one-point position and a scalar value).

Another descendant of Point is the Node class, which represents a nodal point 

in an FEM mesh. A node contains a flag to mark it as a boundary or internal node, and 

a scalar value to specify its Dirichlet condition boundary value.
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Class Point: Member functions

Point (): Vector () public
Point (int dim): Vector (dim) public
Point (Point &p): Vector (p) public

Constructors; directly refer to Vector constructors, no own functionality 
Point operator= (Point &p) public

Copies p  into *this. Only valid if both points have the same dimension.
Point operator= (Vector &vec) public

Assigns *this to vector vec, i.e. interprets each element of vec  as a coordinate for *this. 
float_type Dist (Point &p) public

Returns the distance between p  and *this. 
void Read (void) public

Reads a Point from stdin and copies it into *this. 
void fRead (FILE *f) public

Reads a Point from file /  and copies it into *this. 
void Write (void) public

Writes *this to stdout.
void fWrite (FILE *f) public

Writes *this to file / .

Class PointSource: Data members

float_type strength public
Scalar strength of the isotropic point source.

Class PointSource: Member functions

PointSource (): Point () public
Initialises a point source of zero dimension and strength 0.

PointSource (int dim): Point (dim) public
Initialises a point source of dimension dim  and strength 0.

PointSource (int dim, float_type s): Point (dim) public
Initialises a point source of dimension dim  and strength s.

PointSource (Point &p): Point (p) public
Initialises a point source as a copy of point p ,  with strength 0.

PointSource (Point &p, float_type s) public
Initialises a point source as a copy of point p , with strength s.

PointSource (PointSource &ps): Point (ps) public
Copy constructor.

int Read (void) public
Reads a PointSource from stdin and copies it into *this. 

int fRead (FILE *f) public
Reads a PointSource from file /  and copies it into *this. 

void Write (void) public
Writes *this to stdout.

void fWrite (FILE *f) public
Writes *this to f ile /.

Class Node: Data members

BYTE End public
Flag to specify whether *this is a boundary node. For a boundary node (End != 0) End  can be used
to code the type of boundary condition to apply (e.g. l=Dirichlet, 2=Neumann ...)

float_type BndVal public
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Scalar value associated with the node. In practice, this is set to the boundary function value for 
Dirichlet nodes, and undefined for all other types of nodes.

Class Node: Member functions

Node &operator= (Node &n) public
Assignment operator; copies n into *this.

BOOL operator== (Node &n) public
Comparison; returns 1 if n and *this are equal, 0 otherwise.

BOOL operator!= (Node &n) public
Comparison; returns 0 if n and *this are equal, 1 otherwise.

void Read (void) pubhc
Reads a N ode  from stdin and copies it into *this.

void fRead (FILE *f) pubhc
Reads a N ode  from file /  and copies it into *this.

void Write (void) pubhc
Writes *this to stdout.

void fWrite (FILE *f) pubhc
Writes *this to file / .

A1.3 Semi-abstract Element class

The Element class is a central part of the FEM library. It defines an abstract 

prototype of all 2D and 3D FEM element types. All specific element types are derived 

from Element. It consists mainly of abstract member functions, which have to be 

overridden by descendants.

Data members

int *Node pubhc
A hst o f node numbers defining the element’s nodes. The numbers are indices into the N odeList 
associated with the mesh.

float_type Coeff[2] pubhc
The element’s absorption coefficient (Coeff[0]) and reduced scattering coefficient (C oeff[l]) in mm-1. 
The constants MUA=0 and MUS=1 are defined in fetypel.h.

Member functions

Element () pubhc [abstract]
Constructor; initialises a generic element of undefined type and without nodes. Since Element is 
(semi-)abstract, this constructor will only be called to initialise a constructer of a derived class. 

Element (Element&) pubhc [abstract]
Copy constructor; this is also abstract, i.e. creates an element without type, and has to be overridden 
by derived classes.

-Element () pubhc [abstract]
abstract destructor; does nothing 

virtual Element& operator= (Element&) pubhc
Assignment operator for general element. Copies the node index hst Node  and the parameters Coeff. 

Only allowed for elements of the same derived type, i.e. assigning a TriangleS  to a Rectangle4  is illegal.
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virtual BYTE Type () public [abstract]
Derived classes return a value to identify the element type. The following constants for element types 
are defined: ELID_NONE=0 (no element), ELID_TRI3=1 (3-noded triangle), ELID_RCT4=2 (4- 
noded quadrilateral), ELID_TET4=3 (4-noded tetrahedron), ELID_WDG6=4 (6-noded wedge) and 
ELID_VOX8=5 (cubic element), 

virtual BYTE Dimension () public [abstract]
Derived classes return the geometric element dimension (2 or 3). 

virtual int nNode () pubhc [abstract]
Derived classes return the number of nodes associated with the element, 

virtual int nSide () pubhc [abstract]
Derived classes return the number of sides (surfaces) o f the element, 

virtual int nSideNode (int side) pubhc [abstract]
Derived classes return the number of nodes associated with the side side. 

virtual int SideNode (int side, int node) pubhc [abstract]
Derived classes return the relative number of the node-th node of side side of the element (i.e. the 
index into the Node hst under which its absolute number can be found). For example, if  tri3 is a 
variable of type Triangle3, then tri3.Node[tri3.SideNode(0,0)] returns the absolute node number of  
the 0-th node of the 0-th side of tri3. 

virtual BOOL IsNode (int node) pubhc
Returns TRUE if the node with absolute number node belongs to the element, 

virtual Point Local (Matrix& ncoord. Point glob) pubhc [abstract]
Derived classes return the local coordinates relative to the element of the point glob  given in global 
coordinates, ncoord  is the element geometry matrix obtained by Elgeom. 

virtual Point Global (Matrix& ncoord. Point loc) pubhc
Returns the global coordinates of the point loc  given in local coordinates to the element, ncoord  is 
the element geometry matrix obtained by Elgeom. (This is not abstract, so derived classes do not have 
to override it, although they can do to improve performance by taking advantage o f element-specific 
properties)

virtual Matrix Elgeom (NodeList& nhst) pubhc
Returns a matrix of order NxM containing the global coordinates of all nodes associated with the 
element, where N is the number of nodes, and M is the dimension of the nodes (2 or 3) 

virtual Vector DirectionCosine (int side, Matrix& jacin) pubhc [abstract]
Derived classes return the normal unit vector to side side of the element in global coordinates, yacin 
is the inverse of the Jacobian of the element, 

virtual BOOL LContains (Point& loc) pubhc [abstract]
Derived classes return TRUE only if point loc, given in local coordinates of the element, is within 
the element.

virtual BOOL GContains (Point& glob) pubhc
Returns TRUE only if point glob, given in global coordinates, is within the element. Not abstract, but 
may be overridden for performance, 

virtual int BndSideList (NodeList &nlist, int *list) pubhc
Returns in lis t the numbers of boundary sides associated with the element. Boundary sides are sides 
which contain only boundary nodes, nhst is the node hst for the mesh. The return value is the number 
of sides found.

virtual Vector ShapeFunction (Point loc) pubhc [abstract]
Derived classes return a vector of length N containing all shape function values at local point loc, 
where N is the number of nodes associated with the element, 

virtual Matrix ShapeDerivative (Point loc) pubhc [abstract]
Derived classes return a matrix of dimension NxM with the derivatives (with respect to local 
coordinates) o f the shape functions at local point loc, where N is the number of nodes, and M is the 
dimension of the element.

float_type Kappa () pubhc
Returns the diffusion coefficient l/(3([i^+|i/)) of the element, 

virtual void Read () pubhc
Reads an element specification from stdin (type, coefficients, node numbers). Must be overridden for 
elements which contain additional properties, 

virtual void Write () pubhc
Writes an element specification to stdout.
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virtual void fRead (FILE *f) public
Reads an element specification from file f. 

virtual void fWrite (FILE *f) public
Writes element specification to file f.

A1.4 Implementations of the element class

A number of specific element types are defined as descendants of class Element. 

Their class declarations are not explicitly listed here as they are identical to the Element 

declaration. All element types implemented so far use linear shape functions, but 

elements with higher order shape functions could easily be added if required. The 

following types are available:

Triangles (2D) 3-noded triangular element

Rectangle4 (2D) 4-noded quadrilateral element

Tetrahedron4 (3D) 4-noded tetrahedral element

Wedged (3D) 6-noded wedge (=prism) shaped element

Voxels (3D) 8-noded cubic element, with edges parallel to the global coordinate

axes

A 1.5 NodeList and ElementList classes

A FEM mesh is defined by a list of elements and an associated list of nodes. These are 

implemented in the classes ElementList and NodeList. These contain methods to add and 

remove elements and nodes respectively, and provide functions to reference elements 

and nodes within the lists. The implementation of the ElementList class as a list of 

abstract Elements allows the combination of different types of elements within a mesh, 

where calls to type-specific functions are dereferenced to the appropriate derived classes.

Class NodeList: Data members

int Dfn public
Degrees of freedom per node. In all cases presented here this is set to 1. 

int len private
Length of the node list.
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Node *lst private
Pointer to the list of nodes.

Class NodeList: Member functions

NodeList () public
Constructor; creates a N odeList o f length 0.

-NodeList () public
Destructor.

void New (int length) public
Reallocates a new node list o f length length, discarding the previous list, 

void Append (int number) public
Appends number new nodes (with undefined contents) to the end of the list, 

void Remove (int nd) public
Removes node nd  from the list. All node numbers > nd eue decremented by 1. The corresponding 
element list has to be updated by a call to ElementList::RemoveNodeRef (nd) to re-synchronise them, 

int Len (void) public
Returns the length of the list (i.e. the value o f the private variable len). 

int TotBnd (void) public
Returns the number of boundary nodes (i.e. with Bnd  != 0) in the list, 

int NumberOf (BYTE bndtype) public
Returns the number of nodes with boundary type bndtype  (i.e. Bnd  == bndtype) in the list.

Node &operator[] (int rec) public
Returns a reference to the rec-ih  node in the list, 

void Swap (int ndl, int nd2) public
Swap nodes n d l and nd2.

void Read (void) public
Reads a node list from stdin. The list consists of a header (including len and Dfn) and a sequence of 
nodes which are read by calls to Node::Read. 

void fRead (FILE *f) public
Reads a node list from file / .  

void Write (void) public
Writes the node list to stdout. 

void fWrite (FILE *f) public
Writes the node list to file / .

Class ElementList: Data members

PElement *List protected
List of pointers to elements. This construction is necessary to store elements of different types in the
list.

int Length protected
Length of the element list.

Class ElementList: Member functions

ElementList () public
Constructor; creates an ElementList of length 0.

ElementList (int len) public
Constructor; creates an ElementList o f length len, consisting of generic Elements.

-ElementList () public
Destructor; removes all associated elements and the list itself.

PElement &operator[] (int rec) pubhc
Returns a reference to the rec-th element in the list. Although a pointer to a generic Elem ent is
returned, it can always be cast into a derived type, 

int Len (void) public
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Returns the length of the element list.
PElement &Insert (int rec) public

Inserts a new Elem ent into the list at position rec  and returns a reference to it. This allows a call like:
elist.Insert (20) = new TriangleS 

void Append (PElement pel) public
Appends the element pointer p e l to the end of the list. Typical usage: elist.Append (new TriangleS).

void Delete (int rec) public
Removes the rec-th element from the list, 

void RemoveNodeRef (int nd) public
Updates node references in all elements under the assumption that node nd  has been removed from
the associated node list, (see NodeList::Remove) 

void Clear (void) public
Clears the node list (i.e. sets its length to 0) 

int Find (NodeList &nlist, Point &glob) public
Returns the number of the element which contains the global coordinate glob, or -1 if such an
element is not in the list, nlist is the associated node list,

void Read (void) public
Reads an Elem entList from stdin. 

void fRead (FILE *f) public
Reads an Elem entList from file / .  

void Write (void) public
Writes the Elem entList *this to stdout. 

void fWrite (FILE *f) public
Writes the Elem entList *this to file / .

A1.6 Independent library functions

A number of library functions has not been not included in the FEM class 

framework described above. For the most part these are direct transformations of the 

original FORTRAN routines which do not naturally fall into one of the class structure. 

It should also be mentioned that the FEM class library is far from complete and that it 

might still contain inconsistencies, as it was built according to the requirements of the 

applications developed in parallel. The independent functions include routines for

• system matrix assembly

• Choleski and Gaussian reduction of banded matrices

• miscellaneous functions like Bandwidth to retrieve the semi-bandwidth of a

system matrix, or MeshOptlD to optimise the node order of a 2D mesh.
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Appendix 2

FEM solvers and pre- and postprocessing tools

A number of software tools have been developed in the course of this project apart from 

the FEM solving programmes themselves to generate meshes (preprocessing) and to 

display the results of FEM calculations graphically (postprocessing). A short description 

of the programs is given below.

A2.1 Preprocessing

A2.1.1 Mesh generator femmesh3

This programs allows the interactive generation of 2D FEM meshes composed of 3- 

noded triangular elements. Meshes can be circular, rectangular or irregular. For circular 

meshes, the user specifies the radius of the mesh in physical units, and the mesh 

resolution by defining the number of element rings and sectors (see section 6.1.1 for the 

mesh generation algorithm). For the rectangular mesh, the user provides the physical 

dimensions and the number of element rows and columns. Irregular meshes require the 

user to define the mesh region by manually dropping boundary nodes in the view 

window. It is possible to specify not only the outline of the mesh, but also internal 

boundaries. Once the boundaries are defined, the mesh is generated automatically.

After the basic mesh of the desired type has been generated, it is possible to 

modify it. It can locally be refined by splitting up elements, or nodes can be moved or 

joined.

Each element is assigned an absorption and scattering parameter. These can be 

modified either globally, or locally by selecting an element in the view window and 

entering new parameters. The current absorption and scattering distribution is visualised 

as a grey scale in the view window.

The position of the point source can be specified, as well as the parameters for 

the finite-difference time stepping, if required.

Once the mesh has been created, it can be saved onto disk. The output mesh
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definition file is an ASCII file containing:

• a file format identifier string

• the node definition block

Contains the number of nodes and the number of degrees of freedom per node 

in the first line, and one line for each node, specifying its dimension (2D or 3D), 

type (boundary or internal), and position in physical units.

• the element definition block

Contains the number of elements in the first line, and one line for each element, 

specifying its type by an integer identifier (e.g. 1 for a 3-noded triangle), the 

absorption and scattering coefficient, and a list of nodes associated with it.

• the source specification

Contains the strength and position of the point source (either diffuse or Neumann 

source)

• the time-stepping parameters

Figure A2.1. Mesh generator femmesh3.
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Contains the number of time steps (0 if time-independent), the step coupling 

parameter 0, and the step width in ps.

A2.1.2 Extension to 3D meshes

Program extendSd allows the simple extension of 2D meshes generated with femmeshS 

to three dimensions, by stacking the 2D node distribution into a number of planes in z- 

direction and replacing each element by its 3D equivalent (e.g. triangles become wedges, 

and squares become cubes). This allows the simple construction of cylinder and slab 

meshes. For more complicated meshes without z-symmetry a more sophisticated 

generator has to be used. A generator for constructing spherical meshes from tetrahedral 

elements has been developed, but the generation of arbitrary 3D meshes is significantly 

more complicated, and would require the application of dedicated tools such as CAD 

packages.

A2.1.3 Mesh optimisation

Programs optimize (for 2D meshes) and opt3d (for 3d meshes) are used to optimise the 

node order of a mesh to reduce the amount of computer memory required by the FEM 

solver. Memory is allocated predominantly for the storage of the symmetric and banded 

system matrices. Due to the sparse matrix representation memory depends linearly on 

the number of nodes, and the semi-bandwidth of the matrix, which is given by the 

maximum node number difference within a single element of the mesh. The task of the 

optimiser is therefore to minimise this maximum node number difference. The algorithm 

works in two stages:

• Firstly, the nodes are collected into bins according to their y-coodinates, where 

the width of each bin is set to the average element size. Then, each bin is sorted 

separately with respect to the x-coordinates.

• Secondly, an iterative scheme is used which looks for the elements with the 

highest node number difference, and tries to reduce it by swapping node numbers
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for the nodes associated with these elements.

Depending on the boundary conditions used, boundary nodes have to be treated 

differently. For mixed boundary condition models, boundary nodes are included in the 

optimisation process. For Dirichlet models, where nodal solution are required to vanish 

on boundary nodes, they are simply sorted to the end of the list. In the solver, these 

nodes are omitted in the system matrices.

A2.1.4 Mesh modification filters

To allow for the modification of meshes from the command line, especially within 

command pipelines without the necessity to start the mesh generator, a series of filters 

has been developed:

• meshcoeff. Modifies the absorption and scattering coefficients of elements either 

globally or separately for regions with homogeneous parameter distribution.

• meshmod. Scales the mesh size either linearly or exponentially from the origin. 

This can be used for example to increase the mesh density near the boundary.

• meshtime. Modifies the time stepping specification of the mesh file.

• meshsrc. Modifies the strength and position of the point source.

A2.2 FEM solvers

The following programs to solve the forward problem have been developed: 

fem2d_dirichlet: Solves for photon density, boundary flux, mean time, or fully

time-dependent, using Dirichlet boundary conditions and a either 

a diffuse or a Neumann source. 

fem2d_mixed: Uses mixed boundary conditions, and allows to include internal

boundary reflection. 

fem2d_cplx_dirichlet and fem2d_cplx_mixed:

Complex versions to calculate phase shift and modulation depth 

of a frequency-domain measurement.
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fem_cylinder and fem_sphere:

3D FEM solvers for specific geometries. These have only been 

implemented for Dirichlet conditions. 

pmdf_abs: Calculates absorption photon measurement density functions for

moments of the TPSF (intensity, mean time, ...). 

pmdf_diff: Calculates diffusion photon measurement density functions for

moments of the TPSF.

A2.3 Postprocessing

A number of tools have been developed to extract information from the FEM data files 

created by one of the solvers, and to visualise the solutions graphically. Standard 

graphics packages for displaying pixel-based images are less suited for this purpose
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Figure A2.2. FEM post-processing tool femview2.
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because the output from the FEM solvers is based on the nodes or elements of the FEM 

mesh, and sampling to a rectangular grid would mean a loss in information and reduced 

applicability (for example, one might be interested in the value of a specific node or 

element).

A2.3.1 Viewing utilities femview2 and femview3

These XView applications display the internal solution generated with an FEM solver 

(e.g. photon density, PMDF) as a greyscale and/or contour plot. femviewS additionally 

produces 3D plots. Examples of the graphical interfaces of both programs are shown in 

Figure A2.2. and Figure A2.3.. Both programs have various zoom and scaling 

capabilities. Cross sections along an arbitrary line can be generated and saved to disk.
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Figure A2.3 FEM post-processing tool femview3.
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Figure A2.4. Examples for output from femview2 (top) and femviewS (bottom).
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A2.3.2 Post processing filters

The output files generated by the FEM solvers contain the complete mesh description, 

nodal solutions for every node, and boundary data for each boundary segment. For time- 

dependent solutions generated by a finite-difference scheme, the output file contains the 

solution for each time step. These data files can be extremely large, and often not all the 

information is needed. Various filters to extract relevant data from the output files have 

therefore been developed. These can be combined to a command pipeline with the 

solvers to avoid the generation of the large intermediate data files.

• intens. Extracts boundary intensity data and outputs them as x-pos./y- 

pos/intensity data triplets for each boundary segment. Can also be used for 

different boundary data types, like mean time.

• toangle. Converts the xy-positions of intens into angular positions for circular 

meshes.

• tpsf. Uses consecutive solutions generated with finite differencing to generate a 

time-point spread function for a single boundary position.

• xyplane. Extracts boundary data from a single z-elevation of a 3D FEM data file 

and transforms it into a 2D data file.
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